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Captain your own Spelljammer
space ship in a spectacular
AD&Da adventure unlike any
before! Recruit ofhcers and crew
to man your magic-powered
ship. Soar into the ether, explore
the planets of Realmspace and
embark on excitinz missions.
Engage pirate vessels such as
neogi snail warships in real-time a
combat from a first-person, flight
simulator viewpoint. Fire huge
:
bolts from your ship's ballista
and bring the enemy to heel. !
Boarding combat is true ADGD
phased battle using weapons
and magic. Point-and-click your
way through the game. Superb
graphics and sound effects
heighten the drama. With so
many planets to visit and missionsto fulfill, every adventure
will be different from the last!
Fwpura br w#Cwkbg &Ite@seta d #hi rkagic of AD&U
advetihviaq - L wflllsprace!
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WIFK IS ICE
LEFT Om PN THE COLD?
One absence Inote among the covers of Challenge is any coverage of
IronCrown Enterprises'excellent Space
Master and Cyberspace gaming systems. Why? Is it a deliberate ploy, or
does no one submit articles on these
systems?
In my case, Iuse both WgaTraveller
and Space Master. From MegaTraveller Iuse the lmperium universe.
Currently my campaign is based in
subsector District 268 of the Spinward
Marches, so MegaTraveller is my
source material, while I use the Space
Master system to game with the
Imperium. The official Space Master
universe is about what tech 18 to 20
compared to the Imperium's 15. By
taking the appropriate technology levelsinto account, an entertainingmixture
is provided. Does Challenge publish
hybrids like this RBegaTravellerlSpace
Master admixture? If not, why not?
Mark Ryan
Dunedin, New Zealand

your panel about seeking new submissions but Ihaven't come upwith a really
good idea yet. I'd like to say again that
GDW is the best as far as I'm concerned and I'm eagerly waiting on issue
#60 of Challenge! Oh yeah! Please tell
Bob Larkin that "The Sphinx Prophet"
on the cover of issue #59 was... well,
awesome! Keep up the good work!
Brad Sweet
New Orleans, LA
GDWis not planning any 2300 modules/sourcebooks at the present.
Challenge will support the system.

CUBUBWW PIcnoRl
The Journal of the Travellers' Aid
Society and Challenge built their reputations on GDW's excellent games:
Traveller, MegaTraveller, Twilight:
2000 and 2300 to just name the games
Iown. It is a shame to see you wasting
your magazine space on games like
Shadowrun and Cyberpunk. Is It any
surprise that in the issue 58 feedback,
all the articles on both games were in
the lower 50%?
We would publish adventures for
You have published many items of
ICE3 science-fictiongames like Space cyberpunk fiction, but I cannot recall
Master and Cyberspace but your sec- you ever publishing any Travelier/Twiond theoly is correct, we haven't lighW2300 style fiction (according to
received any submissions.
my magazine database: five pieces of
We also don't publish hybrids be- cyberpunk, and no other fiction!) As a
cause our readers tell us they aren't computer professional (both hardware
interestedin these types of adventures. and software, all levels), I have my own
problemswith cyberpunk'sdreamabout
THE FU"6URE OF 2300 AD
computing into the future, so I am not
Iam an avid fan of GDW and almost unbiased.
I am seriously considering letting
all of its games.1 umpire a Twilight:
2000 campaign and am interested in my subscription expire. This is a major
starting a 2300 AD group. I am writing decision, since I have all the issues
to, first, be one among many to tell you back to issue number 7. It would also
that without your games my life would be the only gaming magazinethat had
be a very dreary affair and, second, to drifted so far away from my interests
ask some questions. As I previously that Idropped it. You cannot be everymentioned, I am thinking of starting a thing to everybody! Look at TSR's
2300 AD group but I am concerned Dragon or AH'S General. They limit
about the lack of literature being pub- themselves to certain genres and suclishedto supportthe system. Isubscribe ceed admirably.
So, a last plea, return to your roots
to Challenge and the articles are usually top-notch. However, I would be before you lose your readers!
Scott Romanowski
very reassured if I knew for sure that
Wilmington, MA
you will continue to support the system
with more modules and sourcebooks. I
have also been glancing through the
Challenge magazine welcomesyour
index in Challenge#50, and havespotted several interesting articles in letters. The opinions presented do not
previous issuesthat Idon't possess. Do necessarily reflect those of the magayou still have the back copies? If so, zine. Challenge reserves the right to
which issues? Iwould like to receive a edit letters. Write to Challenge Letters,
pilot issue of Eternal Soldier and infor- Managing Editor, PO Box 1646,Bloommation on how I can subscribe. I saw ington, IL 6 1702-1646 USA.
6
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boththe35th EngineerBrigade (Combat) and a sizable marauder group
operating out of Grand Island to the
southwest. During the short but furious engagement that followed, the
35th lost an M60A3 to the marauder's
antitank fire. Both sides withdrew,
badly bloodied.The 35th abandoned
its knocked-out M60 half buried in a
collapsed house, and the marauders
blew up the bridge just north of town
to prevent pursuit.
Now, lying abandoned and rubblecovered in a house near the center of
town is a burnt-out M60A3. The vehicle is irreparable-its interior was
completely gutted when the tank's
ammunition blew up. Covering the
turret and hull front are a number of
Blazer Block reactive armor units.
The PCs can recover 11 units if they
clear away the rubble. Salvaging the
Blazer Blocks will take four hours if
the PCs have appropriate tools, eight
hours if they're winging it. Add another four hours to clear away the
rubble and another four to recover
the rest of the reactive armor.

WEREMJOLW

A SAFE HAVEN?
Cedar Rapids is a strange place to
visit. About 100 lunatics live there
now, so daily life is admittedly somewhat bizarre. The inhabitants do their
best, though, to emulate a normal
town. Of course, that task is made
easier since most of them believe
they are just your average rural folk.
What is most remarkable is how
their isolation in Willowview has affected them. The staff there felt it was
best not to bother the patients with
the more mundane aspects of life
outside-like the war, for instance.
So after their release, it was not too
difficult for the patients to form their
own world view, doing their best to
carry on a "normal" life. And normal
lives don't include wars. Their collective reality remains locked at about
mid-1997, when America was still a
normal working, living, spending
country of "hot dogs and apple pie."
Only one of them (Old Man Wilson)
believes the war even took place!
These people are lunatics, not idiots. They hunt, keep gardens and
fish. A couple even brew alcohol for
fuel ("I sure can't figure out why the
gas delivery is so late this week."
Week after week.), and most will defend themselves if attacked.
8
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The first night the PCs spend in
Some of these townfolk have
opened stores and now run them as town, they will be attacked by three
though theywerepre-warbusinesses. rabid "werewolves" from the asylum.
Of course, they will only sell things for The lunatics will attack until one of
pre-war US dollars. Some will even them is injured, at which time they will
take credit cards! None, however, will retreat into the dark woods, running
for their "den" in Willowview.
take gold or barter.
Of course, the PCs don't believe in
That ought to mess with your playwerewolves. But this is an odd little
ers' minds.
town. And the world has become a
strangeplace.And there isafull moon.
SEND lB.4 THE C L O W S
The PCs are travelling east along Be sure to play the situation up for all
State Highway 56 in eastern Ne- its worth.
If any of the PCs are bitten by the
braska. Lying directly across their
werewolves,
they may want to visit
path is the town of Cedar Rapids,
Nebraska. The road bridge across the asylum and raid the pharmacy to
the river at the north end of town is find relief from possible rabies infecruined. To continue on their way, the tion. If they decide to search for and
PCscantry to buildamakeshift bridge, destroy the rabid lunatics terrorizing
find a suitable ford or go back the way the town, their quest will lead them to
they came to attempt a crossing at the asylum, where the werewolves
some other point. During their stay in are holed up. Either way, looks like
town or from reconnaissance of the they're going to the asylum.
area, the PCs will discover that the
WlLLcl)WIEW
only place where vehicles can cross
Willowview Mental Hospital was
the river is at Willowview, over a covered bridge. Meanwhile, the townfolk built in the mid-1990s as a residential
are very nice for these times. Why sanitariumforpersonsdiagnosedwith
don't the travellers rest up for awhile? nonviolent and "quiet" mental illnesses.
Located on the north bank of the
PAmIRT
InOctober 1998, Cedar Rapidswas Cedar River, which flows shallow and
"discovered" by detachments from slow here, it is surrounded by thick
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woods. The establishment is accessed by a two-lane drive which
runs upone side ofthe riverand down
the other.
A IO-foot-highchainlink fence runs
around the entire perimeter of the
site. Before the war, it was electrified
with a very low charge, more to keep
the woodland animals out of the
grounds than to keep the patients
inside.
Covered Bridge:Thisrnodern-built
replicahas aconcrete superstructure
and is covered by a wooden tunnel. It
once had electric lighting, but since
the war, it remains dark and gloomy.
The ceiling is covered with cobwebs,
the walls with moss, the pavement
with twigs and dry leaves. This is a
fairly lightweightstructure, as bridges
go.Two laneswide, it has amaximum
load limit of 15 tons.
Only vehicles 15 feet high or lower
may pass through the bridge's "tunnel." If they so desire, the PCs can
reinforce the bridge (Average: Civil
Engineer) to allow heavier vehicles
(like tanks) to cross.
Lying at the south end of the bridge
10
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is a man's corpse. He is curled into
the fetal position, his mouth gaping in
a drawn, silent scream. This poor
wretch was one of the four rabid lunatics terrorizing the area. His disease
finally got the better of him.
Security Shacks:These two buildings are both one-story, 10-footsquare wooden structures. A variety
of office supplies and furniture inside
might be of interest to the PCs.
Administration Building:Thisexpansive building is one-story high. It
also is made of wood and contains
office equipment and stationery.
Hospital Building: This is a twostory, concrete monolith. The most
interesting part of the hospital, as far
as the PCs are concerned, will be the
pharmacy. Because rabies had been
contracted by over-friendly patients
in the past, the hospital maintained a
few lots of antirabies serum in the
dispensary. There are still two complete treatments worth of serum in
the locked pharmacy room, at the
back of the infirmary. To make the
PCs' lives a little easier, the serum is
still good. But if you really want to

throw a PC a scare, have him get an
expired lot of serum.
Patient Cabins: These buildings
are similar to the security shacks described above. Each is a 15-footsquare, one-story, wooden construction. Inside are an assortment of
bedding and furniture.
Staff Cabins: These six buildings
were permanent quarters for the
hospital's live-in staff members. They
are one-story, brick buildings.
Searches might turn up anything that
could be found in an unlooted home.

CONCLUSION
Any surviving werewolves will attack the PCs in multiple hit-and-run
ambushes from the cover of woods
and buildings on the asylum grounds.
They will continue to harass the
PCs until they are eliminated or until
the PCs leave the area. If the
werewolves are allowed to continue
their depredations against the surrounding area, they may infect more
people. The last thing post-war eastern Nebraska needs is a rabies
epidemic. If that is not enough to

motivate the PCs, the townsfolk can
offer some sort of reward for the PCs'
services.
Like I said, these people are lunatics, not idiots. Who wants to be
terrorized by werewolves?

NKS
The following nonplayer characters will be useful in this adventure.

Doc Wi&empocam
In the late 1980s, it was revealed
that Doc Witherspoon had absolutely
no real medicaltraining. Shortly thereafter, he was arrested for practicing
medicine without a license. Still, he
believes he is a fully trained and licensed doctor.
Of course, when the patients from
Willowview moved into town, he took
over the town doctor's clinic.
He looks and acts for all the world
like he knows what he is doing. It is a
Difficult task (Observation+Medica1)+2 to notice his lack of Medical
skill.
If the player characters get injured
and go to him for help, they better

take their lucky rabbits'feetwith them.
Doc is a Novice NPC.

Sheadii.8
Hoover
This man labors underthe delusion
that he is J. Edgar Hoover. He will
willingly helpanybody hedoesn'tsuspect of being a communist. He will
come to the PCs' aid when they are
attacked by the werewolves. If any of
the PCs have been bitten by the
foamy-mouthed terrors, he will tell
them to go see Doc Witherspoon. He
will also mutter something about "the
hospital."
The PCs should know from their
drive through the town that there is no
hospital here.
If they question the sheriff further,
he will whisper that there is a hospital
southeast of town, on the river, that
he is "sure is wheresubversivesmeet
to plot."
Despite his zealous belief in this,
he will not go to the hospital himself.
"I've got to stay here to protect the
townfolk," he explains.
Hoover is a Veteran NPC.

Old M m Wilson
This unpleasant but well informed
individual lives in the mansion on the
hill near the center of town. He is
crabby and very rarely leaves his
house during daylight. He is the most
knowledgeable resident of town regarding thewar because he has found
and read the previous occupant'sdiaries of the events of the late-1990s.
He will never volunteer information.
He is an Experienced NPC.

Weaewohes
A few weeks ago, four lunatics out
for a walk in the woods near town
were attacked and bitten by a rabid
foxwhich they attemptedto take home
as a pet. These poor wretches are
now in the excitation period of their
rabies infection-beyond help-and
will perish in less than a week.
Each believes he is a nocturnal
monster of one variety or another.
When not attacking otherpeople,they
often claw and bite each other. They
hide out at the asylum during the day
and only "hunt" at night.
They are all Veteran NPCs. L?
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The SCO drrlllling a d produc~olrapl&om has stopped respondhg to rctio messges.
A corpor;ule 4.emsene to Ilnves~ haas lost comet. Now SCO Is loolkfng for rnercs with
sped& operdons expedence 40 Bgure out wbd's going on.
he characters are contacted by a representative of
South Coast Oil (SCO) Company. They are lookingfor
some mercenaries with special operations experience for a short counterterrorist operation. An SCO
drilling and production platform, SC-14, has stopped
respondingto radio messages, and a corporateteam
sent to investigate lost contact after landing by helicopteron the platform.AllSC0 knowsforsure isthat the team
reported the rig to be visibly intact, but with no human
presence visible. SCO received a serious if vague terrorist
threat recently, and believesthatthe platform may have been
taken over by hostiles.
The SC-14 rig is within Cuban waters, part of a joint SCOI
Cuban government pr0ject.A~a result, SCO can't call for US
government help, and SCO doesn't trust the Cuban police
and military with the safety of the platform. SCO guarantees
that it will cover any internationallegal repercussions with the
Cubans, should they come up.All theteam has to do isfigure
out who's holding the platform and eliminate them.
The platform is worth over $200 million and produces
roughly that amount of oil per year. SCO is willing to pay
$100,000 per person on the raid (an eight- to 12-personteam
is expected) base salary, plus 1% of the following year's
production value from the platform, thus encouraging the
team to avoid damaging the production facilities. SCO will
provide transport to near the platformon a company helicopter. Once the situation is under control, the team is to call in
company workers. If thingsgo wrong, the PCscan opttoabort
the mission, in which case SCO can provide any pickup
option the team wants short of a submarine.

time-consuming cleanup was completed.
Unfortunately for the terrorists, the bomb they purchased
from a black market arms dealer contained a very different
chemical agent from what they thought they were getting.
Though labeled "incapacitating," it actually contained a powerful psychotropic agent. The drug, the experimental HD-45
acts very powerfully on the visual center of the brain and on
the optic nerve, producing strong hallucinations and psychosis that intensify greatly when the victim is exposed to light.
A strong dose also takes two to four weeks to wear off.
When detonated in the ventilation system three days
before the team arrives, the bomb dosed everyone on the
platform with enough HD-45 to make them psychotic during
the night-and uncontrollable and self-destructively violent
duringtheday. The bomb went off just before noon. It affected
the rig's crew fast enough that nobody sent a distress call.
Before nightfall that day, half the crew had died of suicide,
accidents or at each others' hands, including the hapless
terrorist. After nightfall, a few of the less effected individuals
tried to make it to the radio room, but the lights in that section
of the rig had been left on, and they lost control of themselves
before they got close to the radios.
A residue of the drug remains on the platform, and it will
take a week to become inert by exposure to natural forces.
When the helicopter investigating the radio silence arrived,
the three crewmembers contacted this residue and (since it
wasdaylight atthetime) reactedvery badly.Asthecopilot and
technician they'd brought along became psychotic, the pilot
of the helicoptertried to take off and flee, but insteadflew into
the ocean.

REFEREE

PLATFORM,

The SC-14 platform has indeed been the victim of a
terrorist attack. A previously minor anticorporate terrorist
gang called "Libre" arranged for one of its members to be
hired as a worker on SC-14 several months ago, and a week
ago he smuggled a medium-sized chemicalagent bomb onto
the platform. It was supposed to contain adisabling chemical
agent, one that would not hurt the workers on the platform but
that would totally disrupt production until an expensive and

The platform is built on a truss structure going down to the
sea floor 250 feet down. The rig is about 80 meters square,
with five levels in the main structure (averaging four meters
high) from A level (the main deck, with the drilling derrick and
the helicopter pad) down to E level, with most of the levels
containing either oil drilling or pumping equipment, or storage
for drilling pipe. Above the main deck, opposite the helicopter
pad, is a smaller eight-story living tower, with 25 apartments

B y George William Herbert
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on each level. Offices and common rooms like the cafeteria
and exercise rooms are mostly on B level, immediately below
the main deck. There are limited access routes to the girder
structure under the platform (ladders and narrow catwalks).

"

7

WHEN THE K S ARRIIVE.
Of the original 220 crew, only 25 are left alive on the
platform. The rest all died of suicide (quite a number have
jumped into the ocean and drowned), accidents or at each
others' hands. The survivors are all quite insane, very violent
and hiding down in the darkest sections of the SG14 rig's
interior.
Unless the PCs are wearing chemical protection gear
(unlikely), as soon as they arrive on the platform, they will
begin to absorb small doses of the drug from the residue
around the platform. The concentration will be low enough
that they won't notice any strong reactions at first, especially
since they're undoubtedly highly tense and a bit paranoid
already. In low dosages, the hallucinatory effects of the drug
don't appear, just slowly increasing fear and paranoia. Most
teams will choose to arrive at the platform at night, so the
worst effects of the drug will be masked by the darkness.
About half the platform is still lit (internal lights and electricity are working) or has natural lighting during the day (the
main deck and equipment well, for instance). The rest of the
rig is dark even during the day.
As the team explores the platform, the referee should roll
2D6 on the following table once every 10 minutes.

Encou~eas
Roll

6-7

8

11-12

Result
violence.
Asurvivorcan be heard moving somewhere nearby,
but the characters can't locate exactly where.
A survivor armed with an improvised weapon (club)
attacks. Even if subdued, he is psychotic and cannot
be reasoned with. Survivors will shv awav from, or

The characters encounter a pocket of stronger drug
residue. 1D6 of them become noticeably more irritable and paranoid. After three such doses, a character will begin hallucinating, and after four, he will
become violent.

W CALL FOR HIELB
Eventually,the team will probablyfigureoutthat something
is very wrong here and will try to call for extraction or rescue.
If they've waited until daylight to make the call, anyone
outside (or in bright inside lights, forthat matter) is treated as
having been exposed to one more dose of HD-45 than they
actually have been. When they do call for help, a nervous
company executive who's manning the radio will give the
wrong confirmation codeword for the early extraction request. The characters should become extremely agitated,
especially the ones who have received stronger doses of
HD-45. The company executive, unable to tell what the
characterswant as the conversation becomes less coherent,
will not do anything. The characters will have to wait it out
through the rest of the day and the following night.
If they stay to the upper levels or the deck of the platform,
the characters won't get any worse, though duhng the day
they will feel worse. If they explore orcamp in the lower levels,
roll 2D6 on the following table.

8
9-10

11

Asurvivorcan be heard movingsomewhere nearby,
but the PCs can't locate exactly where.
Asurvivorattackswith an improvisedweapon (club).
PCs hallucinate sounds of movement and other
sounds nearby. if characterstalk about the sounds,
other characters will starl to "hear" them also.
If anv characters have been exwsed to the stronaer
dosige, oneof them will sudde'nly collapse and s;art

The characters should survive the night, but in extremely
frazzled condition. The next morning, the company sends a
helicopterout with a team of protective-suit-equipped investigators, havingguessedthatthere'ssome sort of contamination on the rig. If thecharactersdon't massacre them on sight,
they'll rescue the team and returnthem to shore and a couple
of weeks of recuperation in a mental clinic. The rig will be
decontaminated quickly, and the team will recover completely over the next few weeks.

ROLEBLWmG BVCEHOSlIS AND PARANOM
Some referees and players may have problems roleplaying the sense of slowly disintegrating personalities. Here are
a fewtips on howto create the right mood for this adventure.
The key is information. Make it clearto the playersthatthey
shouldn't idly chat about what's going on during this adventure-what they say is what their characters say. Don't let
them talk enough to "figure it out" among themselves.
The referee is encouraged to write notes to his players. A
note can be anything from a message that could have been
said out loud ("Frank, your charactersees something moving
behindthe stacks of pipe."), to messages designedto induce
paranoia in the recipient ("Hernandez keeps looking at your
character, Bill. Remember when those federal agents said
he'd been working with the Cubans?"), to messages designed to induce paranoia among someone else ("Nothing
important happening that you can tell* given to the player
running Hernandez immediately after the above note to Bill).
Don't be afraidtotake aplayerout of the room and privately
tell him that his character is going insane or psychotic. If
they're a good roleplayer, they'll take that information as a
challenge and will do quite a bit of your work for you.
Finally, build mood. Tell the team that there's this funny
creak behind them wherever they go. Pass a note to one
character saying that some bodies you saw before moved
since you last saw them (if the others ask, roll dice and tell
them, "You don't think so."). Surprise them if at all possible.

VMMmONS
To add additional twists, consider the following ideas:
Aggressiws Surwiwor: One of the survivors is better armed
and coherent, if insane. Think of Dr. Hannibal Lecter from The
S i h m of fhe Lambs, but with an arc welder and nailgun.
Cubans: At an inconvenient point, a Cuban navy patrol
boat shows upto investigatereports by fishermen nearby that
"something weird is going on."
The Stranger They Come: One of the characters gets a
heavy dose but feels fine, until he gets a single catastrophic
hallucination (i.e., a seagull on the platform turns and starts
reciting maritime poetry to the character) that may leave him
with a character quirk for life. R
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patron as crewmembers,are
located at the far edge of the system, a b u t a week at their maximum m e w e r drive from the loThey encounter a derelict starship drifting through space at high

A sensorscan shows the derelict

ship to be a wanhip from the time
of the Rule ofMan. Its courseshows
that it is from out-systemit has
probably drifted for thousands of
will undoubtedly matchcourses
and board.
The airlock of the derelict starship is open, and the ship

.The temperature inside is that of deep
oring the ship, the player charactersfind
that it is essentially undamaged' and well 'preserved. If
kreled, the Fusion plant could be restarted, .the airlock
dosed and life support restored.
ies ofthe c r m e m bers are still on the ship, but no due is apparent as to who
lulled the crew or why.
BiBIrtldo*
Both the outer and inner doors are open, the
safety interlodc ovenidden.
Ship's Lo&er: Indudes eight vacc suits of obsolete
design, hull and suit patches, a ZllOliter drumof "polymer
seal
ng," with a large spray canister (the size and
shape of a fire extinguisher)of "resin Axatbe" for sealing
large hull punctures,severalTLl2hand radios, empty 10slot laser carbine rack, empty six-slot pistol radc, radiation
counter, flare gun (no flares), mechanical 1set and
. ,
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Power Plant Fuel

Bridge: The iris valve is locked
open. There are four frozen corpses
here, and several of the consoles are
scarred by laser fire and bullet holes.
All the crewmembers are wearing vacc
suits without helmets. The helmets
are nearby. One crewman lies frozen
neartheopen door, arms outstretched,
as if reaching for his helmet, an apparent victim of explosive decompression. Another (the captain, but the
PCs won't recognize his rank insignia)
lies slumped near the captain's chair,
also dead from decompression. Two
men near the radio and engineering
control panels have been shotthrough
the head with slugthrowers. All four
are armed with 9mm slugthrowers,
and each has a laser carbine handy
nearby. There is a stack next to the
captain's chair of six charged laser
carbines, several loaded 9mm pistols,
a large box of ammunition for them,
two breaching charges and an electric
welder. There is a large hull patch
welded over the life support vent on
the bridge.
If the controls are examined, the
captain's console has buttons pressed
ordering an emergency override on the
bridge iris valve to open it even though
the outside was not pressurized. The
engineering panel has several of the
fusion plant's safety interlocks overridden, as though the engineer was determined to blow up the ship.
Captain's Cabin:The door is welded
shut from the outside.
Wardroom: Large table, chairs, food
synthesizers, etc.
Cargo Bay: Mostly empty except for
sevenfrozencorpseswrapped in sheets.
Each has his head bashed in and his
brain missing. There is also a 250-liter
drum of industrial solvent, a 100-meter
spool of electrical cable and a wooden
packing crate marked "missile, antistarship, high explosive, Mark VI, one
eachWfilled
with several small statuettes
of Droyne (artifacts left by the Ancients
and discovered by the ship's crew).

SALVAGINGTHE
The PCs (or their NPC captain) will
undoubtedly repower and repressurize
the ship, put a prize crew on-board
(including tho PCs) and try to take it
back to the starport to claim it as salvage.Aminimum crewof five is needed,
and 12 is standard.
Toconnectthefuel line to transferfuel
from one starship to another:
Routine, Vacc Suit, Dex, 2 min.
Referee: Use the power up and prepare maneuver drive tasks from the

is so large, at full thrust it will stilltake us
several days.
March 27: ChiefAndersonwasfound
in the cargo hold with his head bashed
in and his brain gone. Doc is doing an
The PCs may want to store the bod- autopsy to help find the guilty party. I
ies by stacking them in the cargo hold, can't believe one of my crewcouldcompending investigation by the starport mit such an inhuman act. After the court
authorities. If they don't think of this, martial, we'll see how long the bastard
have one of the NPCs mention it: "I can breathe vacuum.
March 28: Doc's autopsy is no help at
wouldn't want to be accused of piracy,
all. He insists ChiefAnderson was dead
would you?"
for at least two days before we found the
body,yet I talked with himjustyesterday
SHIP'S LOG
Afterthecomputersarepoweredup,the outside engineering.
March 29: Doc won't be doing any
PCs may wanttochecktheship'slog.They
maybeginwiththemost recententry (March more autopsies. Whoeverit is smashed
in his head and then killed Cookie, too.
31) and work backward:
Prior to March 20: Log entries are Three dead out of a crew of 12. At
Ensign Schering's suggestion I have
routine accounts of patrol duty.
March 20: May God have mercy, we issued arms to the crew. He believes
have misjumped. Ourjumpdriveis dam- some creature came aboard during the
aged but repairable. However, we are landing. I have also given orders to
low on fuel, and no star system is within search the entire ship, aNcrewmembers
to travel in pairs.
parsecs of us.
March 30: Two more deaths have
March 21: Sparks has detected a
strange infrared source about 100 mil- been reported, both killed by having
lion kilometers to starboard. We are their heads bashed in. I believe it must
going to investigate. Repairs to thejump be some kind of creature. We're all
armed. A human murderer would have
drive are continuing.
March 22: Morale is low. Unless we used his sidearm. We continue the
find fuel, we'll never reach home, even search.
March 31:Lt. Smithson was killed in
if the drive is repaired.
March 23: It's huge. The infrared engineering, and Crewman Bates saw
emitter is a huge sphere millions of andheardnothing.Later,wefoundBates
kilometers in diameter. Ensign Schering dead in the airlock. There's only four of
,
Schering, Chief
says it is a "Dyson Sphere," made by us I e f t n o ~ eEnsign
breaking up a system's planets and Johnson and Sparks. We've given up
surrounding the star with the material to the search and barricadedourselves on
absorb allits energy. That's why no one the bridge. I've depressurized the rest
spottedthestarsystemhere. Whocould of the ship. Perhaps that will kill it. Now
have built such a thing? I hope they will we wait. Why couldn't we find the creaprove to be friendly and give us the fuel ture during the search? It must be big
andstrong to breaka man's skull. Where
we need to get home.
March 24: They have not responded could it hide? Could it be invisible?
to our signals. We have located a land- That'snotpossible.Wait, whatifit...you?l
ing site. I will lead a landing party to Johnson, blow the...( tape incoherent,
gunshots, screaming). (End of tape.)
explore. I hope they are friendly.
March 25: We found a passage
MEAWHILEee.
through the 'krust". The '3urface"of the
The creature will thaw out and begin
interior of the sphere is incredible. A
'planet" with a surface area equal to to kill again. First it will kill an NPC, eat
millions of Earths, and completely dev- his brain and hide the body in the cargo
astated. There is little plant life, mostly hold. In a day or two, the body will be
lichen, and the city we found has been found. If an examination is made, the
deserted for thousands of years. The time of death will be determined to be
sun is very weak and cold. This place several days before, yet several
must be very old. Who built it? Where crewmembers will report having seen
are they? We found stored fuel and him alive in the meantime.
Soon a second person will be found
have refueled. Lt. Smithson says repairs to thejump drive willbe completed dead, also with his head smashed in
tomorrow. We have recorded the coor- and his brain missing.
dinates of this system for future referTHE REST OF ?fXldE STORY
ence and may return.
Thecrew has picked upabioconstruct
March 26: We have lifted off and are
heading for thejump point. This sphere killer android made by the Ancients and

Imperial Encyclopedia page 92, but
raise the difficulty one level due to the
unfamiliarity the crew has with the old
technology and control panels.

used to kill the entire population (including animal life) of the Dyson Sphere
over a period of several thousand years
during their war millennia ago. The android is made of a living polymer which
can rsconfigure itself into virtually any
shape or form. Kinetic energy weapons
will only splatter it, slowing it as it reforms unharmed. It can make itself reflective to laser fire, and it is impervious
to poisons and gas attacks. It is resistant to electricity, plastic being a poor
conductor. Freezing it near absolute
zero merely preserved it for thousands
of years.
The android feeds on brains. After
digesting the brain DNA, within a few
minutes it has assimilated the memories of the dead creature and can impersonate it to a high degree. It will look like
the person, talk like him, know what he
knew. It may look and act like a human,
but if cut, it won't bleed. Wounds are self
sealing, somewhat like slashing jello. It
can also imitate just the external a p
pearanceofbeings, without havingkilled
them.
The android is programmed for one
purpose-to kill. If the PCs do nothing,
it will kill the entire crew, one by one,
impersonating recently dead men to
catch the others off guard. It will be able
to pilot the ship back to a starport and
will then depopulatethatworld, laterthe
wholesubsector, eventually, who knows.
This thing was made by Grandfather for
the purpose of genocide. It is just as
efficient as other Ancients' technology.
The PCs' only chance is that the
android cannot kill on a small ship without arousing notice.There are nocrowds
of billions of beings to become lost in.
The PCs will know there isa murderer
on board. But who is it? If they keep the
crew at theirstations, the android will kill
them by approachingone ortwo people
alone, gaining their confidence by impersonating acrewmember, then killing
them in a surprise attack. The PCs will
have to assemblethe whole crew in one
placeto determinewho is the murderer.
It may take them a while to figure this
out-which is why YOU need a lot of
MPCs on the ship. Of course, the PCs
can't fly the ship if they remain in one

large group to watch each other.
There are several ways to determine
who is the android. The most obvious is
the fact it won't bleed like a human. PCs
who have seen The Thingwill probably
think of this. Remember, the android
can mimic other humans, so questioning it won't work (although the PCs
won't know this). Tranq gas won't tranq
it, but if it knows it's being gassed, it can
fake unconsciousness.

CONRZONTAnON

normaldamage if you hit. The android is
very fast. Increasethe task difficulty by
one level if it can dodge.
Laser Weapons: These do normal
damagethefirst round, untilthe android
goes mirror.They willstilldoone wound,
even then, on a exceptional success.
Sealer: In the ship's locker is a large
container of sealer for holding hull
patches in place. It sets instantly when
sprayed with the fixative, even in
vacuum. It won't kill the android, but
could leave it vulnerable to attacks.
Solvent: The solvent in the cargo
hold will cause extensive damage to it.
(It is plastic, after all.)
Airlock: Perhaps they could suck it
out the air lock?

Eventually, the android will confront
the player characters, either because
they have unmasked it or because
there's nobody left but the PCs, and it
figures the odds are in its favor. It will
then attack until either it orthe PCs are
dead.
REWARDS
The PCs will have to figure some way
If the PCs survive and get the ship
to kill it. Here are a few suggestions for back, it will be seized for the war effort,
the referee. Inventive players will, no butthey can claim a 1O%salvageaward
doubt, come up with even more:
of MCr36. If the PCs notice them, the
Freeze It: This won't kill it, but later artifacts in the hold are worth MCrl to a
they could dump it into the sun orsome- museum. The Dyson Sphere is located
thing. It would have to be really cold to several sectors away (apparently the
freeze it. The PCs could lure it into ship drifted at high speed for a long
engineering and spray it with liquid hy- time). If the coordinates are found in the
drogen. Depressurizing the ship won't ship's log and sold, they could be worth
help if the android can get to a heated millions. Unfortunately, the location is
suit in time.
behind enemy lines. Gettingthere could
Fusion or Plasma Guns: These do be an adventure in itself.

Now is your chance to get all of the latest information on the Inner Sphere, the Clan invasion and all
the latest news on FASA products. Mechforce North America (MNA) is the only FASA approved
players' organization dedicated to the warriors who count!
-As a member of MNA you will receive:
-One 24 page Mechforce Manual
-One Mechforce Membership Card
-One Mechforce Membership Certificate
-One FASA poster (if available)
-Four quarterly issues of MECH magazine
-The ability to purchase Battletech products. many of
which are exclusively available to members
-And much, much more!
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For more information write to:
AWOL Productions
2101 W. Broadway #305
Columbia, MO 65205-6018
USA

call 24 hours a day:
(314)-446-AWOL [2965]
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The Empathic SourcebookTM
contains expanded and refined rules for the Empathy attribute and its
related skills, as well as entirely new skills, and information concerning Empathy skills practiced by
humanoid ETs who remain free from the Dark. Also included are more combat-related Empathy
skills and descriptions of numerous organizations im ortant to empathic characters, from psychic
test labs to empathic secret societies. GDW: 2108. f12.

Coming in 1993 for DA
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could wind up stuck on this little planet forever.

WEkCOm TO CAHCAa

shale and flint outcroppings. At thesouthern end of the ran
the glacier protrudes beyond the slopes into the surround
foothills, where the steady meltoff forms a large lake. Ea
settlers dammedthis lake and ran undergroundconduits 4
kilometers south to their desert settlement, Little Windy.

has closed the dam's sluices. Little Windy is now on meager
water rations, and its subsistence farms are faring even
worse than the populace.
Chicago's government has no organized military; the
planet's history of absolute personal liberty precluded the
development of such organizations. Now, however, the parliament of Little Windy needs troubleshooters with military
training and, hopefully, equipment. Otherwise, the fledgling
parliament will have to surrender control to the Holowaks,
who would probably rule as autocrats. The situation is complicated by the fact that the Holowaks have threatened to
dynamite the dam if they are attacked.

though low-TL ornithopters are not practical in a Terran-like
environment, planets with light gravity and dense atmospheres make muscle-poweredornithopters feasible.
Note that any ornithowings have both minimum and maximum size limits. These size limits are defined in terms of the
total square meters of ornithowing that may be mounted on
a single vehicle. Exceeding the maximum number creates
aerodynamic stresses that are likely to tear the wings apart.
An ornithopter's final UCP hull displacement rating is determined by adding the volume of the wing (which includes space
requiredfor guidelines, stays and operating room) to the volume
of the hull. ComparethistotaltotheUCP hullchartvolume ratings
(Refersa's Manual, page 62). Find the hull volume which just
equals or exceeds this total (the vehicle's hull volume plus the
volume of the ornithowing). The displacement rating that corresponds to this total volume is the vehicle's new displacement
rating. This change only affects the hull's displacement rating;
weight, cost and armor are not affected. Note, however, that the
indusion of a rotary sail will cause any vehicle's configuration to
become unstreamlined.

DESIUU EVWLUATION

Power: Most ornithowings use muscle power. They have
levers and cranks built-in, so crew positions serve as the
transmissionrequirement. However, powerforan ornithowing
can be done via any type of power plant. Full details on
mechanical muscle power can be found in the "Wet Navy"
design sequence (Challenge 53,54,60) or in "Wood and
Wind, Steel and Steam," the early tech design supplement
THE JOB
(Challenge 61). If these sources are unavailable, the followThe Chicagoans are willing to offer the PCs Crl000 each ing basic rules can be used:
if they can recapture the dam intact. If the group has a
Any species that is capable of generating mechanical
starship, the parliamentwill not permit them to use it. Reliable power via muscular work generates a number of watts equal
sources report that the Holowaks have made a deal with a to one-half of the species' average weight in kilograms. For
band of pirateswho now provide them with orbital overwatch. humans, the average weight is approximately 70 kilograms.
If the pirates spot an in-boundstarship or other aerialvehicle, Therefore, the basic work value is 35 watts when generating
they will destroy it. In addition, they would surely warn the mechanical power.
Holowaks, who would then dynamite the dam.
Basic wattage values can be modified by an individual's
The only hope for success lies with a stealthy approach by working ability. The working ability is determined by totaling
ornithopters (too small to be detected by orbital scans) and a the Strength attribute DMplus the Endurance attribute DM.
fast, fierce battle for the dam itself. Chicago is perfect for This sum equals a person's working ability. For each point of
ornithopters, which are now the primary means of transport working ability, aworker is able to increase his basic mechaniforthe natives.ThecharacterswiII,therefore, be urgedtotake cal power output by 40%. So an individual with Strength 8+
a few quick flying lessons.
(DM+l) and Endurance (8+) (DM+l ) has 2 points of working
ability. This means that his basic mechanical power output is
REFEREE
increased by 2 ~ 4 0 %or 80%. In the case of a human, this
The Chicagoans will send four expert 'thopterflyers/guides would mean that 35 watts ofbasicoutput times 1.8equals 63
along with the PCs. These individuals will be armed with watts total mechanicalpower.
flintlock pistols and cutlasses.
Damage Points: When calculatingthe hull damage points
A force of eight to 15 individuals defend the dam (adjust forornithowings, do not include them in with the hull section.
number as needed). Most are armed with percussion cap The hull and the locomotion section are identical, so simply
rifles and blades, but three of the Holowak family members include the hull damage points under the locomotion DP
have preservedmore advanced weapons. These include one listing. Divide the inoperative result for ornithowings by 105 mm assault rifle, one 7 mm rifle, and one TL7 grenade they are very fragile.
Performance: Ornithowingsonly receive their listedthrust
launcher. All NPCs have relevant skill levels of 1.
The PCs must land on the dam, locate the demo charges rating in environments where the planet's UWP atmosphere
and disarm them. If they attempt to conduct landings against value is3 greaterthan its size rating, UWP atmosphere rating
cadre elements first, they may be unable to prevent the is 6 or greater and UWP size value is less than 6.
destruction of the dam. The attack will be much more difficult
Inotherenvironments,theornithowingcannotgenerateenough
and costly if the PCs opt to conduct it during the day, rather thrust to make flight possible. In environments where the atmothan at night.
sphere is 6+ and is at least as great as the UWP planetary size,
10% of the listed thrust can be produced. In all other environSPECIAL DESIW RULES
ments, generated thrust is negligible. R
Thrust-Based Suspension (316): The ornithowing is introduced as an addition to table 3/6.
If you liked this adventure, you'll love Astrogaters' Guide
The ornithowing is literally a mechanical bird wing. Al- to Diaspora Sector, coming soon from GDW
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We're looking for people who are familiar with our line of
RPG's, wargames, miniatures and are interested in
becoming intimate with the decade's breakthrough eventthe Dmgerous journeysTMmultigenre roleplaying system.
Sound good so Far?-Keep reading, it gets better.
Joining the GDW Demo Team, you'll become part of a
network of game enthusiasts that spans across the United
States and Southern Canada. With your membership
acceptance, you'll get an offrcial GDW Demo Team shirt
that lets people know your part of this prestigious
organization. By becoming part of the team, you'll be given
first-hand information about all of GDWs products before
their release. Bottorn line-It's fun!

GDMr is continuing to actively recruit new members to
demonstrate its product line at conventions and stores. If
You enjoy gaming and are willing to bring this fun to
others, you have the qualities we seek

For more information, contact: Michael Krause
c/o GDW
P.O.Box 164.6
Bloomlngton, IL 61702
(309)452-3632 fax---(309)4543127
stores and conventions: Contad us today abut w i n g an
offldal. GDW Demo Tf?unvlsltyour site!

Tot-Con X, Oct. 3-4 at the University Border War IV, Oct. 23-25. Write to
of Toledo, Scott Park Campus. Con- Border War IV, 8600 Hillcrest Drive,
tact the Toledo Gaming Convention, Kansas City, MO.
C/OMind Games, 2115 N. Reynolds
World FantasyConvention,Oct. 29Road. Toledo. OH 43615.
Nov. 1 at Callaway Gardens, Pine
Phantasm '92, Oct. 3-4 at the Peter- Mountain, GA. Send SASE to World
borough Public Library, Peterborough, Fantasy Convention '92, Box 148,
Ontario, CanadaWrite to Phantasm'92, Clarkston, GA 30021.
276 Parkhill Road West (rear), PeterCon of the Weird and Supernatural
borough, Ontario, Canada K9H 3H5.
(COWS '92), Oct. 31-Nov. 1 at the
RoVaCon SF, Oct. 2-4. Send aSASE Embers in Carlisle, PA. Contact M.
to RoVaCon, PO Box 117, Salem, VA Fonier's Gamesonly Emporium, 200
Third St., New Cumberland, PA
24153.
17070.
Quad Con '92, Oct. 9-11 at Palmer
Auditorium, 1000 Brady St., Davenport, NovaCon, Nov. 6-8 at the Halifax
IA. Send a large SASE with two stamps Holiday Inn in Halifax, Nova Scotia.
to Quad Con '92, The Game Emporium, Contact NovaCon Society, PO Box
1282 Main, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia,
3213-23rdAve., Moline, IL 61265.
Canada B2Y 489.
Necronomicon '92, Oct. 9-11 at the
Airport Holiday Inn, 4400 W. Cypress, ShaunCon V, Nov. 6-8 at the RoadTampa, FL. Contact Necronomicon way Inn, Sixth and Main, Kansas City,
'92, BOX 2076, Riverview, FL 32569. MO. Write to the Role-Players Guild
of Kansas City, c/o ShaunCon V, PO
Gamemaster '92, "The Masters,"Oct. Box 7457, Kansas City, MO 64116.
10, at the Student Union Building of
Boise State University. Contact The Command.Con.4, Nov. 7 at the cafGamemasters Guild, 3531 Sugar eteria of St. Louis Community College at Forest Park, 5600 Oakland,
Creek Drive, Meridian, ID, 83642.
St. Louis, MO. Write to ComNerdCon li,Oct. 16-18 at the Univer- mand.Con.4, PO Box 9107, St. Lousity of Massachusetts at Amherst. is, MO 63117.
Contact Randi Walvick, 7 Livingston
Lagacon 15, Nov. 7-8, at the FraterDr., Peabody, MA 01960.
nal Order of Eagles, 116 N. 8th St.,
Not Just Another Con, Oct. 16-18at Lebanon, PA. Contact the Lebanon
the University of Massachusetts at Area Gamers Association, 806 CumAmherst. Contact Science Fiction berland St., Lebanon, PA 17042.
Conventioneers of UMass (SCUM),
RSO 16, Campus Center, UMass, Rock-Con XX Game Fair, Nov. 7-8
at Rockford Lutheran High School,
Amherst, MA 01003.
3411 N. Alpine Road, Rockford, IL.
Nebulous Con IV, Oct. 16-18 at the Write to Rock-Con Game Fair, 14225
Comfort Inn in Wheeling, WV. Con- Hansberry Road, Rockton, IL 61072.
tact The Nebulous Association, PO
Sci-Con 14, Nov. 13-15 at the HoliBox 6638, Wheeling, WV 26003.
day Inn Executive Center, Virginia
NOVAG VII, Oct. 16-18 at the West Beach, VA. Send a SASE to Sci-Con
Park Hotel in Leesburg, VA, less than 14, PO Box 9434, Hampton, VA
an hour'sdrivefromWashington, D.C. 23670.
Contact NOVAG, c/o RalphAllen, PO
Pentacon VIII, Nov. 14-15 at Grand
Box 122, Sterling, VA 22170.
Wayne Center in downtown Fort
Tacticon '92, Oct. 17-18, sponsored Wayne, IN. Contact Steve and Linda
by the Gaming Guild of Connecticut. Smith, 836 Himes, Huntington, IN
46750.
Octacon '92, Oct. 23-25 at the
Alaskaland Civic Center. Contact SAGA 1, Nov. 20-22 at the Airport
Octacon '92, PO Box 85105, air- Sheraton Inn, 2150 Veterans Blvd.,
Metairie, LA 70062.
banks, Alaska 99708.
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Zero '92, Nov. 21-22 at the
Holiday Inn, Chesapeake House, in Aberdeen, MD. Contact HarfordAdventure
Society, c/o The Strategic Castle, 114 N.
To11Gate Road, Bel Air, MD 21014.
Cocoacon '92, Nov. 27-29 at the
Harrisburg Marriot in Harrisburg, PA.
Contact Cocoacon '92,210 S. Grant
St., Palmyra, PA 17078.
Visions '92, Nov. 27-29 at the
Ramada Hotel O'Hare, Chicago, IL.
Contact Her Majesty's Entertainment,
Ltd., Box 1202, Highland Park, IL
60035-1202.
Concoction'92, Dec.4-6 at the Quality Inn on South Carolina and Pacific
Avenue in Atlantic City, NJ. Write to
Concoction '92, PO Box 222, Oceanville, NJ 08231.
Tropicon XI, Jan. 8-70, 1993, at the
Palm Beach Airport Holiday Inn, Palm
Beach, FL. Please contact Tropicon XI,
Box 70143, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33140.
Arisia '93, Jan. 15-17 at the Boston
Park Plaza Hotel and Towers.
Warpcon Ill,Jan. 28-31 at the University College Cork, Ireland.
WarconG9'93, Feb. 5-7 in the Memorial
Student Center, Texas A&M University,
CollegeStation,TX.ContactMSCNOVA,
Box J1, MemorialStudent Center,Texas
A&M, College Station, TX 77844.
Life, the Universe and Everything
XI, Feb. 10-13at Brigham Young University, Provo, UT. Contact 1993 Symposium, 3163 JKHB, Brigham Young
University, Provo, UT 84602.
World Horror Convention No. 3,
March 4-7 at the Sheraton Stamford
Hotel in Stamford. CT.
Crackercon 2, March 19-20 at the
Holiday Inn Baymeadows, FL. Contact Crackercon, Box 8356, Jacksonville, FL 32239-8356.
Announcements cannot be included unless sent in a minimum of
four months in advance. Challenge
is not responsible for errors in convention announcements. Write to
Challenge Conventions, Managing
Editor, PO Box 1646,Bloomington, lL
6 1702-1646 USA.

and detail Enterthe universeof PAR§ECF\',
whtch combtnes a series of science fiction
stories, illustrations,anddatafilestocreate the
setting for adventure and intrigue Ideally
suited for both the casual reader and the gaming enthusiast, the material is readlly adaptable to any role-playing game system New
worlds, new adventures, new challenges
PARSECSu: Foundation
Cornfng the fall
t7001 $14.95

I!

-

T h e stage IS set for t h e d r a m a
a n d suspense of corporate rntrlgue with t h e Corporation s u i l d I n g C o m p a n y mergers, leverage
buy-outs, o r hostiletake-overscan
create t h e scenarto for thrilling
adventure at thts seven-level of#lo1 $12.95
ftce structure

-

Exottc technologtes and extraordinary discoverles may be only a
step away with the Research Facllity Mysterious corporate expertments or classified government research can provide the backdrop
forthrtlllng adventure at thls sevenlevel laboratory site #I 02 $12.95

-

BUILDING & SCENIC REPRQQUCTIOMS
FOR USE WITH GAMING, DIORAMA~SETC.

Products slva~lableIn 5mm, '1 5mm, 25mm
and In the most popula periods.

Knights in shining armor and fair
damsels in distress Gallant heroes
and cunning v ~ l l a ~ n sStep back mto
the era of chivalry, romance, and
swashbuckling adventure wlth Kings
Rook
medieval fortif~cationfloor
plans available for use with any roleplaying game
84001 -512.95

-

other products ~ ~ ~ for:
i l ~ b l ~

MEGATRAVELLER
@
~ I O ~ S - G ~ Close
Z ~ I IESCOI~
~

elol6- system Defense Boat 8 Shuttle
d10i7-EmpreSSMarava
Merchant

n1022- M e ~ a S e1l

#3001 - S S Vlrglnla
83002 - u s s Hampion

Geographical Society
The Royal Martian Geographical Society wishes to
inform the public that itsr quarterly publication devoted to Victorian Era roleplaying is now available on
Earth. Each thirty-two page issue contains:

-AdventuresSpace 1889, Cthulhu by Gaslight, and the Wild West

MAIL ORDER

-New Equipment and Inventions-Cloud Captains' Gorner-Edward's Guide lo Syrtis Major-Victorian History-New Rules and ScenariosThe Society is also proud to announce that future
issues will incorporate the Ether Society Newsletter.

SPECIAL ADVISORY TO ALL TRAVELLER NEWS SERVICE SUBSCRIBERS

For Ills%rribuaomto WI1% Dal;il Nodes

950-1 127

>>>The Travellers' Aid Society central office, responding to requests from its constituent field offices, announces the
following blanket Travellers' Advisory. ccc
>>>The previously successful system of designating Amber and Red Zone worlds on a case-by-case basis has hereby
been discontinued. Instead, a new blanket advisory system is being instituted which more accurately reflects the dangers of
travel in the Third lmperium at the present time. This system is based on the recognition of emerging astrographic regions
resultingf rom the Rebellion. These regions, known as Safes, Frontiers, Outlands, and Wilds, aredifferentiated by the amount
of combat that has taken place in them and the consequent loss of order and social services. <<<
>>>In the interest of the safety of all interstellartravellers, theTravellers'Aid Society will, untilfurther announcement, issue
a blanket Red Zone classification for all worlds located in the so-called Wilds and Outlands areas, and a blanket Amber
classification for all worlds located in Frontier areas. Worlds located in Safe areas may be designated as Green Zones, but
will continue also to be designated on a case-by-case basis. To further assist travellers in planning safe journeys, all future
Traveller News Service stories will include the travel zone classification in the dateline.<<<
END SPECIAL ADVISORY END
DATA NODES RETURN TO LOCAL FEED
TNS 1127-6761A-150 PRlORlTV FEED BRAVOIBRAVOC

Cpbeline/Sollsmnni mrn (2527XgF4%9-?/Red)

963-1 121

$While it is clearthat life on this savaged world will never again be the same, a measure of order has returned to the world,
100 days after it was savagely assaulted with an estimated 135 megatons of thermonuclear explosive force.
¶Once it became clear that the nuclear strikes were not a prelude to a planetary invasion, the hastily assembled military
government was able to turn its attention away from planetary defense to damage assessment and rebuilding. Unfortunately,
the destruction of Cymbeline's once extensive starport has made it difficult to coordinate the disaster-relief assistance that
has been arriving from nearby worlds. Hospitals have been overwhelmed by patients requiring treatment of primary and
induced injuries. This was compounded by the fact that many hospitals were themselves damaged or destroyed.
'$Anestimated 575,000 were killed and3 million more injuredby primary effectsofthe nuclearstrikes.An additional5 million
are thought to have died from induced causes, such as loss of life support and other necessities. Horribleas these numbers
are, it seems clear that the strike could have done more damage to the human settlements had that been its primary intent.
The concentration of explosions in the volcanic highlands have led to several speculations. Two leading theories have
emerged to explain the strike.
'$Onehas it that the strike was an entirely new form of warfare: an attempt to destroy the world's surface by attacking weak
points in tectonic plates, causing the planetary crust to disintegrate. Supporters of this theory hold that Cymbeline's welldocumented tectonic activity would make it an ideal proving ground for such a conceptual super-weapon, which could be
refinedfor use on more stable worlds. Such "planet busternconceptshave been speculated, along with such otherdoomsdaytype weapons as the supposed "star triggermdevelopedby the Darrians, a minor human race in the Spinward Marches. The
appalling viciousness of the attack has led to supposition that Lucan's forces are responsiblefor the strike, and Lucan's wellpublicized remarks about super-weapons gives credence to this theory.
?The second theory is more prosaic, and postulates that the attack was not against the human inhabitants, but rather
against the naturally occurring microchiplife that inhabitsthe highlands. While this is in accord with the particularsof the strike,
it is difficult to determine what group might have made such a strike. The increasingly doctrinaire and violent struggles within
the Solomani Party are put forward as one possibility, although these have been limitedto assassinationattempts before now.
However, if success is a clue, this theory gains in prominence because it appears that every sentient chip on the world was
destroyed by a combination of blast, electro-magnetic pulse, and radiation effects.
?There is no way to prove either theory, nor is it likely that there will ever be.

Promfse/Diapoaa (2827B W299 8-D/Wed)

198-1 627

'fiOfficials of the Unity of Promise government played host this week to the travelling Hivers of the Imperial History Club of
Manchus. Attendees report that the unusual visit has provided a welcome distraction from the many, crises that have
dominatedthe government's attention in recent months. Among these crises are the continuing succession war being fought
on Asena (3022 DiaspordRed),nowreportedto includethe landingof "volunteer"troopsfrom Hervestia(2310 DiasporaJRed),
and the repeated attempts to raise sufficient forces to lift the occupation of Tazmania (3123 DiaspordRed) and Cosenza (3228
DiaspordRed), both under the control of pirate bands. All of these are complicatedby the inability to commit units of the wellrespected UP regulars, as their numbers are considered too low to spread beyond the UP member worlds.
'$Entertaining highlights of the Hiver visit began before the meeting began, with a pre-visit briefing on when not to shake
hands around Hivers, delivered to a bemused government delegation by a former Imperial protocol officer. During the visit
itself, a scheduled military review was interrupted when members of the Hiver delegation requested sample uniforms and
weapons to take back to document their research. Later, while attending a ballet performed by the Promise Light Ballet
Company, several members of the Hivers' detachment of lthklur guards apparently mistook the dance for a participatory
sporting event. They efficiently tackled several human dancers, scoring several points by their own reckoning, before they
were convinced that it was a performance, rather than a game.
?The visit was also interrupted when a member of the Hiver delegation collapsed during a state dinner. The human hosts
feared that the Hiver was a victim of food poisoning from some of the unfamiliar human dishes being served. But the Hiver
leaders assured their hoststhat it wassimply a rare, though harmlessseizure,and had nothingtodowith the human hospitality.
There was, however, disappointment among the caterers that the Hivers would not touch the platter of corn dogs thoughtfully
provided. A member of the UP government who had previously attended a Hiver-organizedfunction, remarked with some
concern, "It looks like those other things weren't really corn dogs."
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Cwbea/D3iapora (0532Bd IO9A 7- Cmed)

233-1127

9Effective today there is another new government in Diaspora, the Cumberan Confederation. Joining the ranks of the
Ecclesiastyof Narquel (NarquelJDiaspora),Unionof Sufren (SufrenJDiaspora), Vassalry Judiciate (Sufren/Diaspora), and the
Unity of Promise (PromiseJDiaspora), the other independent polities in Diaspora, it is one more sign of the need for local
authority and stability in the face of declining control and law on the sector level. The announcement was made at a formal
summit today, attended by representatives of the six worlds which comprise the organization.
TAnnouncing itself as more acommercecolleclive ratherthan afull-fledgedgovernment, the announcement concentrated
on the need to maintain secure shipping routes and focus on the development offinely-balanced"micro-economies"until the
current "hard timesnare over. These issues are only aformalized statement of some of the preferentialtrade policiesthat the
six worlds have been pursuing for several years, and are nothing new.
IThe announcement, although an accurate portrayalof some of the Confederation's clear goals, does not address certain
recent trends that have surely influenced the Confederation's birth. Chief among these is the friction between the
Confederation's worlds and the Solomani Confederationoverthe status of displaced Vegans. Cumber now boasts one of the
highest populations of Vegan expatriates in the sector, refugees lrom the Solomani offensives against the former Vegan
Autonomous Area in the Solomani Rim. Solomani authorities claim that many of these refugees are actually dangerous
terrorists and resistance leaders, and have made increasingly strident demands for their extradition. in clear violation of
Cumberan sovereignty, many "hit squads" from Solomani Security, the internal security apparatus of the Solomani
Confederation, have kidnapped or assassinated Vegans living on Cumber.
YNor did the announcement allude to the true federal qualities of the new confederation, including unified foreign policy,
centralized civil service appointments, and unified armed forces, built around the cadre of the Cumber Army.
9The Cumberan Confederation's establishment was clearly intended to invoke Cumberan independence without overtly
challenging the Solomani Confederation. Even so, the message was clear enough. One CumberArmy officer present at the
summit concluded, "SolSec isn't going to like this one bit."
BThe worlds uniting as the CumberanConfederationare Vision (0431 DiasporatAmber),Angebo (0432 DiasporaJAmber),
Attax (0531 DiasporalAmber), Cumber (0532 DiasporaJAmber), Sheshene (0533 Diaspora/Amber), and Fuquay (0632
DiasporaJAmber), a possession of Cumber.

TripoHs@Jerge(2612 C M S A 9 & A / h b e a )

268-1 i 27

!''It blotted out the stars."
qlSo reported one of many accounts of a large battle fleet, repeated over the past several weeks throughout the trailing
portions of Verge. The quote above was from a free trader who blundered into the fleet's operations and was warned away
with the gruff message, "Depart the area immediately or risk impoundment."All reports agree that the force was of huge, preRebellionproportions and broadcast lmperial Navy identity codes corresponding tothe llelish forces of the Shadow-Emperor
Dulinor.
9Historically, Verge has been the site of many naval maneuvers and wargames, some of which in pre-Rebellion days
actually lasted a year or more. If Dulinor has managed to construct new baitlefleets, it would be logical for them to conduct
working-up exercises in these instrumentedtest ranges, where they would also be safe lrom discoveryor pre-emptivestrikes
by Lucan's forces.

DukhBey Sector (12 10 B 6 6 5 9 C C - B I h b e r )

315-1127

1"A stupid, needless accident" is how officers of the lmperial Navy describe the destruction of three K'kree trading
vessels, with the deaths of all on board. Units of the lmperial Navy's Destroyer Squadron 1440 took the K'kree ships
under fire and destroyed them after they repeatedly failed to respond l o transponder IFF queries. "The ships were well
within lmperial boundaries at the time, and we were fully within our treaty-described obligations to ensure compliance
with the interstellar rules of the road."So reported Commodore Etienne Brabazon, commander of DesRon 1440. "They
know damn well that ships within lmperial boundaries must be equipped with current series transponder suites. The
damn things have been available for years, and the K'kree didn't seem to find it that hard to comply before the Rebellion.
But now they're trying to take advantage sf a siauklbion, and frankly it's nobdy's fault but their own. Before they started
taking evasive action the situation might have been resolved, but afterthat we just had nochoice. It was just really stupid.
Stupid and unnecessary."
Commodore Brabazon was referring to laws, in place for centuries, requiring adherence to certain clearly defined
transponder standards within lmperial space. The current series of transponder, the SDG or Deyo circuit, has been in
service since 1088, and has long been standard equipment on any vessel that routinely enters lmperial space. However,
compliance has been difficult to enforce since the beginning of the Rebellion, althoughfailure to comply has been dealt
with rather harshly. It is widely known standard policy for all factional navies to shoot first and ask questions later when
confronting vessels that fail to keep their transponders on the air, known in space parlance as "squawking."
qlThe incident took place in the Khimudire System (2019 Ley SectorJAmber), during what was described as a "routine
sweepnby the squadron through the outland areas trailward of Lucan's Safe. "Just because things have been a little
tenuous the past few years does not relieve us of the responsibility to ensure the viability of the lmperial borders,"
explained Brabazon.
llnterstellar law stipulates certain minimal conditions lor the maintenance of sovereignty, which includes periodic
patrols of proclaimed borders. Lucan's lmperium has made it a policy to maintain contact, via such sweeps, with the
trailing lmperial borders. All other factions practice similar policies in their regions, often with the same uncompromising
results.
I A protest is expected from the 2000 Wo~ldsregarding the incident. When asked about this possibility, Brabazon
made a dismissive noise. "They should have thought about that earlier. They know the rules. Nowadays you can't be
too careful." R
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The PCs are looking forward to a hard-earned vacation, driving through a sn all New England town orjust searching
for a quick source of money. But no matter what their destination, theirpath leads to trouble. Journey into the Dark
]gland Town and The Bet.

The adventure is ideal to &n wh%
the PCs think they are about to go on a
hard-earned vacation. In thiscase, they
have decided to go out into the untainted country and spend aweekend at
a nice place, far away from the creatures of evil. This can be arranged by
having apatron provide them with afree
stay as a reward. Sadly, they will get no
rest on this vacation, only more horror.
The PCs will be staying at the Contented Cow, which is a replica of an oldstyle farmhouse (except forthe fact that
it has dozens of bedrooms). It is located
in an area of the country that has not
been overly affected by pollution. It is a
rather nice place, with various tame
farm animals to add to the ambiance.
There is even an old-fashioned scarecrow out in the field. The land itself is
surrounded on two sides by a river, and
a canal has been dug, making the area
into an island (to keep out the riffraff).
Access to the island is via a bridge,
which has onegate that is kept locked at
night. There are four other houses on
the island. Only one is occupied-the
otherthree are owned by corporations.
The first day of their stay will be
enjoyable, andthe PCs willget achance
to relax. Not so on the next day.

A STORY
If the PCs are curious about the place,
the old handyman, Carl O'Donald (a
former enlisted man who is an Experienced NPC and has a Colt Ar-15 in his
room), will tell them of its dark history.
According to legend, a group of lndians
were massacredon this spot by another
tribe. The dying lndians are supposed
to have cursed the ground so that none
would be able to live here. Shortly afterward, or so the story goes, the tribe that
had perpetratedthe massacrevanished,
leaving only a deserted village.

While the PCs are outside, they will
see a middle-agedwoman, Betsy Carter
(a Novice NPCwith no weapons), working in her lawn next door. She will wave
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to them. If they stop to chat, she will tell
them how happy she is that nice people
have finally moved in next door, adding
that the last groupof people who owned
the land were "odd, you know, spookylike there was something not quite right
aboutthem." If asked what happenedto
them, she will say that one night she
heard gunfire ("Probably a fight over
drugs. They all looked like they were on
something."), andthe next day the house
was deserted. The police investigated,
but found nothing. The land was eventually sold to a development company
which made it into the farm setup. She
doesn't know anything more about what
happened, but will speculate for as long
as the PCs are willing to listen.

MURDER
The first night of the PCs' stay, there
will be an intensivethunderstorm, complete with loud thunder and flashes of
lightning. One bolt will strike an old tree
in the yard and split it open. The next
morning, another guest--James Cocil,
an innocuous businessman from North
Dakota-will be found murdered in his
room. The room is on the first floor, and
thewindow has beensmashed in.There
are muddy footprints on the floor leading to and from the window. The man
appears to have been strangled. If the
body is inspected by someone with
Medical skill (an Average task), it will be
clear that the marks on the neck are not
those of human hands. Examination at
a medical facility will reveal tiny bits of
hay in the victim's neck, as if he were
strangled by hands of straw.
A dead cow will also be found in the
morning, with most of its major organs
gone. This is the result of "Tamara's"
need to feed (see below).
If the PCs try to call the police, they
will find that the phone lines are dead.
Anyone going to check out the bridge
will find that it has been destroyed (the
noise of the explosion was covered by
the thunder). The river has also swollen
to dangerous proportions. Anyone attempting to swim across must make a
Difficult check of Swimming or be swept
away and possibly drowned. There are
no boats on the island, although a raft
could be made by tearing apart part of a

wooden structure. Getting across safely
would require a Difficult checkof Vessel
Use (Boat) skill.

wm=s
If the PCs become involved in the
situation, a young boy will come up and
lug on one of the PCs' pant legs. He will
say, "I was scared by the thunder, and I
looked out the window. Isaw the scarecrow."Atthis point, the boy's mother will
pull him away from the PCs. She will not
want him around them and will keep a
careful eye on him. The boy saw the
scarecrow walking across the field to
the building. tie will be killedthat night if
the PCs don't solve the mystery.

WHAT'S GOmG ON4
The house on the land prior to the
farmhouse was owned by a group of
dark elves. They used it as a cover for
their assumed identities as humans.
The dark elves were discovered by a
groupof Minion hunterswho put an end
to their cruel activities in a brutal, but
effective, manner. Two dark elves, posing as husband and wife artists (The
Windflowers), have recently arrived at
the Contented Cow to gain revenge on
humanity for the deaths of those killed
on the site. They will stay at the Cow
until they have killed everyone, then
they will burn the place to the ground.
But they will not do any of this directly.
Rather, they will use animator spirits.
Being dark elves, they will try to kill the
humans in the most horrible and frightening ways theirtwisted and evil minds
can think up. All the while, they will be
playing the role of terribly frightened
artists and will be given to faking hysterical attacks when bodies are found.

WISH
The "Windflowers"will continue their
attempts until everyone hasdiedor until
they are thwarted. if the PCs save the
day, they will be welcome at the Contented Cow anytime,forfree. Ofcourse,
they may wish never to return.

NKS
Twenty guests are staying at the
Contented Cow. Ten of these are adult
men, all unarmed Novice NPCs. Nine
are adult woman, eight of them unarmed Novice NPCs. One woman is a
vacationing security guard (see page
176 of the rules), who has an S&W
Model 36. If the PCs don't take charge,
she will. The 20th human guest is Billy
Barnes, the boy who talked to the PCs.
There are six men on staff who are
unarmed Novice NPCs and seven Novice NPC women.
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The PCs are driving through a small
New England town on theirway tosome
other place when they encounter a police road block. There are two police
cars and four officers (use the beat cop
NPC stats on page 173 of the basic
rules) armed with M9 pistols and AR-15s.
They are stopping all cars and searching them carefully. When the PCs reach
their turn, one of them will recognize
Officer Jennifer Hansen (she went to
high school with the PC, and they were
friends for a while), who tells the PCthe
following: "It's the oddest thing. Old
Roger Colwin passed away recently.
He's the guy who wrote those horror
moviesawhile back. Hisfuneralwasset
for the other day, but they found the
church broken into and his body gone.
Rogerwas going to be buried with all his
jewelry, and it's worth quite a bit. The
chief thinks someone stole the body.
The family's offering a good-sized reward to anyone who solves the case." If
the PCs are interested, she tellsthem to
go see the chief.

M E E m G THE CHIEF
The police station is an old housethat
also serves as the city offices. There are
a total of 12 officers in the town. The
chief, Dale Chipman, is a likable man in
his mid forties who speaks in a heavy
New England accent. Use the stats for
a beat cop for him, but add 1 to the
leadership rating. He carries an M9 pistol.
Chipman's story is the same as that
of Officer Hansen, except he adds that
the body was probably stolen out of the
town church, where it was kept before
the funeral. If the PCs ask about what
the policefound, he saysthey didn't find
any useful clues. If a PC with Psychology skill makes an Average roll, he
becomes aware that the chief is holding
something back. If the PCs are able to
persuade him into talking, or if he thinks
he can trust them, he tells them that the
footprints of large dogs or wolves were
found around the church. He also says
this isn't the first disappearance of a
corpse-there have beensixothersuch
disappearances from the church and
the local funeral parlor. In most of the
cases, the tracksof large dogs orwolves
were found in the dirt nearthe buildings.

CNECKMG FOR CLUES
If the PCs decide to check out the
church, they find numerous prints that
seem to be of large dogs or wolves. If a

PC with Tracking skill checks thetracks
carefully (and passes anAverage test of
the skill) he learns that while the tracks
aredog like, they were made by humansized creatures walking on two legs.
The door to the church has been
forced open. With asuccessfulAverage
check using Observation skill, a PC
spots a log in the nearby bushes. The
log was apparently used as a battering
ram. There are some hairs caught on
the log. If they are analyzed at the
nearest hospital (about a 20-minute
drive), they turnoutto befrom no known
creature.
If the PCstry tofollowthetracks, they
lose them when they reachthe tar road.

others, is shorn up with logs, stone
slabsand hunksof coffins.Animalbnes
are strewn about. The younger ghouls
use this area. Four younger ghouls are
initially present.
Chamber 2: This chamber is used by
the older ghouls. There is a mix of
animal and human bones (all well
gnawed) on the floor. There are initially
five older ghouls present.
Chambers: Thischamber is used by
the ghoul leader. All the bones in the
chamber are human. Many of the bones
have been pressed into the walls in
patterns, and Colwin's jewelry has been
inserted among the bones. There are
seven pieces of jewelry, ranging in value
from $5000 to 25,000.

TO CATCH A C R W K
If the PCs don't come up with a plan,
thechief willsay, "Well, Iguess wecould
always have somebody die, then hide in
the church to catch the crook." After
getting permissionfrom HarveyCarnnet,
he will then have the local paper post
that Harvey has died and that he will be
buried with his valuable collection of
antique scrimshaw. Harvey, of course,
will go into hiding priorto the announcement. The PCs, the chief and one other
officerwill hide in the church and wait for
something to happen.
Slightly after midnight, those in the
church will hear something sniffing
around outside, then they will hear
scratching at the door. As they turn to
watch the door, a pack of New England
ghouls (see below) will burst through
the windows to attack. If more than half
the ghouls are wounded or a quarter of
them are killed, they will flee into tho
night. If the PCs pursue, they will see
the ghouls head into the graveyard.
since it has rained recently, the ghouls
will leavetracksin the mudthat are easy
to follow. These tracks will lead up to a
stone slab (it weighs 50 kilograms). If
the slab is removed, a narrow tunnel
into the darkness will be visible, and a
horrid stench of decay will waft forth.
The ghouls will be waiting in ambush in
their warrens and will fight to the death.
If the PCs do not go along with the
chief's plan, or if they come up with one
of theirown, the results are left upto the
referee.

M O U L WARREN
The ghoul warren consists of tunnels
large enoughfor human-sized creatures
and largerchambers. They are unlit and
smell like a well ripened grave.
Entranm: The entrance consists of
a tunnel shorn up with wood andslabs
of stone.
Chamber -i :This chamber, like the

mISH
If the PCs kill the ghouls, the chief will
be extremely pleased and will become a
useful contact. He has several good

friends in the FBI and will be sure to tell
them how the PCs helped him out.
If the PCs return the jewelry, they will
receive a reward of $15,000 from
Colwin's daughter, who came to town
for her father's funeral. She will also be
grateful for their help. She has contacts
in the movie industry and has inherited
her father's wealth (it runs in the millions), and she may be willing to become a patron for the PCs in their fight
against the Dark.
If the PCs keep the jewelry, Colwin's
daughter will thank them for solving the
mystery and may be willing to become
their patron, unless, of course, shelearns
that they have stolen her father's jewelry. In such a situation, she will have
them arrested.
If theghouls defeatthe PCs, more will
come into the area, and they may well
eventually overrun the town, making it
into another stretch of Demonground.

If the PCs go to the offiice, they will find
it to be well appointed, with several secre

At some pointthe PCs will beshort on
cash and looking for a quick source of
money. They will come across an ad
that attracts their attention: The person
placing the ad claims to have a real
haunted house that no one can stay in
for a full night without fleeing in terror.
The owner is so sure of this that he is
willing to match any amount of money at

taries and officers. The PCs will be asked
to have a seat while they fill out forms and
signliabiliwaivers ( w h imakesHaunted
House Enterprises (HHE) responsible for
nothingthat happsnstothePCswhilethey
5 to 1 odds (for each dollar the person are inthe house). oncethe forms are
puts up, he'll match it with five).
can place their bets.
am@
If a PC callsthe number listed inthe ad, HHE
money orders and
a woman answers the phone, saying, majorcr
does not accept per"Haunted House Enterprises. How may I sonal c-,dsfrom
first-time
customers.
help you?" If the PCs want to place a bet,
she willtell them that there will bean event
thisweekend, andthatthey aretocometo
~f the p c s decide to chsck up on
the office to make arrangements.
HHE,they will find ittobe entirely aboveboard. It began 10 years ago when the
company's founder, Nathan Paskin, inherited the house from his uncle. The
house has always had a dark reputation, and several people have been
killed or committed suicide within its
walls (none since HHE has taken over,
however). Further checking will reveal
several news stories about the house
and the business. Most of the photos
and films show terrified people fleeing
the house. There are, however, no photos of the inside (no cameras or other
recording devices are allowed inside).

WWEB HOUSE
The house is avery frightening structure, its windows like the eyes of an
empty skull. Looking at it gives rise to a
feeling of fear in people. This is all the
result of cleverly concealed imagesand
patterns in the paint of the house that
have been carefully designed to trigger
a fear response. A roll against one quarter of a person's Observation skill
they announce they are examining the
house carefully) will reveal these patterns. The rooms inside the house also
have similar modifications. Everything
is set up in an extremely subtle manner
to disturb the human psyche. These
modifications make people edgy and
nervous. Further, the lighting is set up
so that it always seems like things are
movinginthecornerof one'svision.The
same roll is required to spot the modifications insideas the roll requiredto spot
the exterior modifications.If these modifications are spotted and the HHE r e p
resentative is told about them, he will
say that they are the work of the spirits.
Since there is no way to provethat HHE
is guilty of modifying the house (there
are, in fact, no records of such modifications being made), there is little the PCs
can do. HHE will not refund their bet,
and if they leave, they lose.
The house's windows and external
door are equipped with sensors which
set off extremely loud sirens if someone
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attemptstoopen them once the event is
in progress. There are also infrared
cameras set up around the house.All of
these systems are run by a respected
security company.
Basement: The basement is dark
and smells of old mold and mildew.
Storage Area: This area contains a
portable generator and two cans of fuel
for it.
Furnace: This area contains the furnace, water heater and so forth. The
furnace is kept running.
First Floor: The first floor includes
five rooms:
Kitchen: The kitchen is stocked with
food and has slightly outdated, but usable, appliances.
Dining Room:The dining room has a
large oak table with a dark spot on its
surface, with a knife mark in the center.
The HHE representative will say that
Martin Jones killed his wife on the table
(this is true). The walls of the room are
decorated with animal heads.The heads
seem somehow wrong (they have also
been modified), and the lighting makes
them seem to move when they are
viewed from the corner of the eye.
Living Room: This room is well furnished and has deep shadows which
seem to move.
Bathroom:Astandard bathroom. The
pipes have been set to produce eerie
gurgling noises.
Laundry Room: A standard laundry
room.
Second Floor:The second floorcontains bedrooms and a bath.
Bedrooms: Each bedroom has two
single beds, a dresser, desk and so
forth. The floorboards have been set to
creak when walked on. The rooms are
also lit so that it appears that shadows
move around. The trees nearthe house
have been grown so that they scrape
against it when the wind blows.
Bathroom: This is a full bath, set up
like the downstairs bathroom.

The PCs will be taken to the house,
where they will be searched for cameras and weapons.Allsuch items will be
taken for safe keeping. The PCs and
NPCs will be joined by an HHE representative, who will conduct them into
the house, then leave. He will go to an
area behind a clump of trees, where an
underground chamber is concealed.
Duringthe course of the evening, the
HHE representative, a highly empathic
human (treat as skill level 9),will use his
Project Emotion ability to instill fear into
each individual, and Project Thought to
motivate them to flee. The power level
of these tasks is generated as normal,
but with an additional +1 modifier per
hour spent in the house (due to its
horrific environment).
The empath will use his abilities to
create images of ghosts and moving
objects in the minds of those present.
He will, however, be extremely careful
not to allow anyone to come to harm.

WFldG GO WRONG
During the night, the PC with the
highest Empathy ratingwillget a strange
feeling. Immediately afterward, the images and fear will increase in intensity,
and they will become horrible and disturbing.
The bloodkinvampire masquerading
as a participant has killed the HHE representative. It will continue to generate
fear in the participants, wanting to feed
on their fear before killing them and
consuming their blood. It will continue
until it is stopped, or until it kills or drives
everyone away. I
Dealing with the bloodkin will be extremelydifficutt.Theonly available weapons are the knives in the kitchen, and
pieces of furniture and the fuel in the
basement, which could be used to create molotov cocktails.

HNISH

If the PCs flee the house, they will
lose the bet. The bloodkin will eventuTHE EVh:M BEGWS
ally join the HHE staff and feed on those
Early in the evening of the day they participating in future bets. More of its
are to stay in the house, the PCs will be kind will eventually infiltrate and take
picked up by an HHE employee in avan. over HHE and turn the house into their
There will be three others in the van-a
feeding ground.
bloodkin vampire posing as a beautiful
M the PCs expose the bloodkin and
model who needs the money to revive drive it away orkill it, they will be lavishly
her career, a corporate security guard rewarded by HHE for their actions (and
named Bruce Huntington (use the stats to keep their mouths shut). They may
on page 176 of the basic rules), and an even be hired to keep watch over the
em-warrior named Jill Weston (use the house so something like this doesn't
stats on page 174). She is posing as a occur again.
college student seeking tuition money,
ff the'PCs talk, HHE will lose busibut she is actually trying to get enough ness, and the PCs will be targeted by
money to purchaseblack market explo- any Dark Minions who pay close attensives to blow up a chemical factory.
tion to the human news services. S;Z
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tains, the mother had vaulted, -qnd sauntered out-of the room. R
nightiable. Itook"a few steps-%*
just in time to unload into the perp,
the room to resume his attack. He
t once, as she hadfallen back onto
smeared across the sheets.

Bots, 2 Laser Bots
DSF386 WARBOT LASER SECTION:5 Laser bots

in the plaster--she had
rnalellaser cannon)
DSF400 K'HIFF EMIR B ELITE GUARD: 1 Em~r,3 El~teGuard1

had used that on

f Mom's upper body left.
sternum and yanked-

RSCUE PARTV
The PCs will be travelling aboard the
Royal Navy's 100-tonetherflyer H.M.S.
Bellona. The Bellona is outfitted with
biochemistry and geology laboratories,
and carries a three-pound Hotchkiss
rotatingcannon. Bellonacancarry upto
eight passengers, with acargocapacity
of 10 tons. Airspeed is 6, and interplanetary speed is 3. The Bellona is fitted
with a Scott-Ridley rocket motor, which
allows landings on airless bodies the
sizeof Lunaorsmaller.Thecommander
is Captain Horatio Cornett.
The ether flyer is fully stocked with a
month'ssupplyof preservedfood,climbing equipment, ropes and other gear
which explorers might need. The PCs
must supply their own weapons, plus
any unusual items they want to bring
along. The shipcarries 12 experimental
vacuum suits; these are self-contained
suits with afour-hour oxygen supply.

The ascent to orbit is a fairly routine
trip. The Bellona climbs to the upper
atmosphere using her liftwood panels,
then the ether propeller accelerates her
to orbitalvelocity. Once that is done, the
ship must match orbits with Phobos.
This is a Difficult task of Piloting. If any
PCs have a higher skill than Captain
Cornett, he will gladly turn the helm over
AS the Bellona maneuvers near the
moon, the PCs will be abletoget agood
look at Phobos. It is roughly potatoshaped, about 17 miles long by 13 miles
wide. At one end gapes the enormous
pit of Stickney Crater, six miles across.
The Kaiserin Wktoria was supposed to
land at the opposite end of Phobos, and
it is there that the rescue mission will

away. Characterswho do not marktheir
way will get lost unless they make a
Difficult roll of Mapping or Intellect.

LOST EXPEDYPION
The Kaiserin Viktoriais only a mile or
so away from the Bellona's landingspot.
The ship's large gasbag is deflated and
stowed neatly on top. From a distance,
it looks perfectly intact. But when the
rescuers approach, they will see that
something terrible has happened. A
dead man in a vacuum suit lies at the
baseof the gangway; his nametag identifies him as Ernst Hartmann. The airlockdoorshave been tornopen, andthe
interior of the ether flyer is cold and
airless.
Within,theship is severely damaged.
The bodies of six crewmembers lie frozen and stiff. Strangely, much of the
cargo and some of the ship's furnishings are missing. The laboratory and
the common room have been stripped
clean.Two of thecrew cannot befoundAnton Vorstein and Elsie Radek. Even
their personal belongings and the furniture from their cabins have been removed from the Kaiserin Viktoria.

The door is

Boc%t;ed
the
OUfSIdet
a
is alWaYS
on guard.

Journal: A thorough search of the
shipwilluncoverCaptainSigmundProt's
journal in his cabin. The last entry is
Landing: The really tricky part of the dated eight days after the expedition
trip is the landingon Phobos.The Scott- landed:
''Monday. TTodaywediscoveredacave
Ridley rocket motor is a new and delicate device. Landing with it is a Formi- at the bottom of the crater, two kilomedable taskof Piloting skill. If the roll fails, ters north of the landing site. Vorstein,
the ship crashes-see the Turbulence/ Hartmann and Fraulein Radek will exMeteor DamageTable in the rulebookto plore it in search of geological specimens. Istill consider it unwise for a
determine what happens.
Exploring Phobos: OncetheBellona woman to go venturing into unknown
has landed, the PCs will probably want territoy, but Elsie insists."
to go exploring. The extremely low gravCAVE
ity of Phobos makes getting around
If the PCs find Prot's journal, they
very difficult. Even intheirvacuumsuits,
the PCs can move in huge leaps, but may want to investigate the cave he
they must make Routine Agility rolls to mentions. It lies at the bottom of asmall
avoid smashing into rocks or landing crater north of the landing site. On a
badly. On a failed roll, characters suffer Routine Intelligence roll, a PCwill notice
that the cave is perfectly circular-very
Thesmallsizeofthemoon also means unusual for a natural formation. A Diffiit is very easy to get out of sight'of the cult Observation or Tracking roll will
ship-the horizon is only 200 yards revealfootprints around the entrance-

far more than just afew explorers would
make. They are nearly twice the size of
human tracks.
Descending into the cave is fairly
easy in the low gravity. The shaft ends
about 10 yards down, and there is a
metal door set in one wail. A lever set in
the center of the door will open it, but
movingthe lever is a Formidabletask of
Strength (up to two characters may
combine their Strengths for the task).

CONLPLU
A series of large rooms and tunnels
have been carved beneath the surface
of Phobos by the ancient Martians. All
the chambers are lit by glowing panels
set in the ceilings. Unless specified, all
doors are unlocked. Opening a locked
door requires an ImpossibleLockpicking
skill roll or an Impossible Strength task.
Room A: This room contains some
old Martian equipment, including six
vacuum suits. There are also two suits
from the Kaiserin Viktoria-Anton
Vorstein's and Elsie Radek's.An airlock
connects to the cave.
Room B: If Vorstein takes any PCs
prisoner, they will be confined here. The
door is locked from the outside, and a
robot will be on guard. There are three
cots in the room.
Room C: Vorstein uses this room as
his living quarters. Many of the furnishings from the ship (including the pipe
organ) have been set up here.
Room D: Vorstein sleeps here, and
the room contains all his personal effects.
Room E: This room has been set up
as living quarters for Elsie Radek. She
is not allowed to leave without a robot
escort. The door is locked from the
outside, and a robot is always on guard.
Room G : This chamber contains the
life-support equipmentforthe complex,
including a glass tank filled with green
plants.
Room H: This spherical room contains the power plant that runs the complex. Its workings are mysterious. A
large crystal sits~ina metal framework,
surrounded by cables and copper grids.
This contraption is the source of the
broadcast power which supplies the
robots-it requires a Formidable Electricity or Physicsskill rollto recognize its
function. Characterswhostudythe plant
for a full day and make a Formidable
Intellect roll can gain an extra research
die in Power Production. The door to
this room is locked.
Room [:This is Vorstein's laboratory.
Several long tables hold an array of
complicated scientific apparatus, both
Terran and Martian. Characters with

sufficient Ether knowledge may recognize a lightning cannon and a weather
control ray. Those with Combustion
knowledgewillsee asampleof detonite.
At one end is the cerebral amplifier.
Vorstein works here; when he is gone,
the door is locked.
Room J: This room holds all the
robots not in use, plus the machine to
controlthem. Vorstein has programmed
the robots to respondto a small device
which he carries, and the programming
can only be overridden by the control
machine. Operating it is an Impossible
taskof Intellect. The doorto this room is
locked.

MEEmG VORSEW
Vorstein will be aware of anyone enteringthecomplex-telltales inthe laboratory show when the airlock is in use.
He will allow intruders to wander about
for a while, then will send five robots to
disarm them and bring them to him. If
the PCs manage to damage a robot,
two others will be sent to replace it. The
robots will confiscate all guns, but will
leave swords and knives.
"Greetings, my friends," Vorstein will
address visitors. "I trust you were not
alarmed by my servants. They will now
show you to your quarters. Irequestyou
to dine with me in an hour; at that time I
will answer all your questions."
The robots will lead the PCs to Room
B and lock them in. If the characters try
to fight the robots, they will learn quickly
that it is better to cooperate.
Dinner with the Doctor: After an
hour,the robotswillreleasethe PCsand
lead them to Vorstein's living quarters,
where a meal has been prepared from
supplies removed from the ether flyer.
Vorstein presides at the head of the
table, and Elsie Radek sits beside him.
Each guest has a robot guard positioned behind his chair.
"I'm sogiad you could altend,"beams
Vorstein. "But nowto business: I require
your ether flyer. The Kaiserin Viktoria
was damaged, and repairs would take
an inconveniently long time. Since I
deduce you are notthe entirecrew, it will
be necessary to persuade those onboard your ship to cooperate with me.
So I am afraid you must remain here as
hostages. I do apologize for the inconvenience." With that, he calmly starts to
eat.
The characters cannot talk Vorstein
out of his plan, and he will ignore any
questions about why he needs the ship.
When the meal is done, he will go to the
lab, leaving the PCs with Elsie and the
robots.
Elsie's Story: Elsie Radek can tell

and Hartmann, and they managed to
open the airlock and enter the complex.
In the laboratory, Vorstein activated a
mysterious device which affected his
brain. It gave him a vastly increased
intellect, but drove him mad. He quickly
learned to operate the ancient machinery and activated the robots. When
Hartmann tried to warn the others,
Vorstein sent the robots to stop him.
Since then he has kept Elsie in the
complex, promising to make her his
consort when he becomes ruler of the
Solar System. He has inventions which
could make him incredibly powerfulweather control rays, lightningcannons
and other devices. Civilizationis in danger.

D E E A m C ; VORSEM
After hearing Elsie Radek'sstory, the
PCs will probably want to stop Vorstein.
Though mad, he is still incredibly intelli-

ers to devise their own plans. Here are
some possibilities.
6h Woman's Touch: Despite all the
changes he has beenthrough, Vorstein
is still a man. If Elsie Radek (oracomely
female PC) shows a romantic interest in
him, he might let his guard down. The
others might then get the robot control
device away from him.
cove^ Operations: If any of the
PCs are skilled at Stealth and Lockpicking, it might be possibleto reachthe
robot control room, lab or power plant.
At the control room, the robots can be
reprograrnmedtoignoreVorstein'scon-

lab are several advanced weapons
which could destroy the robots.
Selling Out: Adventurers who are
good at Theatrics might convince
Vorstein that they wish to join him. This
might be used to gain access to one of
the sensitive areas described above.
Escape: The characters may simply
try to get out of the complex. If they
succeed, Vorstein will send the robots
after them, resulting in a tense chase
across the surface of Phobos. The
Bellona's Hotchkiss cannon can probably stopthe robots, but an attackonthe
complex must face Vorstein's lightning
cannon and detonite.
Waiting:Though the PCsdon't know
it, the cerebral amplifier's effect is only
temporary. Vorstein's increased intelligence will wear off in another week; this
may provide the adventurers with an
opportunity.

vice consisting of a metal chair topped
by a crystal and copper dome. Thick
cables leadto large banksof equipment
surrounding the chair. When used, the
device raises a character's Intellect by
1D6. The effect lasts a month. If it is
used by a non-Martian, there is a -2
penalty to the reliability roll. If a character whose INT has already been raised
tries to increaseit still further, there is an
additional-2 penalty. The amplifier has
a base reliability of 4.
On a failed reliability roll, there are
several possible side effects (roll 1D6
minus modified reliability):

C M A W HORAnB COWNEm
Crra9ned NPC)
Captain Cornett is a well-respected
Royal Navy officer who has led several
exploring missions. He was with one of
the first expeditionstoMercuryand commanded one of the missions to the
asteroid belt. Now he has been given
the Bellona to survey the moons of
Mars.
He is not very congenial, but keeps a
distance between himself and those he
commands to compensate for the fact
that he is naturally shy.
Attribute
Skills
..~

~~

Str:
Agl:

~-

-

-

2 Fisticuffs I,Throwing 1,
Close Combat 2 (edged)
3 Stealth 2,

Leadership 3,
Pilot 4 (ether flyer)
Motives: Adventuresome, Proud,
Frugal.
Apparance: Cornett is a tall, lanky
fellow with a full beard. His uniform is
old, but always neatly mended and
pressed.

(physics), Engineering 4
(naval architecture)

Pilot i (ether flier)
Motives: Mad, Knowledge, Love (for
Elsie Radek).
Appearance: Vorstein is a small,
slender man with a high forehead and
intense eyes. He wears a small mustache. Vorstein usually dresses in a lab
coat.
Research Areas: Biochemistry 15,
Ether 35, Geology/Metallurgy 17, Flight
14, Precision 11, Power 19, Combustion 27.
Inventions: Etherometer (reliability 5), lightning cannon (reliability 4),
weather control ray (reliability 1), rocket
motor (reliability 4), detonite (reliability 2).

EK (Green NPC)
Elsie is an intelligent and adventuresome woman, who has defied social
conventions by getting a scientific education and accompanying the Phobos
expediti0n.A~awoman in a male-dominated field, she is not adverse to using
her looks and charm to get what she
wants. Elsie has expensive tastes and
enjoys the best of everything.

These are
highly aclvnnced
machines,

(archaeology),

ON VORSnM
(Novice NPC)
Vorstein was the most brilliant inventor inAustria. His rocket motor madethe
Phobos expedition possible. But his insatiablecuriosity led totragedy when he
tried out the cerebral amplifier.
Now he is much more intelligentthan
normal humans, but he is totally insane.
He plans to make himself ruler of the
Solar System and hopes to create a
new form of superintelligent humans.
He has always been attracted to Elsie
Radek and now plans to make her his
queen.
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SOG: 4 Riding3 (horse), Leadership I ,
Pilot 1 (ether flyer)
~tives:Adventuresome,Ambitious,
Spendthrift.
Appearance: Elsie Radek is a very
beautiful woman, with dark red hair and
pale gray eyes. She speaks with a
charming Hungarian accent, and she
alwaysdresses in stylish and expensive
clothes. Elsie usually carries a small
dagger concealed in her stocking. R
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before /got the nerve toask why wealwaysstabdin adjacent
rooms and took turns standing guard, even in the swankiest
hotels. They didn't answer. Just got a kind of blank look that
we usedto call the thousand-meterstareonAurore--the kind
you get from staring out of a foxhole over open sights for too
long,
But these people were troubleshooters, not mercs. I figured / ought to know what they were running from, for their
good as well as mine. I said as much to Chan one night, while
we were alone and she was checking out thejacksd 9-23she
slept with. I was ready for most possibilities--the police,
Americo, Provolution, maybe the Tongs,something like that.
Her answer was a surprise.
"One of us always stays awake," she grinned tiredly, "in
case of vampires."
he following is a 2300 AD scenario for a small group
of troubleshooters or similar characters, set on
Kwantung in the Chinese Arm. The referee will need
the 2300 AD rules, plus Colonial Atlas for details of
Kwantung and the DMAMs used to prepare colonists
for life on King.
No maps are provided, so the referee may design
street setups or building interiors as necessary.
While resting between jobs on Kwantung, the PCs are
approached by an old
friend, Jim Harker, now an
ecologist, who is convinced that a predator is
eating local colonists. The
authoritieshavedismissed
his story as the rav-

stays
ings of an idiot--now he
turns to the PCs for help.
As the PCs investigate,
they discover that all the
clues point toward Harker's predators being vampires. The
predators do, in fact, exist, but they are results of a
Provolutionist experiment that wentwrong.
The "vampires" try to kill the PCs and Marker to conceal
their existence. Depending on the referee's wishes, the PCs
can be allowed to wipe ouethe creatures, removing a menace
to humanity, or some of the vampires can escape and begin
a prolonged vendetta against the PCs.

WRKER9SSTORY
The PCsare in a bar nearChangpeispaceportonKwantung,
looking for work and sampling the local rum, when someone
enters the bar.
He sits down by the PCs and orders a large rum, looking
somewhat harassed. Suddenly, both he and one of the PCs
(of the referee's choosing) recognize each other as old
friends; Harker greets the PC by name joyfully.
"Am Iglad to see you," he says. "Ireally need help." For the
sake of their old friendship, the PCs should agree to at least
listen to Harker's story.

Over the course of several
drinks in acorneibooth. Harker
tells the PCs that he is ern15
ployed in Changpei's Statistical Office to analyze data collected at farms and towns
across the planet, and to monitor developments in the world's
ecology. The hope is that
agronomists will beabletocentralize planning and improve
farm productivity. Weather and insect problems will be predicted and forestalled by the scheme; tailored applications of
chemicals and benign insects will improve crop growth rates
and yields; and crops can be genetically engineered more
precisely to take advantage of better knowledge of local
conditions. The aim is to create a system which feeds all the
population of Kwantung at minimum cost and effort.
Harker is especially interestedin the energy flow from layer
to layerof the ecology. He explains that plantsconvert roughly
10% of the energy received from the sun; herbivores use
about 10% of the energy stored in the plants; and carnivores
use about 10% of the energy stored in the herbivores' meat.
Harker intended to trace the energy input from Tau Ceti
through the food chain up to human consumers. This would

me scientist

convinced
a pred-r
is eating
lad
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highlight any shortfalls, wastage or overproduction for attention by the government.
However, the amount of energy reaching the human level
of the food chain was larger than other figures showed that
level actually used or needed. Trying to reconcilethe figures,
Harker had an inspiration: What if there were some predator
living off the human population of Kwantung? The extra food
energy reaching the human level would then be siphoned off
by whatever is preying on humanity. Harker was disturbed to
find that this theory fit the numbers precisely. His data
indicates that there are several dozen of the predators on
Kwantung.
Harker went to the authorities and the police with his
theory, but no one believed him. He is convinced that the
authorities know about the predator and are covering up the

story to protect their own positions and prevent widespread
panic. He is sure that he will soon be silenced for uncovering
this conspiracy, either by the police orthe predators-hence,
his hunted look.
He appeals to the PCs for help. He needs protection and
he needs to prove his theories so that he can force the
authorities to act.

VAnnHRE MURDERS
The PCs will probably realize that if there is something out
there on Kwantung eating people, there ought to be bodies
being found or people missing. The first steps should be to
check for evidence of these. Several possible approaches
are outlined.
The PCs may well suspect agovernment cover-up. In fact,
there is none-the authorities are simply not aware of the
problem. If given sufficient evidence, they will be glad to
investigate.All the authorities know so far is that a number of
citizens are being horribly murdered for no apparent reason.
The PCs may well flounder at this stage. If they seem lost
or too far from the right track, the referee should focus their
attention by having a few vampires find out about their
inquiries and try to kill them-in which case, go to the section
Night of the Vampires below.

Old News
The PCs may check for reports of bodies or missing
persons in back issues of magazines, old newspapers and
tapes of old news broadcasts in public libraries.
Task: To find evidence in old news reports (uncertain):
Routine. Information Gathering. 2 hours.
Referee: Success in this task gives the PCs the following
information: First, there are an unusually high number of
murders and disappearances in Changpei and other cities on
Kwantung. Second, the bulk of the victims are attractive
young men and women who seem to have been murdered
late at night in a ritualistic way, the bodies being efficiently
drained of blood. Third, the first such murder occurred three
years ago, and before that the pattern of murders and
disappearances was normal for a colony world.
The gruesome killings are referred to by the press as the
"vampire murders," and the unknown perpetrator is referred
to as 'the vampire,"due to the victims being drained of blood.
There is no apparent motive for the killing in any of the ritual
murders, but there is a pattern to the choice of victims--each
is a single person who disappeared late at night, often after
leaving a singles' bar in the company of a tall, dark and
attractive stranger.
Afumble on this task indicates that the vampiresget word
of the PCs' interest in this subject (perhaps by a monitoring
program set up in Changpei's computer net, perhaps by
overhearing their conversations). If so, an attempt will be
made on the PCs' lives that night. Go to the Night of the
Vampires section.

Tnlking to Police
If the PCs decide to question police, they will get the same
polite brush-offas Harker unlessthey can convincethem that
the case is serious.

Task: To persuade the police to get involved (uncertain):
Formidable. Eloquence. 1 minute.
Referee: This task will need to be successfully repeated
three or fourtimes with different officers before the PCs have
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worked their way far enough up the chain of command to
reach someone who can make a decision. If the PCs fail at
any stage, the police will promise to look into the matter and
promptly forget all about it. If they succeed, the police will
interview the PCs and Harker, taking the case off their hands
and eventually arresting several vampires. Before that time,
the PCs will probably get restlesssincethey don? know what
the police are doing and tackle the case themselves.
Howeverthediscussions with the police go, at some stage
one of the officers should berate the PCs for wasting his time
when he could be out solving the vampire murders. If the PCs
now repeat their search through old news reports, the relevant task become Simple rather than Routine.

Mede&g Relmes
The PCs may decide to interview relatives of some of the
murder victims.This will prove a blind alley. Few of thevictims
were in close contact with their relatives (this is one of the
criteria the vampires use to pick avictim). Also, no one will be
keento talkto the PCs, and if they are persuaded to talk, they
will not be able to provide any information of interest.

D O W WOSE MEAN OlffBEETS
Once they work out that the vampire attacks at night in
cities, the PCs may decide to go around the backstreets at
night inviting attack from the predator so as to capture or kill
one and thus gain hard evidence. N they stroll around the
seedy districts of Changpei at night, armed, they are likely to
run into trouble one way or another. Some possibilities are:
Street Gang: Astreet gang discovers the PCs on theirturf
and attacks them with mayhem and robbery in mind. The
gang may be composedof young toughs, criminals, travellers
like the PCs down on their luck or Provolutionistslooking for
experimentalsubj&s.They will be Experienced NPCs armed
with knives and clubs. If the PCs lose this fight, they will be
beaten and robbed, and possibly worse. If they win, but kill
some of the gang in doing so, they will be held by police for
questioning-they should be released unless carrying suspicious amounts of weaponry (say, more than a knife or pistol).
Street Peop1s:The PCs may be accostedby street people
wishing to sellthem various illegaldrugs or showthem agood
time. If the referee is feeling mean, he may have the street
people be undercover police who arrest the PCs for any
interest they show in the illegal wares or services. Street
people are Experienced NPCswith knives and possibly small
pistols (e.g., Arno 5-15).
Police Patrol: The PCs are noted by a police patrolwhich
stops and searches them. If your PCs are anything like mine,
this will be acutely embarrassing for them as a variety of
hidden weapons and semilegal devices are exposed. If not,
and if they have a reasonable cover story, they should be
released with a caution to get out of the bad side of town
before someone attacks them. If the PCs reveal their true
purpose (vampire hunting)the police will thinkthey are being
mocked, and immediate arrest will follow. An example of a
believable cover story is: "We're new in town, and we're lost."
The police are Experienced NPCswith hand communicators,
Traylor M-57s and clubs.

N I W OF TIHE V M P l R a
Eventually-either because the PCs are with Harker and
the vampires wish to silence him, because their investigations are floundering or because the vampires select them as
victims-the PCs will be attacked by vampires. At least one
PC will be captured during the fight.

The vampires are Elite NPCs equipped with inertial armor,
clubs and stunners (they like their blood fresh and don't want
to waste any of it). They are equal in numbertothe party. They
are DNAM-modified, giving them Strength 16, Dexterity 8,
Endurance 16, a Consciousness Level of 6 and a Life Level
of 12. Treat hits on vampires as if they were PCs rather than
MPCs, giving them the full benefit of their Consciousnessand
Life Levels; this alone will make them formidable opponents.
Appropriate careers for vampires would be ground military,
thief, academic or smugglelpirate, reflecting their origins in
Provolution and their intended use as biologicalterror weapons. They are as cunning as Kafers and know the area
intimately, so they should be able to strike at will and vanish
into the shadows.
PCs who are captured, or who track the vampires to their lair,
will find the vampires who survived the aTtackon them, plus three
or four more, masquerading as nightshift workers sharing a rundown house nearthestarport. All have AS-3s and clubs at hand,
and those fresh from the fgM will still be in inertial armor. The
others are asleep, setting up transfusion equipment or just
lounging around-they are not expecting trouble.
Bound and sedated in the basement are victims being
slowly drained of their blood. After binding their captives, the
vampires take a small sample of blood from each (anyone
with FirstAidor Medicalskillwill realizethisistodeterminethe
blood type), drain some blood from one of the less recent
victims and disappear upstairs (there they will use normal
medical gear to give themselves transfusions, but the PCs
won't know this until they've gained control of the house).
Some tasks which may prove useful are:

Task: To track the vampires to their lair after the attack
(uncertain): Difficult. Streetwise or Recon. 1 minute.
Referee: A fumble on this task means that any surviving
vampiresdetectthePCs as they approachthe lair and preparean
ambush.AfailuremeansthePCs bsethescent,andthevampires
start shadowingthem the next night. The task becomes Routine
if the abducted PCs say they want to mark their trail.
Task: To escape from one's bonds when tied up in the
vampire's lair: Difficult. Dexterity. 2 minutes.
Referee: This task can be retried three times before the
vampires notice the PC is up to something. A fumble indicates that a vampire notices the attempt. PCs who escape
their bonds and search the room will find that only those
kidnapped that night are in good enough shape to fight, the
others being weakened by loss of blood. Most are drugged to
keep them quiet, but the "evening meal" has been allowed to
come out of sedation so the vampires aren't drugged when
they take his blood. Clubs and knives can be improvised from
materials in the room (furniture, bottles, etc.).
Whether or not the captured PCs escape their bonds, the
"evening meal* will engage them in conversation, providing
the information in Logical Explanation, below. This man is Li
Ta-Chao, an aging Manchurian biochemist who was part of
the project which created the vampires.

LOGIC= WEWNAItlON
The vampires arethe result of aProvolutionist experiment.
The intent was to produce a race of genetically engineered
superman by creating a virus with the same strength and
endurance boosting effects as the DNAMs administered to
King colonists, but without the effects those viruses have on
the human respiratory system.The modifiedpersonnelwould
Continued on page 51.
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Continued from page 49.
be strong and tough, without needing to wear respirators at
all times in normal atmospheres.
Unfortunately, creating DNAMs by genetic engineering is
difficult even for major government research programs. As a
terrorist group working in hiding with less-than-perfectfacilities, it was almost inevitable that the Provolutionist team
would produceafaulty product. Their DNAMworksalmost as
intended, but also affects the subject's genetic code in the
areas concerned with porphyrins and pheromones, leading
to two side effects: First, a subject's pheromone output is
enhanced and altered so as to make him very attractive to
those of the opposite sex. Secondly, undergoing the DNAM
transformation triggers a condition known as Gunther's disease in the subjects.
Gunther's disease, also known as congenital erythropoietic porphyria, is normally transmitted as a recessive genetic
disorder. Its minor symptoms include a reddish-browndiscoloration of the bones and teeth, and enlargement of the
spleen. The two main symptoms in game terms are anemia
and blistering of the skin when it is exposed to light. There is
no cure for porphyria; treatment is aimed at alleviating the
symptoms and minimizing skin damage.
The vampires are unable to seek medical attention fortheir
problems for fear of revealing their illegal genetic modifications. They have attempted to overcome their disabilities in
two majorways-by hiding during theday to avoid the painful
and disfiguring blisters which would develop on their hands
and faces, and by abducting people and draining their blood
for transfusions to counteract their anemia. Since their enhanced pheromones make them almost irresistible to the
opposite sex, they find easy prey in singles' bars.
The vampires have formed a breakaway faction of
Provolution. They see themselves as the next step in human
evolution, and they consider it their right and duty to rule all
of human space, looking afterthe restof humanityinthesame
benign way that cattle ranchers look after beef cattle. They
believe the best way to do this is by slow infiltration of local
government, leading to an eventual takeover of Kwantung
(and later, other worlds as well). They intend to keep their
existence secret for obvious reasons.

RGHT
By this stage, there is at least one PC in the vampires' lair.
He will probably contrive some way to signal his comrades,
or they will successfully track the vampires home. If not,
perhapsthe PCs recognizeone of their assailants leavingthe
house while wandering aimlessly around to pick up clues. Or
perhaps a local drunk can be bribed with a shot of rum to
reveal where the off-worlder was taken. Or perhaps another
vampire hunter watching the house can direct the PCs in
exchange for help in freeing her fiancee.
No matter how they find it, the PCs must now enter the
house, clear it of vampires and releasethe hostages.This will
almost certainly entail violence.

It's 975 kg. of steel muscle, composite armor skin, and neural microcircuitry brains. It's
tough. It' powerful, lt'sthecuttingedgeof robticsand militarytechnologyin 1999. And
it's missing.

A BlackEaglecell is hired to recover the CA-213 Nighwalker, stolen in a daring raid on
scorpoiatedevelopment facility. Atrailof bodies leads halfway across the country, and
straight into the middle of a major F.B.I. investigation. The client doesn't want the
government to know abut the theft, but the Feds are closing in on someone-and it
might be the operatives.

WAKE O F THE SAGSETTER1
Alexander Villee, a shady Miami arms dealer, needs an incomingshipment iritercepted
beiore Customs sees it. It's a tricky assignment, in an area of intensedrug-interdiction
surveillance. Can a SlackEagle cell pull it off?

THE L

E

E AFFAIR

Viilee is back, and he's introubleagain. Tvioof hisassociateshavedisappeared,a week
before all three go!o court. What begins as a routine missing persons case explodes
into an international race in this affair of blackmail, murder, and multiple doublecross.

WFWERNTMI
The PCs should have destroyed a nest of vampires, possibly
as many as 25% of all vampires on Kwantung, and have enough
evidence to persuade the authorities to act. There is no financial
reward, but the PCs each gain one Renown point. They will
acquireseveralusefulcontacts in Changpei, probablyHarkerand
a detective in the local police, who can provide informationand
help in future adventures. The PCs may also acquire deadly
enemies---any surviving vampires, plus a senior police official
who lost face when the truth came out. R

Three complete Millennium's Endadventuresin one package.
Nighhvalkerfhe Villw Affair (011-001) 88p. $11.95
Millennium's End RP G a m System (011-000) 144p. $14.95
I f you don't see Millennium's
Endat your game store, ask
for it. Or conhct:

1 Chameleon
1 P.O. Box 10262

Eclectic

Entertainment

Blacksburg, Virginia 24062-0262 703.953.1658

M11Isnn;um'sEnds C h e n l e h Eclecb's trademark for 11scunlampary rokplaylng system.
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any Cab of Cthulhu players expect to meet huge,
sanity-destroying monsters o r ancient, bandage-shrouded mummies. In this adventure,
they discoverthatapretty
creature an inch and a
half long can be just as deadly. The
adventure is written for the 1920s but
fits easily into eitherthe 1880s Gaslight
era or Cthulhu Now. Although it was
written to be placed in London or Cairo,
any town or city with a museum and a
river will do. If the investigators are not
already members of the museum staff,
they can be brought into investigatethe
death of Sir Richard Lesley-Smith, a
leading Egyptologist, by the museum
or his next of kin.

side. The head of the mummy has been
removed using asharp instrument. The
head itself is missing. The body is not a
normal mummy in that the internal organs have notbeenremoved and stored
in canopic jars. This is clear from the
lack of the usual large opening down
the length of the body. There is, however, a circular hole in the center of the
chest in the region of the heart, about
Wo inches in diameter. Nextlo the body
lies a dissection kit comprising a set of
very sharp scalpels, probes, etc.Around
the room are shelves containing all the
other items removed from the tomb.
They include a bronze mirror which still
retains a reflective surface, a clay jar
with a picture of a flying scarab beetle
and an inscription in hieroglyphics, a
statue of the cat gcxidess Bast, a statue
of Osiris (protector of the dead), and
NEIPNRA-KB
some gold jewelry. On the floor lies the
Sir Richard Lesley-Smithwas a lead- mummy of a cat.
To one side is a desk containing Sir
ing Egyptologist who recently returned
to London (or Cairo) after leading an Richard's notes of the discovery of the
expedition to discover the tomb of tomb, a list of all the items found in the
Nephra-Ka. In 1911, he discovered the tomb and copiesof his publishedbooks,
mummy of a handmaiden of Nephra- Secrets of the Ancient Egyptians and
Ka and returned it to America at the Khephu: The Black Pharaoh.
The basementdoor was found open.
requestof New World Industries,which
is sponsoring the expedition. This Next to it is a second room containing
mummy was placed in a storeroom the furnace which heats the central
nearthe bridge on the Titanic. Unfortu- heating for the museum.
nately, it was, of course, lost when the
Sir Richard's body was found lying
Titanic sank on April 4, 1912. After on the floor in the main basement room
much research, he subsequently be- near to the desk. His
lieved he had again discovered the face had a look of utter
mummifiedbody of aservant of Nephra- horror on it as if he had
Ka in a rough tomb farto the west of the just witnessed someNileon theborderwith the Italiancolony thing which had afof Libya. Because of the earlier loss, fected his sanity. His
the mummy has now been brought to mouth was open as if
London (or Cairo) by land for initial he died screaming. He
investigation. With the body were had slashed both his
brought various objects from the tomb. wrists with ascalpel and
They were kept in the basement rooms bled to death very
for examination and were not planned quickly. He lay in alarge
to be placed on display or transported pool of blood. Next to
his body lay the scalto America yet.
On flight one of the adventure, Sit: pel. Obviously, hisbody
Richard decided to start work on the was removed to the loexamination without waiting for his as- cal mortuary. The time
sistants,Alan Griffiths and Emmaward. of his death was diffiHe had a meeting during the day with cult to calculate as rigor
the museum curator, Dr. Henry Usher, mortisset in surprisingly
and so was not able to start workon the quickly.
mummy until early evening. The following morning, his body was found by
CLUS
Ward. The investigatorsmay be brought
The museumcurator,
in on day two.
Dr. Henry Usher, willtell
the investigators that
MUSTEMOUS DEAm
the expedition was
The basement of the museum has a sponsored most generlarge table in the center. On this lies the ously by New World Inmummy. All the bandages have been dustries, which is noted
carefully removed and placed to one for its support of both

the arts and scientific research. Dr.
Usher did not go on the expedition. He
met Sir Richard on theday of hisdeath.
Sir Richard had no worries, no money
problems and no enemies, akhough he
was upset by criticism of books and his
ideas. On the day in question, he had
no reason to kill himself. He had appeared happy and relaxed, although
perhaps too eager to start his research
on the mummy.
Griffiths and Ward both went on the
expedition. They can describe the discovery of the tomb in the desert. It lay
behind a thick stone slab which was
inscribed with a curse calling down the
"Curse of the Centuries" on any who
disturbed it. Either of the assistants, or
the list of items recovered, will reveal
that no mummifiedcat was found in the
tomb. Boththe assistants can help with
Sir Richard's theories, which are contained in his h k s . Each bookwill take
one full day to read.
Secretsofthe Ancient Egyptians:
Secrets of theAncient Egyptiansmentions Sir Richard's theories concerning the origins of Egyptian mummification. He believed in the reality of the
lost continent of Mu and believed that
the Egyptians learned of mummification from the priests of Mu. The people
of Mu worshipped gods more ancient
than the Egyptian gods, and mummification was aform of sacrificeto those

ancient gods. In Egypt, the most terrible form of punishment was l o be
mummified alive. No one knows how
this was achieved. But to protect the
body from anyone showing mercy on
the victims, a curse was placed on the
mummy that either death or living
mummification would befall anyone
who interfered with the body.
This book receivedwidecriticismfrom
the Egyptologists, who compared Sir
Richard's ideas with those of Charles
Piazzi Smyth-a great insult to someone of Sir Richard's standing.
Khephu: The Black Pharaoh:
Khephu: The Black Pharaoh describes
the chaotic fourth dynasty of Egypt,
which was ruled by the evil black pharaoh Khephu and his daughter-wile
queen Nitocris. He worshipped an ancient evil god known as "the Black Pharaoh." As a living god, Khephu himself
took the same title. He was challenged
by an equally evil wizard-priest named
Nephra-Ka whom he slew, but the
priest'sfollowers stole the body and hid
it in the western deserts. In revenge,
Nitocris hunted down thosefollowersof
Nephra-Ka and subjected each of them
to the ultimate horrorof living mummification.
Sir Richard's Notes: Sir Richard
believes the mummy he found was that
of a follower of Nephra-Ka who had
been mummified alive by Nitocris. He
was found in a rough stone tomb. The
body itself was found in a stone sarcophagus. The bronze mirror was held
in the mummy's wrappings in such a
position that the victim would be able to
see into the mirror. The sealed clay jar
was nearby, as were thestatuesof Bast
and Osiris. The tomb had a large stone
slab across its entrance.
Clay Jar: If translated, the inscription
reads, "May the winged death destroy
those who seek to disturb the rest of he
who awaits Osiris." Inside is a papyrus
with more hieroglyphics. If translated, it
is headed, "Curse of Centuries" and
contains the spell Summon Ghatanothoa.The spell need not be read aloudreading it silently to oneself will suffice.
If read near an enchanted mirror, an
image of Ghatanothoa will appear.
Other Clues:Aspot hidden rollwhilst
examining the mummy will reveal that
the wound in the center of the chest is
new and was caused from the inside
outward. Ward will comment that the
museum's pet cat, Cleo, has run away
and cannot be found.

N W DAY
When the museum's furnace is
cleaned out the next day, a human skull
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is discovered. The lop of the skull has
been removed. The teeth show no dental work at all, possibly indicating that it
is not modern. The skull is very delicate,
and anyone touching it must save
against DEX or it will crumble to dust.
The museum's library has arestricted
section. If the investigators gain access, they will find acopy of the Bookof
E i h n and von Junzt's lVameless Cults
(the Bridewelltranslation of 1845), also
known as The Black Book. The British
Museum, but not the Cairo Museum,
has acopy of the Neuronomicon. Ifthey
research the lost continent of Mu, they
will find references l o the ancient god
Ghatanothoa, the sight of whom petrified the luekless victims and converted
themto living mummies---the living brain
magically preserved in the dried mummified body.
Finally, at the end of the day, the PCs
will hearfromthe mortuarythatastrange
wound has now been discovered in the
center of Sir Richard's chest. It is a
circular wound a b u t two inches in diameter and reaches to the area of his
heart, but gives the impressionof being
caused from the inside outward.

FACTS
The investigators should be able to
piece together the facts and confirm
them by an experiment on the cat (§AN
loss of 1D6 if they do).
Sir Richard'stheories are, of course,
perfectly correct. The Egyptians did
indeed learn about mummificationfrom
the evil priests of Mu. The punishment
of being mummified alive, known as
the Curse of the Centuries, was performed by a victim being bound in
bandages with an enchanted mirror in
front of him. A priest would read the
spell Summon Ghatanothoa from behind the safety of a solid stone slab,
and Ghatanolhoaappeared in the mirror. The victim turned into a mummy,
but his brain remained alive, trapped
in the body for eternity. He could only
be released by his brain being destroyed. To prevent anyone from taking pity on the victim and releasing
him, and to bring revenge on those
who did, a sacred scarab beetle was
placed in the mouth of the still-living
victim. It crawled down the throat to
remain near the heart, to eat its way
out and seek revenge if anyone cut
the body. When Sir Richard started
the autopsy on the mummy, he started
with the head. Upon opening the skull,
he discovered a still-living brain. Before hissanity fled forever, he removed
the whole head, took it to the furnace
and consigned it to the flames. By the

time he returned, the scarab beetle
had eaten its way out and had started
t o perform the spell Summon
Ghatanothoa in front of the mirror.
Fortunately, Sir Richard bled to death
before the spell was completed, and
only the museum's pet cat was mummified. Still disorientated, the scarab
then crawled into Sir Richard's mouth
and hid near his heart to eat its way
out the following night after the body
was removed.
The scarab will now hunt down all
those involved with Sir Richard-including the investigators.

The scarab starts a series of killings.
Dr. Usher is seen by many witnesses
to run from aside road into a main road
and is instantly crushed to death beneath the wheels of a heavy truck-his
head is torn off, wedged between the
rear tires (SAN loss 1D610). Witnesses
will describe him running, looking backward and swinging his arms around.
Several will have the mistaken impression that he was being chased by some
giant invisible monster.
Alan Griffiths is found lyingface down
in the river, which seems unnaturally
misty at the time. He has drowned ,but
when his body is recovered, it is obvious that both his eyes have been bitten
out (SAN loss 1D610).
Emma Ward can be visited at the
museum or at home. When the investigators arrives, Ward crashes through
the third-story window and is impaled
on the spiked iron railings below (SAN
loss 1D811D4). She does not die immediately but manages to say, "Gold. Gold.
In's alive," before dying. On her right
hand is astrange injury similarto a large
insect bite. On investigationof her rooms,
the doors and windows are all locked
from the inside, and one window has
been left open by an inch to allow some
fresh airto enter. On atable, acollection
of gold Egyptianjewelry is laid out which
she was apparently cataloguing.
The scarab will start to hunt down
and attack the investigators-preferably while each is alone.Their best plan
is l o try to trap the scarab in a sealed
room or in a car, and destroy it by fire.

REWARDS
Solving the mystery of the death of
Sir Richard: 1D6 SAN.
Destroyingthe jar and papyrus: 1D6
SAM.
Freeing the cat from the horror of live
mummification: 1D6 SAN.
Destroying the scarab: I D 6 SAN,
plus they get to live.

DIrnREM m
E
S
,
The following will helpa refereeadapt
this scenario to a different setting.
1880s Gthulhu by Gaslight or
Space: 1889: This was the great age of
Egyptology with most European muntries digging up Egypt. It was dominated by the greatest expert of Ancient
Egypt ever-William Matthew Flinders
Petrie. His 1885 book, The Pyramids of
Gazah, adds 10% to the investigators'
knowledge of Egypt, and his massive,
three-volume HistoyofEgyptadds25%
but should be published too late forthis
era. These books will, of course, be
available in the 1920s or 1990s. If the
investigators wish to contact Petrie for
help, he will be excavating the pyramids at Hawara and be out of contact.
The investigators may also learn of
Charles Piazzi-Smyth, the astronomer
royal for Scotland. His book, Life and
Work at the Great Pyramid, attempts a
mathematical analysis of the pyramids
and was much derided by his peers. It
was used by subsequentwriiersto prove
a magical basis for pyramids. Anyone
reading this book must roll against Intelligence. A successful roll reveals the
book as rubbish; a failed roll indicates
the theories are believed and means a
loss of Egyptian Knowledge of -5.
In this age, Dr. Usher is killed by a
horse-drawnvehicle and is decapitated
by iron-rimmed wheels.
1920s: It will be well-known to all
investigators that Howard Carter and
Lord Carnarvon discovered the tombof
Tut-ankh-amen in 1922 and opened it
in March 1923. A curse fell on all the
members of the team. Carnatvon died
later from an infected mosquito bite to
his cheek, and 30 other members all
died soon aftetward. The curse of the
Pharaoh became well-known via the
press-there was an Egyptian mummy
on the Titanic.
'1990s: The plundering of Egypt has
ended, and Egyptian treasures remain
in the Cairo museum. Research still
continues, however. In a present-day
adventure, the scarab is also slightly
radioactive, sufficient to show on radioactivity detector badges and to register
on Geiger counters. The scarab is not
immortal, but its life span is linked tothe
radioactivedecay. Tut-ankh-amenhas,
of course, changed his name to
Tutankamun.
GHATANQrnOA
The full description and statistics for
this ancient evil god are found in the 4th
edition of Call of Cthulhu. Its most important aspect is the fact that when
summoned to appear in an enchanted

mirror, all present must save against
their COMx5 on 1D l 00 each round the
image is present, or they will start to
mummify. A victim loses 1D6 DEX a
round as his body stiffens until at 0 DEX
he is totally petrified, only his brain
remaining alive forever (or until destroyed) in an immobile body. Everyone
seeing the god also loses 1D l 00 SAN
on a failed roll or 1D l 0 on a successful
roll. (The petrification process will occur even if the god is not actually seen
because the victim has his eyes shut or
is asleep, although no SAN is risked in
such a case). Seeing a friend mummified costs 1D l 011D3 SAN. The summoning spell takes one round to cast.

The scarab beetle, a lesser independent race, is approximately one and a
half inches long. It is not the common
black scarab of Lower Egypt (Scarabaeus sacer) but the original goldengreen scarab of the Upper Nile
(Scarabaeus egyptorium). It is evil,
highly intelligent and very dangerous. It
is also bent on revenge.
STR: 1, CON: 10, SIZ: 1110, INT 15,
POW: 18, DEX: 1 Crawling117 Flying,
APP: 18, EDU: 18, SAN: 0, HP: 1,
MOVE: 1 Crawling19 Flying.
Skills: Bite 60% for one hit point of
damage. The bite is poisonous, inflicting an infection of (CON 19).
The wound is often
mistaken for an ordinary
mosquito bite but soon
goes septic and can be
fatal. The beetle deliberately attacks exposed
areas of skin, especially
the face and eyes. Aspecific attack area is still at
60%.
Unless a room has
been specifically sealed
with cloth or similar substance aroundthedoors,
over the fireplace, etc.,
and all windows are
closed, the scarab will
find a way to enter.

Spelllls
Summon Ghatanothoa: Becauseof the differences in the eyestructure and nervous systems, insects are not affected by the appearance
of Ghatanothoa and do
not become petrified.
Scarab beetles worship
him. If an enchanted mirror is present they will

summon him.
Mist: The scarab can raise a thick
mist for an area up to 200 yards around
itself but can only do so where there is
a large body of water. The ability can be
used at sea, or on or near a large lake
or large river.
Mi&irecl:Allhough not magnetic itself, the scarab uses the Earth's magnetic field to navigate as do many insects. The scarab can however also
cause atemporary local variation in the
magneticfield and so change compass
bearings. It can use this to make ships
sail OR course.
The scarab has a high flying dexterity
and is very small. It is impossible to hit
with a rifle or hand gun. Shotguns at
point blank range however are at their
normal percentage chance. it is susceptible to fire but not to poisons-the
normal insectsprays are useless against
it. All other blows with blunt instruments
are at 114 their normal chance.
The scarab is golden in color and
rather attractive to the greedy. It can
remain stillfor long periods of time (centuries) and can pretend to be an ornament untilsomeone touches it ortries to
pick it up when it will bite their hand.
It is intelligent enough to wait to
attack victims while they are driving a
car, causing them to crash. It will normally try to make its attacks appear
like accidents. C2

Genecorp Biolabs has initiated a program of "~ledgeharnrner~~
biology to
create a hormone-based drug which could be administered to alreadybioengineered cattle to cause their bodies to generate more muscle mass
and, therefore more meat. In a move to usurp BiotechnicaTssupremacy,
the marketing department has already prepared its campaign, which will, it
is hoped, make Genecorp Biolabs "the corporation that feeds the world."
But as the researchers are conducting tests on simple lab rats,
something goes terribly wrong. Practically overnight, the rats become
horribly mutated and disfigured. Genecorp decides to abort the Seattle

branch of this project, which was also being carried out at the
corporation's San Francisco labs.
All the test animals that haven't already died from the test are destroyed
by lethal injection. Autopsies are conducted on some, then all the
carcasses are dumped ignominiously into the sewers.
But one survives.
Unfortunately, Genecorp's technicians didn't notice that one of their pets
had startling regenerative abilities. Within a few days, the creature was
fully recovered, lost underground and hungry...

Article by Legion
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YOU SURE AWUT WlS?

fulfill its endof thecontract-forthetime
being. At a later date, however,
Genecorp may put a contract out on the
PCs to ensure their silence.

of 1-4, they attack; on 5-8, they flee
squealing into the darkness; on 9-10,
they stay wherethey are and watch the
PCs warily.
I N 1 0, REF: 7, COOL: 4, LUCK: 4,
CmES WDER C
MA: 4, BODY: 2, Run: 40, Leap: I,Lift:
This adventure takes place beneath NIA.
Seattle's city and corporate business
The rats have the equivalent of the
core, downtown in the area borderedby skill Melee +3, and their bites cause
Interstate 5, Highway 99, Pine Street 1D6i-3 points of damage. In addition to
and South King Street.
their normal damage,the bites willcause
When the new corporate city center infection on a 1D l 0 roll of 1. Infection
was developed in the early 2000s, the will reduce a medic or doctor's medical
multinationals bought and brutalized skill check by -2.
their way around and through the city's
Sewer Maintenancelcleaning RoHistoric Preservation Ordinance. Most bot: A cylindrical treaded machine
of the Pioneer Square Historic District blocks further passage. It is approachdisappeared under towers of concrete, ing the PCs with an array of steam guns
steel and armored glass. The southern and scrapers going. It will have to be
fragment which remains borders the destroyed or allowed to pass by backcity's extensivecombat zones and is not tracking to an intersection and sidea nice place to live or visit!
stepping out of its way. However, on a
People soon forgot that the historic 1D l 0 roll of 1-2, it turns in the same
district used to be there. They also for- direction the PCs moved to get out of
got about the underground.
the way.
The underground sprawls beneath
It will in no way resist if the PCs
about half of the downtown area, along attemptto destroy it; it has 30 SDPs and
its western and southern boundaries. It an armor SP of 5.
is an amalgam of the very old 1800s
Overhead ManholelGrate: These
underground (whichwas apopulartour- are locked by the city in an effort to keep
ist site in the late 20th century) and the peopleout of the sewers on a rollof 1-9on
remainsof buildingsburied by construc- 1D l 0. Grates are too small for a person
tion crews in the first decade of the 21st to fit through, anyway. They have 30
century when the city's new corporate SDPs and the equivalent of 10 SPs of
center was being built.
armor. Manhole covers have 40 SDPs
Referees can use the sewerltunnel and 15 SPs.
complex tiles in Challenge 46, page 8,
SewagelTrash: The PCs come
SECRET AGENDA
to map out the underground and across a stream of sewage and trash
Genecorp has a plan which hasn't Seattle's sewers. A scale of five feet to between knee and waist deep and 300r
been divulged to the PCs. Corporate one square is suggested.
40 yards long. There is an awful stench
leaders realize that the creature in the
here also, and there is no way to get by
WHAT WAS mAT?
sewers is a deadly menace. They wish
the muckexcept by retracingtheirsteps.
Encounters under Seattle are ran- Each PC must pass an Average Cool
to avoid unwantedpublic investigations
and allegations, and they would also dom. Rollfor an encounteronceper half check or be racked by a fit of nausea
like to not have to pay the PCs the rest hour on the appropriate table, more which will make them incapable of any
of themoneyforthejob.Thus,Genecorp frequently if you are a cruel master.
other action forfiveturns. Each PC must
has given the PCs airgun pellets filled
only make this check once each time
with plain water and smartgoggles with
Sewers
this encounter is rolled.
206 Encounter
batteries that will run dead in one hour.
Loud Noises: Assorted creepy
2 Creature
Afew minutes afterthe PCs enterthe
scrapes, squeaks, slides, slithers,
3 Rats
sewers, Genecorp security personnel
shrieks and screams.
4 Sewer maintenancelcleaning
will lock the door behind them. Even if
Flash Flood: A flash flood of water1
they do subdue the creature and return,
robot
sewage between waist and chest high
5 Overhead manholelarate
they will not be able to exitthesewersby
washes over the PCs. Each PC must
this route. They must go back in and find
pass an Average Reflex check or be
7 Loud noises
a different route.
swept off his feet and along the tunnel
Genecorp hopes these measures will
for five to 50 feet.
ensure the destruction of both the ani9 Exit to Elliot Bav
Exit to Elliot Bay: Hearing the unmal and the PCs in the sewers. No one
mistakable sound of falling water as
will ever find out what happened, and
11 Sewer works crew
they approach, the PCs come to a masthe corporation can get back to its re- ~ ~ ; ; # # g f i g ~ r g ~ q u ~ & g > : sivegrate
~ : : ~ blockingthe endof thetunnel.
search.
Beyond, peering through pilings under
If the PCs do find an alternate route
Creature: I hope your guns are the docks, they can see the city harbor
out of the sewers, Genecorp will apolo- loaded! (See page 60.)
of Elliot Bay. This grate is locked and
gize profusely, explaining that the door
Rats: A pack of five to 50 sewer rats has 50 SDPs and the equivalent of 15
was locked due to human error, and will is in the PCs' path. Roll 1D l 0. On a roll SPs of armor.
The player characters are contacted
by Genecorp Biolabs to conduct aclandestine cleanup operation in Seattle's
sewers. Genecorp states that a rash of
disappearances in and aroundthecity's
sewers "may be" being caused by a
research animal which escaped from
the laboratories on the corporation's
second floor two weeks ago.
The PCs are given precise instructions that this is to be a live retrieval
operation-Genecorp wants the creature brought back to its labs so researchers can study what happened to
it. Another condition of the contract is
that no media agencies are made aware
of the mission for at least one year.
Two of the PCs will be issued Nelspot
Wombat airguns with one clip of 20
sleep poison pellets each, and any PCs
who don't already have infrared will be
loaned a pair of smartgoggles with that
option built in. The PCs will also be
given a black body bag to carry the
creature in. Remember that having no
one else find out what's in the bag is
imperative.
In payment, each PC will receive
$5000 Euro--$I000 in advance and
the remaining $4000 on completion,
with $2000 deducted from each if the
animal is not brought in but proof of its
destruction is provided. If no proof is
given, the PCs will not be paid any more
than the advance.

A*-
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Entrance to Underground: A break
inthe sewermasonrygbesonto aslightly
higher, and noticeably drier, room or
corridor. It appears not to be part d the
sewers. Tunnels stretch off further into
the darkness.
Sewer Works Crew: Away group of
two to 12 municipal workers. They are
armed with pistols because of all the
recent disappearances, and will be surprised and startled by the appearance
of the PCsoutof thesewers. Some may
be trigger happy. They could be readying a maintenance robot for release or
doing a spot check on a cistern or
blockage.
All are wearing head lamps on their
hard hats.
Undergrounders:Anctherparanoid
group of two to 12 people. They are all
armedwith pistols and arecarryingflashlights. They will reactto the appearance
of the PCs the same way the works
crews will.
See Undergrounders section on the
following page for more details.

Underpomd
206
2

Encounter
Creature

10 Entrance to sewers
11 Entrance to su13Wzy~
12 Undergrounders' camp
The creature, rats and undergrounders entries are the same as on
the Sewers Table.

Creature's Lair: This 15-foot-square
chamber has adirt-coveredfloor strewn
with bones, scraps of clothing and personal effecls. On a 1D6 roll of 1, the
creature is here as well. The creature's
lair is in the southeastern corner of the
underground.
The creature found an entrance into
these catacombs from the sewers and
has been roaming beneath downtown
and the surrounding areas in se3rch of
food.
Loud Noise: Same as on the Sewers
Table, exceptthe PCs may also hearths
roar of a speeding subway train while
they are in the underground.
Enrranw to Sewers: A hole in the
wall of the passage leads back into the
sewer tunnels.
Enlranw to Subways: An opening
at this point leads to a square tunnel
with train tracks running down itscenter.
In the distance is a rumbling getting
steadily louder.
Undsrgrounders' Camp: This is a

series of well lit, small rooms and slightly
Subways
wider corridors.
206
Encounter
-..
.
A~roximately100 people of all ages z ~ ~ ~2 ~B - ~
$ w@ @ ~ ~
live here, althoush
3 Entrance to underaround
- as few as 50 are
present at: any one lime, the rest being
out in the subways, the sewers, the rest
of the underground and a k v e in the
streets of ihe city. A11 entrances l o this
camp are guard4 by pislol-armedsentries.

~

@

~

~

~

The first four entries on the Subways
Table are as detailed for the above two
tables.
Train: Coming fast! Each PC must
roll an Easy Dodge and Escape skill
checkto get out of the way or be clipped
by the train as it goes by, taking 1D6
points of damage (ignoring all armor
since it is meant to stop bullets, not
speeding locomotives).
Platform: The PCs walk out of the
tunnel into a wide, high-roofed gallery.
Silence descends on the bustling crowd
on the subway platform as they watch
the PCs approach from the gloom.
Subway Works Crew: These municipal workers are armed and react to
t h e b ~ as
s the sewer works crew does.
They are wearing helmet lamps.
Master Crimlnal'sHideout:Useyour
imagination!

WDERGROUNDERS
Parts of the underground are inhabited by undergrounders (as mentioned
in Night City Sourcebook, page 160).
They are essentially a Nomad pack.
They have developedvery good Stealth
skills while avoidingthe municipalworks
crews which regularly move through the
sewers and subway tunnels that connect to their underground.
The undergrounders are as unaware
of the creature's lair as it isof their camp,
which is near the northern tip of the
underground's sprawl.
These people are mistrustfulof strangers and, now, are paranoid as well because of the slaughters that are occurring beneath Seattle.
Some of their own people have even
disappeared.
They will be startled and suspicious
(and slightly impressed) if the PCs find
their camp since no one else has done
SO.

CBZEAmRE
INT: NIA, REF: 9, COOL: 8, LUCK: 6,
MA: 9, BODY: 10, Run: 45, Leap: 2.75,
Lift: 50.
Sili(Equivalents): Melee+7,Awareness1Notice +8, Stealth 4-7.
Traits: Enhanced Senses (Hearing),
Rapid Mass Gain, Rapid Healing, Malleable Skeleton, Claws and Fangs, Resilient Skin (SP 10).
This wretch started its existence as a
lowly rat. Now that Genecorp has toyed
with its DNA, it is a twisted mockery of
its former self. Its rotting flesh is dry and
blistered, covered with broken patches
of fur. Its limbs are gnarled and malformed, ruined by the biological processes unleashed upon its body.
The creature has superior hearing,
equivalent to the Amplified Hearing and
Enhanced Hearing Range cyberaudio
options, which it uses to hunt. Thus, it
can be easily deafened, but, unfortunately, so can the PCs in the sewers.
The creature's trait of rapid mass gain
causes it to grow about five centimeters
taller and half a kilo heavier every time
it feeds.
it walks erect on its hind legs, and is
now 2.5 meters long from noseto tail-tip
and around 225 kilos in weight.
It has developed malleable bones,
allowing it to squeeze through narrow
cracks in the underground's brickwork
which would block the passage of an
ordinary creature its size. Its eyes are
reflective like an alligator's, and it is
easily blinded by bright light down in the
dark where it hunts. Its claws are equal
to rippers, and its fangs are equal to a
full-mouthsetof implantedfangs. It may
make three attacks each turn, one with
each of its weapons. These must all be
directed at one opponent, however.
If it is critically injured during a fight, it
will flee to its lairto lick its wounds. Here
its rapid healing ability (4points per day)
will get it back up and running in fairly
short order.
The creature hasn't yet come across
an entrance to the subways from the
underground, nor has it found an exit to
Elliot Bay.

If they intend to befriend the undergrounders, the PCs will have their work
cut out for them. The use of any social
skills to do so will have to pass Very
Difficult checks to meet with success. If
the undergroundersdobefriendthe PCs,
they might be willing to loan them a
guide orlwo to showthe PCs how to get
WPEAK SHOW
around down in the tunnels.
If the PCs befriend the underFollowing are rules suggestions to
grounders and then capture or destroy help Cyberpunk create biotech horrors
the creature, they will have earned the of their own. These rules are intended to
undyinggratitudeof the undergrounders. be skeletal and adaptable to your parThe PCswill eachbegrantedtheequiva- ticular campaign situation.
lent of a Family skill level of +2 usable
To begin with, the following must be
with the undergrounders.
determined:
If they don't befriend the underType of Experiment: Anything from
grounders, then the PCs won't get any breeding bigger Komodo dragons to
recognitionfrom that quarter ifthey elimi- gene-splicinghuman and wolf DNA. It's
nate the creature.
up to you.

Type of Animal: This will be determined in part by what the experiments
were supposed to accomplish. Again,
it's up to you. '
Statistics: Roll the animal's stats
(1D l 0 for each). All animals have INT,
REF, COOL, LUCK, MA and BODY7AII
animals have an INTof zero unlessthey
develop the INT Gain trait.
Apply any modifiers to these stats
that make sense. For example, agorilla
is going to have a BODY of higher than
10, while a goldfish's BODY is going to
be 1 or 2 at the most.
Skill Equivalents: Creatures should
also be given a number of skills (or their
equiva1ents)toaccount fortheir learned
abilities and instincts. Common sense
should prevail here.
Number and Type of Traits: Roll for
these, or decide how many traits your
beast has, then roll or pick them from
the following table:

19
20

superhuman STR
(Body 10+1D10)
Webbed "hands" and "feet"

Traits possessed by the creature will
depend on what the experiments were
meant to accomplish.
For ease of conversion, all traits
(where possible) should be the equivalent of one or more cybernetic enhancements described in the game's basic
rule book. Thus, it should by easy for
referees to come up with newer and
more gruesome traits. R
To find out more about the Seattle
undergroundand tours that go through,
write to BillSpeidel's UndergroundTour,
670 First Avenue, Seattle, WA 98104.
Thanks especially to Phyllis forbeing
so helpful.
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The durther we went from civiliution, the weirder it got.
begin his work. The runners will needto
unpackthe mountaineeringequipment,
for what the professor seeks is at the
peak of the mountain.
Runners who climb the mountain
must make an unresisted success test,
target number 5, using Climbing or Athletics, or, if all else fails, Body. They
must make this skill test twice--once
REFEREE
ascending and once descending.
The goal of the referee is to exploit
If the runners rope themselves tothe spooky aspects of the adventure, gether, the target number is decreased
setting the players' nerves on edge as by 1. Then, if anybody fails the test,
much as possible before the confronta- instead of falling and taking a serious
wound, he is caught and takes a light
tions in the cave.
The professor should come off look- wound.
The gamernaster should also make
ing extraordinarily lucky--unnaturally
so. Infact, there is nothingsupernatural a daytime encounter check when the
about the professor-he just happens characters reach the top of the mounto be naturally lucky.
tain.
Thetripupthe mountain is an adventure in itself. Previously sure footing
jOURNEY
IMO THE VVILDERNSS
suddenly crumbles, threatening to
The trip consists of driving north to topple the PCs into a ravine. Strange
Fort William, then travelling a half-day's birds or bats dart out of crevasses into
ride on horseback to the foot of the a climber's face. And the wind conCairngorm Mountains. The PCs will deal stantly threatens to snatch them from
with a variety of threats and obstacles their precarious perch.
along the way.
Still, no matter how much it looks like
Check for encounters using the Day- the professor is in danger, he'll never
time Encounters or Nighttime Encoun- take more than a light wound, and he'll
ters Table, as appropriate.
ask, "What the devil is everyone so
As they ride further and further from worked up about?"The PCs may begin
civilization, the PCs may begin to feel to wonder why he thought he needed
somewhat spooked, with a creepy- bodyguards.
crawly feeling down the back of their
necks. Playthis up, with strange animal
CAVE DWELLERS
After the samples are collected and
noises off in the distance, followed by
complete silence, foliage seeming to the characters begin their descent, the
reachouttoward them asthey brush by, professor announces that he needs a
and an ever-increasingfeeling of being certain ore from a nearby cave. What
alone-or not so alone.
he forgets to mention is that the cave is
The player characters may begin to a radiation site. Fun in the sun, chuask themselves what they're really do- mmers-better put on some sunblock
ing here and what the lucky professor is 99!
Deep in the cave is the vein of ore
all about.
When they finally arrive attheircamp- that the professor needs. To get there
site at the foot of the mountains, it is (and back), the PCs will face avariety of
near dusk. They are then in for a long threats, determined by rolling on the
night of strange howls, grunts and an Toxic Encounters Table. Once they
eerie whistling wind.
reach the vein, they will find it guarded
After the PCs get a fitful night's rest, by the group of giant spiders which live
the professor (who proclaims he slept nearby. Looks like the PCs get to earn
like a baby) is wide awake and eager to their pay.
dwarven stats because they are naturally rugged folk.
The professorwill mysteriously make
it through the brawl unscathed, without
even a hair out of place. If the PCs
question him or comment on this, he
will state that he has always been naturally lucky.

The player characters are told by
one of their street contacts (a mage
would be best) that a certain alchemist
is looking to hire bodyguards for a wilderness expedition. If the characters
are interested, he'll slot them a contact
numberforf30sterling. When thecharacters call the number, a cultured female voice will tell them to slot their
names so their reps can be accessed.
After a few moments, the voice will tell
them to be at 7A Frith St. at 8 p.m. The
location is Serena's Hermetical Supply
Shop (see page 72 of the London
Sourcebook).
The PCs will be directed to Shaw's
Edinburgers (see page 130 of the London Sourcebook)to meet their patron.
When they arrive, "re PCs will be
greeted by Professor Elias Wetheral, a
small man dressed in shorts and wearing a pith helmet. Me explains that he is
an alchemist, and he needs bodyguards
to protect him from the denizens of the
wilderness while he collects some
samples he needs. He is willing to pay
£5000 a day.
If the PCs accept his oifer, he tells
them to be ready to leave early tomorrow morning.
Their trip, however, is not set for an
uneventful beginning. While they are
still at Shaw's Edinburgers, they are
caught in a brawl between two feuding
clans (the Campbeiis and the MacDonalds). All the combat is nonlethal,
unless the runners stupidly make it lethal. If that should happen, both clans
will turn on the runners and attackthem
jointly.
Depending on how the player charactersactedduringthe brawl, they could
have made some contacts or enemies.
The Scottish clansmen use regular

TOXIC E M C O U m R S

D

Make two encounter checks on the
way intothecave and two checkson the
way back out, rolling 1D6 on the following chart:

Roll 2D6 for encounters in the morning, at noon and at dusk, and consultthe
following table:
across a strange trail that leads
into the wilderness.

Nl

Roll

Result

ME E N C O U m R S

Checkonce at late evening, midnight
and just before dawn. Roll 2D6 and
consult the following table:
encounter what looks like to be
an oil slick, but it is actually the
domain of atoxic Water Elemental that will attack the arouo.

binders attacks the arouo.

7 ~ a b b i t : ~ h o m i c i dYabdit
al
(pos-

feeling too sociable today, he
will summon up a Mist spirit to
conceal himself from the group.
4 Bombardiers: A group of bombardiers drop ordnance on the
partyfromtreesand chittersquirre1 talk at them.
5-6 Bogies:Three Bogies attackthe
(see page 34 of the
Paranormal Animal Guide to
North America).
7 ~uardians:~haracters
stumble
across a standing stoneguarded
by three Watcher Spirits and a
Salamander. If anyone approaches within five feet of the
stone, the Salamander will atlack.
8 Spirits:Onetothreearepresent:
1: Air Elemental: Force: 9, Energy: 6, Powers: Astral Gateway, Wealth, Hidden Life.
2: Nature Forest Spirit: Force: 8,
Energy: 5, Powers:Animal Form,
Aura
- . Maskina. Astral Gatewav.
3: Mist Spirit: Force: 4, Energy: 2,
Powers: Animal Form, Aura
4.

nearby. If left alone, they will
leave the group alone. If somehowthe party disturbsthem, they
will attack.
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sessed by a nomad) attacks
whoever ison watch at that time.
If the character kills the rabbit,
the nomad will attempt to possess him.
8 Green Man: The runner on
guard duty sees a giant, green
man riding on a great antlered
horsewith alarge numberof hell
hounds around him. If the runners don't attack him, he will
curb his hounds and approach
the group. He has a wager for
anyone who would care to take
him upon it. Being the gambling
man that he is and times being
what they are, he has this offer:
Play a few hands of poker with
him, and he will grant the winner
one wish within his power if they
win, but the runners must put up
not money, but karma points. At
this point the gamemaster can
get out a deck of cards and play
out a game of poker. Or the
runners involved in the game
can make a skill test 4 using
Gambling skill or Intelligence.
TheGreen Man'sGamblingskill
is 6. Whoever rolls the most
successes wins the hand.
9 Spirits: Same as on the Daytime Encounters Table.

player characters see glowing
eyes and hear noises off in the
darkness, but they can't find
anything out there.

attacked bv a corpselight.

attacked by a group of giant spiders. See the sidebar for more
details.

am%
Spitaen
The spiders try to inject their victims
with a paralyzing poison. They then
wrap them in sticky webbing and hang
!hem upside down from the scraggly
trees. The spiders will wait at least 24
hours before they suck the fluids from
their victims, which may give the PCs
enough timetodevise aplan of escape.
~ o d y 9:
Strength: 6
Quickness: 4x4
Charisma: Intelligence: 3
Willpower: 3
Essence: 6
Reaction: 4
Attacks: 3L2+special
Powers: Venom, Regeneration, Silence (the venom has the damage code
of 6S2, but has the same effect as
paralyzing touch)
Vulnerabilitv: Orichalcum. Severe

CONCLUSION
Assuming the PCs can escape from
the, ahem, sticky situation, they will
walk away w~ththeir promised pay, a
bonus from the professor, and perhaps
a phobia of the wilderness in general or
spiders in particular. They will also have
developed afuturecontactwith Serena's
Hermetical Supply Shopand the mysterious professor. Q

Warning:
Prot amDimensional
walking can
have severe
side effects.. .
maybe.

The time machine has yet to be built in our world. However,in Dark
Conspiracy, you can learn to walk through dimensions. The Proto-Dimensional
Compendium provides you new dimensions to explore. Each new dimension is
presented in adventure format, describing how player characters discover them,
what they encounter within, and how they might get out again. Covered in this
compendium are more than 12 dimensions to
explore, as well as a multitude of information for the
referee so that the dimensions can be used
repeatedly within a Dark Conspiracy campaign.

G D W 2109. $12.
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Standing behind the pilot's chair, the
onceJedi apprentice studied the beautifulgreen andblueplanetbelowthrough
the transparisteelcockpit viewport, trying to discern a reason for his anxiety
and uneasiness. Somehow, he didn't
about what,, bv
feel auite riaht
"
, amearances, was a peaceful, benevolent
world.
Suddenly, the minor Jedi tensed, his
eyes wideningin surpriseas he clutched
at the headrest of thepilot'schair in front
of him. A low moan escaped his lips as
tears welled upin his eyes andran down
his cheeks.
1

.

Seatedin front of him, thepilot turned
to look over her shoulder, then laid her
hand on his forearm. "What is it? What
do you sense?"
TheminorJedi's eyes remained transfixed on the vastglobe below. When he
tried to speak, he began to sob, but he
forced the words. "They...are calling to
me. A hundred souls...such terrible anguish...."The Jedi apprentice effortfully
calmed his trembling body and cleared
his eyes, then returned the gaze of the
concerned pilot. "They are imprisoned
in blackness...in the shadow of the Dark
Side. We must help them."

The follov~ingadventurc takes place
on a newly discovered planet on the
fringe of the Outer Rim. If the PCs are
rebels, they may have been sent to the
planet to conduct an initial survey after
another rebel ship stumbled upon the
planet by accident. If the PCs are free
traders, perhaps they heard rumors in a
cantina of a trader who discovered an
unknownjungle planet with abandoned
treasure cities-haunted by ghosts. Or
maybe the PCs' hyperdrive malfunctions, sendingthem off course, and they
discover a planet barely within sensor
rangethat does not appear in their data.

ELEPWTHHC COWACT
The character group should include a
PC or NPC trained in the ways of the
Force. Shorily after the PCs establish
orbit above the unnamed jungle planet,
the Jedi character experiences an almost overwhelming sense of anguish
emanating from the planet below-the
cries of 100 despairing people. Though
he cannot understand the languagethey
use, their emotional distress is quite
clear. What is also clear is that these
people are simultaneously using some
form of Projective Telepathy-a Force
power. The Jedi character senses that

these peopleare trapped in some sort of
Dark Side emanation on the planet's
surface. When the telepathic contact
ceases, the Jedi is left with an impression of the general location of the emanation.
A Jedi's goal is to sustain freedom
and life, and to defeat those who would
impose tyranny and death. As this is
part of the Jedi code, the Jedi character
should feel strongly compelled to go to
the aid of those in need on the surface
below.

continually feel anxious and ill at ease.
This feeling will become increasingly
discomfortingas the group approaches
the temples.
If the rebels have speeder bikes, it
requires but a short hop to get to the
temples. Otherwise, they must trek
through the jungle to get there. Keep in
mind that landspeeders, with their low
flight ceiling, will not be able to navigate
the jungle; even speeder bikes will doso
with some difficulty.
If the rebels trek into the jungle on
foot, describe how the sunlight is difLANDRdG ON IFIIE SURFACE
fused by the tree canopy high above,
Withthe Jedi acting asguide, the pilot leavingthe thickly overgrownjunglefloor
drops the ship toward the largest conti- dimly lit, and how the jungle is alive with
nent. As the ship approaches the site the buzz of insectsand the muffledcries
over dense jungle foliage, the charac- of animal life. Within moments, heat,
ters spot several massive stone struc- humidity and exertion leave the group
tures that rise above the concealing drenched in perspiration.
trees-indicating the presence of a naIf the PCs have vibroblades (or a light
saber) to cut a path through the brush
tive sentient species!
Though heavily overgrown, it is obvi- and vines, they can manage a steady
ous that these stone temples are highly two kilometers per hour with considerornate and of complex construction, able effort. Without them, they'll manthough some show serious disrepair age no more than one kilometer per
and decay. They appear to be aban- hour (there are animal trails, but none
doned; not a single personor creature is go in the direction of the temples).
When the group has penetrated two
visible among the temples.
Because of heavy tree growth, the kilometers into the jungle, allow each
nearest clearing large enough to ac- player an Easy Perceptionroll to realize
commodate the PCs' ship is about five that there are no more animal trails, no
kilometers distant.
buzzing insects, no animal cries. In the
Once the rebels have exited their ominous silence, it appears that even
ship, allow each of them a Moderate the lowly creatures of the jungle avoid
Perception roll. Upon success, a char- living in the shadow of the Dark Side.
acter spots what appears to be a small
DANGEROUS SN-OWS
ship concealed within the foliage at the
edge of the clearing. Investigation reTheJediapprentice effortlesslyswung
veals that the vessel is a small four- his light saber through the thick, moisperson ship. An Easy Technology roll ture-laden vines hanging before him,
reveals that the vessel is a type that scorching the severed ends and creathasn't been manufactured for four de- ing small clouds of steam. He stopped
cades, though there are still many in to checit the progress of his companoperation. A Moderate Technology roll ions, then wiped his sleeve across his
revealsthat the vessel is a type that was brow to remove the perspiration that
used by the Interstellar Survey Corps, threatened to flow into his eyes.
the forerunner to the current Imperial
Suddenly, the hairs on the back of his
Survey Corps.
neckprickled, and a shiverran down the
The ship is abandoned and has been length of his spine. There was a disturhere for a long time. However, it has bance in the Force emanating from the
remained sealed all these years, and jungle around him, a disturbance emathe interior is clean and unsoiled.
nating from the Dark Side--and quickly
The foliage has grown uparound the closing in from all sides!
vessel and has actually lifted the landThe Jedi signaled his companions to
ing gear a meter off the ground. With take cover, then prepared himself for
several days of concerted effort, the combat, grasping his light saber tightly
ship could be freed from the jungle's before him with both hands.
grasp. Then, after some lengthy servicThen he saw them. Shadows sepaing of drives and computer systems, the rated from the dimness of the jungle,
ship could actually be flown.
slowly approaching. The dark forms
began moving rapidly, weavingpatterns
around him, apparently unhindered by
JWaEPASSAGE
Because the rebels are very near to brush or trees and never touching the
the Dark Side emanation, the Jedi will ground. Thoughthey were humanoid in
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form, he sensed no life in them.
Suddenly, the Jedi felt excruciating
pain stab into his chest and rapidly
spread to his entire body-as if he were
on fire. He gasped, then slumped to the
ground, his lungs unwilling to release
the air that would allow him to scream.
When the Rebels get to within one
kilometer of the temples, they are attacked by Dark Side wraiths--shadow
forms of ancient Dark Side priests who
cling to a half-life through the powerful
Dark Side emanation. The wraiths are
visible only to Force-sensitives. The
other PCs will not see their attackers.
The Jedi is attacked first, by a single
wraith using the Inflict Pain power. This
attack continues until the Jedi uses his
Control Pain power (avoid stunning the
Jedi to unconsciousness). Once he
does, the attack is switched to another
character. It continues until the Jedi
attempts the Control Another's Pain
power(assuming he hastheAlterskillif the Jedi has the Alter skill but does not
have this particular power, you may
have to remind the player that he can
still attempt to use it, though at greater
difficulty) or until the second character
loses consciousness (which is what
happens if the Jedi does not have Alter
skill).
At this point, the attack ceases, and
the wraiths disappear back into the
jungle. Having detected a Force-sensitive among the rebels, they have succeeded in their intent to determine his
level of skill and training.
If the rebels have speeder bikes or
airspeeders, this attack occurs when
the characters step away from their
vehiclesaftertheirarrival atthetemples.

B d Side Wrdths
There are six wraiths. Though they
hold onto a semblance of life, they lost
some of their skill levels and many of
their powers upon their deaths (including InjureIKill and Telekinetic Kill).
Fwca Skills: Control: 6D, Sense: 5D,
Alter: 5D.
Powers: Life Sense, Projective Telepathy (which they use to communicate with each other), Telekinesis, Inflict
Pain,Affect Mind, Sense Forceand Dim
Other's Senses.

'PEMPLE
Upon arrival at thetemples,thegroup
findssix large, stepped, pyramidalstructures surrounding a 100-meter by 200meterrectangular, stone-surfacedplaza.
Atop each pyramid are the ruins of an
ornate temple structure. A pyramid at
one end of the plaza is considerably

larger than the others, as is the temple
atop it. Surrounding the temples are the
remains of a city, most of which is now
fallen down and overgrown by the encroaching jungle.
There is little massivestone sculpture
at the site, but there is considerable
architectural embellishment and relief
sculpture. The relief sculpture portrays
a short, stocky, bipedal race with large
eyes and ears. An Easy Cultures roll
reveals from the scenes depicted that
there were six priests or leaders who
were greatly revered-if
not worshipped*~ the inhabitants of the city.
It is also apparent that the people had
enemies. Several battle scenes are
depicted, as well asscenesshowing the
priests standing over what appear to be
sacrificial victims. The priests are holding their handstoward theirvictims, who
appearto writhe about in pain, clutching
at their throats, while what appears to
be their souls or spirits leave the bodies
in a semi-vaporous state.
Searching the city and temples reveals nothing living. However, at the
base of the largetemple arethe skeletal
remains of four beings. The skeletons
are partially dismembered. A Moderate
Medicine roll for each reveals the cause
of death-bludgeoning. Two have
crushed skulls, while the other two suffered serious crushing damage in the
torso area.
If the rebels search the immediate
area around the skeletons, a Very Easy
Search roll reveals a tarnished metal
insignia (four successful roils will find all
four). A Moderate Knowledge roll (or
possibly Bureaucracy) reveals the insignia to be that of the old Interstellar
Survey Corps.

THE SHADOWS RETURN
While the whole plaza reeks with the
stench of evil, the dedi senses that the
strongest emanation is atop the largest
pyramid. However, before the rebels
can begin the climb, the wraiths assault
them again.
Each wraith attacks an individual PC.
If there are fewer PCsthan wraiths, then
each PCsuffers one attack. The wraiths
use the Affect Mind power, aiming for
effects which are Very Difficult. Each
attackshould be different. For instance,
one PC might be convinced that he has
been a complete failure in everythinghe
has attempted in life and is a complete
embarrassmentto hisfamily. In his utter
depression, the only recourse left is
suicide. If the attack is successful, the
PC draws his blaster and shoots himself. Another PC may be convinced that
he has irrefutable evidence that one of

his companions is an Imperial spy and
that the traitor must be executed before
he can escape. Another may be convinced that a companion has stolen his
fiancbe, and he's just got to give him a
good thrashing to vent his anger. Even
if a wraith's attack fails, describe the
thoughts and feelings that passthrough
the character's mind. This should alert
him to the attack, and he may be able to
intercede with reaction skills and stop
another character from harming others.

CLMBI1NG THE P m M I D
At the top of the pyramid, two meters
from the edge of the steps, is a twometer by six-meter pit that is 10 meters
deep. During sacrificialceremonies,the
dead were deposited here and removed
later by servants via a passage through
the side of the structure. If the rebels
reach the top, the wraiths strike again
using Dim Other's Senses. The wraiths
combine their attacks on the first three
characters, two attacking each. Either
roll for or allowthe playersto make Very
Easy Perception rolls after you have
determined the results of the attack. If a
PC fails, he walks into the pit. Allow
falling PCs a Moderate Dexterity roll to
grab the edge of the pit, then allow a
Moderate Strength roll to hold on and
stop the fall. Treat these rolls as Reaction or Haste rolls. Any character who
fails suffers 4D damage. An unaffected
PC who is within two meters of a falling
PC can attempt an Easy Haste action
against Dexteritytograb his falling companion and pull him to safety.

MTAR OF THE DARK SIDE
At the top of the pyramid, the rebels
find a meter-high altar with six mansized depressions on its top surface. At
the head of each depression is a small
dais large enough to stand on. Narrow
steps behind each dais are constructed
into the back side of the altar. The altar
is identical to the one depicted in the
sacrificial scenes in the relief sculpture.
The Jedi senses that the altar is the
primary source of the emanation. The
players may by now suspect that their
search for anguished souls is exactly
that---the souls of dead beings who are
trapped in the stone altar.
At this point, one of two things happen: either the Jedi initiates Receptive
Telepathy (if he attempts Projective Telepathy, tell him he can't grasp onto a
mind to do so) or one of the souls in the
stone projects his thoughts to the Jedi.
if the Jedi uses Receptive Telepathy
(with very high modifiers because of
relationship), success reveals little because ofthe person's language-thoug h

the person's anguish can be felt. After
thefirst attempt, the Jedi isoverwhelmed
by what he senses in the stone-there
are not 100 souls trapped in the altar,
but thousands! Allow the Jedi to continue, but drop the relationship modifier
by -10. Upon success, the Jedi has
grasped onto the thoughts of a person
who speaks Basic. Immediately, a soul
in the stone uses Projective Telepathy
to contact the Jedi (which also happens
if the Jedi does not himself initiate contact) and relatesthefollowing story (have
the Jedi player read the following passage, as if he were relating the tale to
the others as he received it):
I am Master Zik'tath. I, like you, have
learned the subtle ways of the Force.
We are grateful that one who is free of
the taint of the Dark Side has come to
our aid. You must free us. But first, I will
tell you of the plight of my people, in
hope thatyours willnot choose the dark,
seductive path that destroyed mine.
Perception of the mystical nature of
the Force came easily to many of my
species. But while many of my ancestors studied the Force and chose the
roadof light and harmony, many instead
chose the dark path. Sadly, the order of
darknesssoon overpoweredthat of light,
and my ancestral brethren were forced
into hiding, hunted by the avatars of the
Dark Side.
Over time, the dark masters became
the overseers of both government and
religion; the six strongest of the avatars
becamepriests who werelike untogods.
And, as gods, they thirsted for war and
death upon those who would not cower
under their heel. They established a
system of daily sacrifices-if there were
no chained enemies to slay, they chose
from their own followers by lottery. At
times, hundreds were killed in a single
day.
Because the priests killed by using
deadly Force powers, the stench of the
power of the Dark Side settled into the
altar stone like black tar flows into a
depression in the soil. Over time, the
foulness of the stone became so great
that the souls of the dead, instead of
being free to join with the Force, were
instead sucked into the reeking stone of
the altar.
Over the sad murse of 2000 years,
death and war mntinued. Thmughall this
time, there were always a few servants of
light who labored against the darkness.
But, in time, any who served light were
foundandsacrifked. l,Zik'tath, was one of
the last of my brethren,andam one of 100
followers of light, Force-sensitives, who
are trapped within this stone.

S h o w after my death, there was
great civil strife and rebellion. The Dark
Side manifested itself in horrible warsin the brutal and savage slaughter that
followed. A decade of slaughter ended
with the destruction of my people. But in
the end, the avatars of darkness were
destroyed as well. However, the black
priests managed to maintain a wraithlike semblance of life because of the
powetfut Dark Side emanation of the
altar. It was they who killed the four of
your kind who visited here some 40
years ago. And, because the humans
died in close proximity to the altar, their
souls were sucked into it as well. it is
from them that I learnedyourlanguage.
Our world is empty of thepeople who
once thrived upon it. All were destroyed
because of thedepredationsofthe Dark
Side. Now you must destroy the altar
and free us so that the last souls of my
people, both good and evil, can join in
harmony with the Force.

cut stone. Treat it as having a Strength
of 1OD (character scale).
Just when the PCs get their plan in
order and are ready to place the explosives, the Jedi senses a rapidly growing
disturbance from the Dark Side-the
shadow wraiths are attacking!
The six shadow priests use Telekinesis, picking up stones and "throwing"
them at the PCs (this is how they killed
the four survey crew). The priests pick
up a variety of stones of varying sizes
during the attack. Once a stone has
been successfully picked up, the power
can be kept "up," though a separate
Telekinesis roll must be made for each
attack. Use the same difficulty number
to attackwith astone as was requiredto
pick it up (i.e., Easy for a 10-kilogram
rock) and apply the following damage
scale:

flict, but ignore damage results that are
less than destroyed.
If the PCsdo exceptionallywell against
the racks, you might consider having
the wraiths pick up a character or two
and drop them down the pit, or fling
them into a wall or down the steps of the
pyramid, inflicting 4 0 damage.
A damage result less than destroyed
will not affect the wraiths or the Dark
Side properties of the altar. When the
altar is successfully destroyed, the
telekinetically propelled rocks abruptly
drop lifelessly to the ground. The Jedi
sensesa rapid dissipation ofthestrength
of the Dark Side. Though the darkness
still flows through the rockof the temple
site, its power is greatly reduced.
The Jedi senses overwhelming emotions of peace and relief. hen. 100
alien beings, madefamiliarby thetemple
relief sculptures, appear all around the
rebels, all haloed by a bright blue glow.
The Jedisensesthe peace and contentment of theirsouls., and their
. everlastino
.. .. ..
.- ... .
gratitude. An alien steps from the assembly to stand before the Jedi, a smile
illuminating his face. It is Zik'tath. He
nodstowardtheJedi, thenspeaks. "May
you one day champion the way of light
as a true Jedi Master." With that, the
alien Master raises his hand in farewell.
Then the assembled souls fade away,
to become one with the Force. L?
- - -

DGTROVmG FHE ALTAR
The rebels likely have explosives of
some type, though they may have to
return totheirshiptoget them. If they do
not, this is a good opportunity to use the
information in Cracken's Rebel Field
Guideforassembling jury-rigged explosives.
The attar isconstructed of unmortared

11-1Ookg
101 kg to 1 metric ton

4D
5D

Through the attack, the PCs will be
trying to reach the altar, set the explosives, dodge flying rocks or destroy the
rocks. If they try to destroy the fastmoving rocks, treat them as having a
Strength equal to the damage they in-

-

-

-
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B y IMitch Lavender
o you like the competition and
levelof strategy that play-by-mail
games offer, but hate the wait inbetween turns? Try computer
BBS on-line games.
Computer Bulletin ~ o a r Services
d
(BBSs)
offer a variety of on-line games (sometimes
called "doors"), often for no charge at all,
although most BBSs do accept donations to
help offset the costs of maintainingthe computer and phone line(s). Users who make a
donation to the BBS are usually given privileges such as additional time on the BBS or
access to special areas.
The big difference between a computer
game and a BBS on-line game is the player
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interaction. Rather than competing against
a computer player, or perhaps two or three
real players, there are 20 or 30 real players
in the game. Huga alliances can be formed,
concerted attacks and joint ventures, and
woe to the victims!The game can take aday,
a week, a month or more to complete, and
the players can call and take their turns
when it is convenient for them (provided, of
course, they are willing to auto-dial until they
get through). Only PBM offers similar features, but PBM can be quite costly, and the
time between turns can be as long as two or
three weeks.
The ease of access to on-line games
produces a problem, though. Not all the
players in a game know what they are doing
or even what they are playing. They may
have just been curious about what the game

was like, went in to take a look at it and then
left. They are nowon the list asaplayer in the
game, but they may not call back again. I
once started playing in a game of Galactic
Warzone, seeing that there were 15 or so
nameson the player list.Threedays and 450
moves later, I noticed mine was the only
score that had changed. Iwas the only one
playing the game.
This is discouraging, and it seemsthat the
more complex and strategic a game is, the
more likely it is that participation will be low.
Hopefully, you live in an area that has a
selection of BBSs to call, and you can locate
onethat specializes in on-linegaming.These
types of BBSs draw the more dedicated
players and generally have more active
games going on than a typical BBS does. If
you don't, then do what you can to fire

interest in the other users on the board.
Hype the game, leave them messages inviting them to play, etc. Some people just need
a little encouragement to get them going.

mw PRWEDURE
The way turns are handled in an on-line
game is unique to each game, but most
follow a procedure similar to this:
1. The user logs on to the BBS via a
computer, modem and phone line.
2. He selects a game to play from a game
menu within the BBS. The game loads (this
takes a few seconds).
3. Once in the game, a title screen will be
displayed, and the user is usually given
another menu with selections like, "Read
instructions," "Play," "Return to BBS," etc.
4. If the user chooses to play, he is allowed
to enter an alias to use within the game.
5. The user begins the game, receiving a
specific amount of moves and a maximum
time allowancefor use inthe game each day.
6. The user can interact with others within
the game by sending messages, thus forming alliances with other players. This varies
from game to game. In one on-line RPG, the
player moves around on a map and has to
locate and move adjacent to another player
before communicating with him. In a space
game, the player might simply be able to
send a "sub-space message" to another
player, regardless of location within the universe.
7. When the player has completed his
turn, he may quit the game, and his status
will besaved by the BBS computer.The next
time he logs into the game, he will resume
where he left off, assuming no one attacked
in the time that passed between calls.
8. Sometime during each 24-hour period,
usually at midnight, the game runs its maintenance. It restocks ports and moves computer-controlled players, wipes out players
who haven't called in 21 days to clear a
space for new players and checks to see if
anyone has won yet.
9. Most games are played to a specific
goal or victory condition. Once that point is
reached, the game declares a winner and
restarts. Some sysops offer prizes in the
form of additional time on the BBS or some
other token, but most games are just played
for the enjoyment they offer.

ON-LINE
Following are some reviews of the more
popular and widely available SF on-line
games. I have devised asystem for evaluating various characteristics, including a rating on a range of 1 to 10 when appropriate:
Complexity: How hard the game is to
master and the level of strategy required to
play the game effectively. Monopoly would
rank 2, Risk would rank 5 and Supremacy
would rank 8.

Devation:Aranking of 1 meansyoucould
play the game whenever you wanted and
still do well competitively. A ranking of 10
indicates that it is necessary that you call
and do aturn in thegame every day or every
other day if you want to have any chance of
winning.
Player Interact-ion: This measures how
much interaction and communication between playersthe game allows. Includesthe
ranking of the importance of interaction between players in the game.
Graphim: This is a ranking of how much
graphics the game uses, as well as support
as a mouse.
foradditional inpuldevi~ssuch
A ranking of 1 would indicate noncolored
text and keyboard-only input, while a score
of 10 would indicate commercialquality
graphics and mouse support. Most of the
games use ANSI graphics and require that
the player use a communications program
that supports ANSI. If you aren't sure if yours
does or not, check your user manual.
Average Time: How long it takes to complete a game.
Type: Type of g a m e s p a c e exploration,
war, RPG, etc.
I have also included suppori site information. If you are a sysop of a BBS and can't
locate the game in your area, you can call
these support site BBSs, or you can call The
State Of Confusion BBS (817) 738-3879
and download the files from there.

Mpha Colorngr W
The Solar Realm BBS (713) 855-1665
Complexity: 6
Devotion: 6
Player Interadion: 7
Average Time: Indefinite
Type: Space colonization
In Alpha Colony VI, each player assumes
the responsibility of a governmental authority in aspacecolony. Eachturn, players must
make decisions as to what commodities will
be bought or sold, what technologies will
they work l o develop, which colonies will be
attacked and which colonies will they attempt to ally with.
While the game offers little in the way of
graphics, it makes excellent use of the colors available to differentiate the data in the
many information screens that the game
displays each turn. Players can trade and
ally with each other, and a wide variety of
attacks can be made, from conventional to
nuclear. An intergalacticstock market allows
the players to dabble in the economic wellbeing of the universe.
Alpha Colony \/Iis the second generation
of another game called Solar Realms Elite,
both programmed by Mehul Patel. The two
are very similar in concept and execution,
but Alpha Colony VI has additional features
lacking in its predecessor. Both games are
currently in circulation.

UacSe Wmowe
The Mot yet Named BBS (602) 577-3650
Complexity: 10
Devotion: 8
Player Interadion: 8
Graphics: 6
Type: Space conquestlstrategy
Galactic Warzone is a game in which
players compete against each other and
three large, computer-controlled factionsthe Federation, the Cabal and the Pirates.
The object of the game is to acquire enough
power to overthrow these three computercontrolled leagues and take their planets,
thus taking control of the galaxy.
Players start out with a weak ship and a
few cargo bays. Moving from port to port,
they may buy and sell materials, earning
credits to further advancetheirvessel. Some
ports also have gambling. Players can establish their own outposts, which function
like ports, except they buy and sell only the
goods the player stocks them with and only
at the rates he specifies. There is a stock
market that the players can invest in, and
they can contract missionsfrom the Federation to hunt down Cabal ships. Even reporting the location of previously unknown Cabal ships earns a reward.
Only through months of play can a player
fully realize the depth of the strategy woven
throughout this game.
There are in excess of 100 different "devices" which a player can equip a ship with,
each performing a different function. The
size of the universe in Galactic Warzone is
configurable by the sysop, but 5000 sectors
is usually adequate, and some sysops run
the game with much smaller universes.

Gobd P
N
x
Provision BBS (206) 353-6966 or (206)
353-2494
Complexity: 6
Devotion: 8
Player Interaction: 9
Graphiw: 6 without the terminal program, 8 with the terminal program
Average Time: 1-3 weeks
Type: Wargame
In this game, three to six players compete
lor domination of all the countries on Earth.
The world map display shows all the countries and armies, as well as the owning
players. Combat occurs by attacking from
one country into an adjacent country. Computer dice rolls determine the results, and if
the attacker destroys all the occupying
player's armies, he may move some of his
own armies in and claim the country.
This is a Risk-type game. The few differencesfrom theclassic bardgame are small.
The terminal program allows the player to
use a mouse and considerably increases
the speed at which the screens are drawn.
The game also allows for playing in team

and the player must hit the space bar at a
Stair
et
certain point.) The map has multiple levels,
The Neutral Zone BBS (405) 257-6938
and players can eventually construct bases
amplexity: 3
of their own. The winner is the first player to
Bevotion: 1
locate and defeat Overkill, but just surviving
Player Interaclion: 1
outside the complex is in itself a challenge.
Graphics: 4
The game has a map and monster editor,
Average Time: About 15 minutes
so the sysop can create worlds inhabited by
Typa: Space stock market game
creatures of his own design, and the proIn Star Market, the player tries to form
grammers are continuingto develop Opera- corporation chains by placing bases adja0per;dion Chrerkfll II
tion Overkill II, adding new features and cent to stars or already existing bases on a
By Dustin Nulf and Tom Hazel
monsters and keeping the game from be- two-dimensional map. Once chains are
Complexity: 5
coming stale.
formed, the player can invest in stock in
Devotion: 6
those chains. The larger the chain, the more
Player Interaction: 8
PIT
the stock is worth. Once chains grow large
Graphics: 6
Midas Touch Software BBS
enough, they can merge with other chains,
Average Time: 1-3 months
(806) 797-2239
and the stocks start to pay off.
Type: Post-holocaust RPG
Complexity: 4
Players are survivors residing in a hidden
Star Market is based on Avalon Hill's
Devotion: 2
boardgame Acquire. The game has an encomplex on post-holocaust Earth, fending
Player Interaction: 6
ticing strategy to it, and it is a pleasant
off mutants and Hydrite aliens who have
Graphics: 6 without the terminal pro- change of pace to be able to start and finish
come to steal the last of the water crystals.
a game all in one sitting, but Star Market
The players struggle to gain experience and gram, 10 with the terminal program
Average Time: Indefinite
doesn't have any player interaction. Each
strength to eventually take on and defeat
Type: Gladiatorial RPG
player is the only player in the game. The
Overkill, the leader of the Hydrite invasion,
Each player assumes a character who scores are saved so players can compete
and recover the stolen water crystals for the
has travelled to Regal City to compete in a for high score, but otherfhan that, the game
benefit of all mankind. Amen.
This is one of the best on-line RPGs tournament and challenge the minions of offers no player competition at all.
available. The characters develop in a num- the Pit to a contest at arms.
This is a gladiatorial combat game in
ber of attributes; the game has a diverse
T r d e W m 2W2
MartechSoftware BBS (913) 842-0300 or
selection of weapons, armament and sup- which opponents maneuver around in an
plies; and the base has a game room in arena and combat each other. There are a (913) 832-0248
which the users can compete against each variety of melee and ranged weapons and
Complexity: 10
other in arm wrestling, target practice or armor, as well as magic items, to choose
Devotion: 8
Hydritedarts. When they leavethe complex, from or acquire from defeated opponents.
Player Interadion: 8
Graphics: 8
they are on their own. A semi-detailed map The graphics are animated, and if the EGA
Type: Space conquesustrategy
shows the terrain immediately around the Pitterminalprogram is used, arequite excelTrade Wars 2002 is similar to Galactic
character, and combat occurs in a verbose, lent. The terminal program also speeds up
blow-by-blowtextreport. The player has the the animation considerably. As the players Warzone in many respects, but it is by far
option of letting the computer determine his win combats in the Pit, they gain experience the most polished of the two. The player
hit accuracy randomly or by a keyboard and become more powerful and harder to starts with a small space vessel and a few
input (a row of dots start across the screen, kill. Players can choose to combat other cargo bays. As they advance and accrue
playersorselectan opponentfrom the menu, credits, players can choose from several
anything from a trainee or goblin to a red different types of spacecraft, each with its
dragon or Norse god. There is even acasino own special abilities and limitations. ANSI
for the players to go and play various gam- graphics are used liberally throughout the
bling games with the gold they earn from game, and the screens in the game show
their combat wins, and a bar for them to go some of the best ANSI artwork I've ever
and brag about their conquests. It's very seen. While the game lacks a defined goal,
easy to get spammed in the arena, espe- the players usually play until one player
cially with a new, comparatively weak char- achieves a set number of points. Alliances
acter, and if aplayer isdefeated in acombat, are possible, and some BBSs run games
the game saves his status and exits him that don't allow individual players in the
back to the BBS. When the player returns to game, only teams.
the game, he can resume with his previous
Trade Wars 2002 is considered by many
character (thanks to the healers), but he to be the ultimate in on-line gaming. New
may lose some experience points and pos- strategiesareconstantlyevolving, and huge,
sessions.
seemingly invincible, alliances crumble to
Pit is fun, and the graphics are superb, but dust while new ones emerge and take their
there is no real goal in the game. If you play place in this endless quest for galactic conlong enough to achieve experience level quest. R
1000, the game puts your nameon the list of
immortals and starts you over with a new
This article concludes our three-pad secharacter. But most playerstire of the repeti- ries on computer BBS gaming by Mitch
tion after acouple of hundredfights, usually Lavender.
when they are around level 7 or 8. For
For additionalinformation,refer to the first
mindless slaughter, though, Pit is the best. two parts in ChaNenge 63 and 64.

games and allows each player to play in a
set number of games simultaneously, usually five. A maximum of 99 games can be
going on at one time.
For the average gamer, Global War offers
a diversified strategy without requiring a lot
of time. For the devoted Risk player, this
game is a dream come true!
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PossibIe Deaths
Like many Lost Souls adventures,
this adventure is tied specifically to a
PC's cause of death. The particular
type of PC can be either an Arcane
Scholar or an Explorer, and various
different causes of death are possible.
In particular, the following causes are
appropriate (the player introductions
below provide for them specifically):
(1)Arcane Scho1ar:Airplane crashed
on way to Mayan tomb.
(2) Arcane Scholar: Translated ancient parchment-teleported to Limbo.
(3) Arcane Scholar: Accidently summoned a Creature from Beyond.
(4) Explorer: Run over by bus while
looking for a post office.
(5) Explorer: Left to die by treacherous companions.
Of course, after reading the text, the
referee may think of other combinations that will serve as well.
Note that only onePC'sdeath should
serve as the spark for this adventure. If
more than one of your PCs is eligible,
choose a single one of them.

"History"
(The following information is for the
referee's eyes only.)
In aeons past, the evil priests of
Atlantis practiced foul BlackArts in their
pursuit of powerover death. They played
with portals to the supernatural, summoning evil spirits, and creating hideous half- living abominations, many of
which still prowl the darker corners of
our modern world. Eventually their ex-
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cesses led to their own ruin, and proud
Atlantis was dragged down by monstrous forces to moulder in the lightless
depths of the sea.
But in their toying with the bounds of
death, a few of the ancient priests
achieved asort of grim immortality, and
as the chill waters of the Atlantic closed
over them, they transmogrified. They
became a sort of "merghoul," a type of
being well suitedto lurkin thecold muck
of the ocean's floor, feeding upon the
rottingcorpses of seaside villagersthey
dragged beneath the waves and
drowned.
And so the ages passed.
A bare millennium ago, the Mayans,
in an effort to contain these merghouls,
built a triangle of mystic pyramids outside the Gulf of Mexico. One they constructed within the Florida Everglades;
asecond was built on atiny island at the
eastern end of the Virgin Islands; and
the last was constructedon the shore of
Bermuda. Together, the three formed a
mystic fence, trapping the merghouls
within. Desperately, the evil creatures
sought to break the triangle's efficacy,
in the end drawing even upon the powers that sank Atlantis. First, they attacked the Everglades pyramid, and it
sank into the swamp, but the power of
the triangle was undiminished. Next,
they turned to the pyramid at Bermuda,
thinking that it would be weakest, given
its placement furthest from the Mayan
homelands. But though they sank it as
well, the lines of the triangle held firm.
Finally, they assaultedthe Virgin Island

pyramid, but it had been built upon
firmer bedrock and refused to sink. So
they called upon mighty spellsof decay,
lashing the pyramid with eroding winds
and waves, then assaulting it with
invasive vines and creepers, hoping to
reduce it to rubble. But though buried
beneath a shroud of jungle growth, the
pyramid stood firm, bolstered by the
mysticforcesofthetriangle. Frustrated,
the degenerated Atlanteans gave up
the attack and lapsed back into the
muck to "sleep," biding their time in
hopes that the passing ages would
finally crack their prison.
Then, about acentury and a half ago,
a young vampire emigratingfrom France
to the New World passed through the
triangle as a passenger on a sailing
ship. His undead spirit sensed the presence of the merghouls far beneath the
waters, and in turn, the merghoulswere
wakened by his evil. Like a beacon, it
leadthem upward through the watersto
theship, where they clambered aboard,
hideously slew the passengers and
crew, then sated themselves upon the
raw flesh. But they had not counted
upon the powerful will of the vampire;
likeflies in aweb,they werecaughtfast.
The vampire recognized that he had a
rare opportunity at hand, and he seized
it. From that day forward, these ancient
Atlantean priests would prey upon selected shipping through the area, free
to feast on the humans involved, but
bound to save the cargoes for the vampire. The wealth thus attained would
buy the vampire great ease among
mortals, purchasing the finest homes,
the best security, and even hapless
victims upon which to feed. And so
began the mystery of the Bermuda Triangle.
Time passed again, with the vampire
firmly established in Miami, a band of
ancient ghouls to garner treasure for
him, and a host of mesmerized human
minions to collect it from the Virgin
Island pyramid where the merghouls
were commanded to deposit it. But
then, bare months ago, an archaeologist from the University of Miami (and
friend to one of the PCs) discovered an
ancient Mayan schematic of the mystic
triangle. Recognizingthis as a once-ina-lifetime opportunity, the Professor
used his life savings to put together a
small expedition, traveled to the Virgin
Islands, searched outthe pyramidthere,
then returned to Miami to apply for
research funds (and government approval), and tosend a letter off to his PC
friend, asking for assistance. He left his
team members on the island to work at
opening the pyramid.

Unfortunately for the Professor, the
vampire had firmly ensconced himself
as a benefactor for the college, and
when the paperwork began its way
through the system, he learned of the
professor's discovery. Quickly, he set
about destroying all leads to the pyramid. First, he set the merghouls upon
the team on the island. Then he killed
the Professor, and the chairman of the
History Department, who had received
the Professor's application for funds.
Finally, he arranged for the PC's death,
which brings us to the beginning of the
adventure.

Ks' htrogiluc~ora!
(The following informationis intended
to be read to the players, directed specifically to the PC whose death serves
as the spark for the adventure. Rememberto read, afterthefirst two paragraphsof general introduction, only the
single death scene that applies.)
It had been quite some time since
you had last heardfrom youroldteacher,
Dr. L. Winfred Smithers. The last you
knew, he had taken a position on the
History Department at the University of
Miami, saying thattheclimate wasgood
for his old bones. Then, amazingly, you
received a letter from him. You were
surprised-and flattered-that he had
kept track of your whereabouts. The
message was hastily scrawled, betraying a great excitement. "My dear, dear
student," it said, "I've made an amazing
discovery, and I would like your aid in
pursuing it. I've found an incredible
Mayan construction. Can you meet me
in two weeks at my home in Miami?
Should you choose to do so, Iwill make
arrangements for your air travel. I will
be difficult to reach between now and
then, so it will be best if you write me
with your reply. Please let me know as
soon as possible. I apologize for the
suddenness of this situation, and for
any inconvenience it puts you through.
But I would sincerely appreciate your
help, and I believe you will find it to be
more than worth your while." There
followed his signature and a series of
numbers written in a variant cuneiform
he once taught you. Translated, they
read: 18 41 64 43.
Without hesitation, you wrote backto
the Professor, telling him that you would
be happy to work with him once again,
and you set about clearing your schedule for the trip. Slightly more than a
week later, you received notice from the
Post Office that there was a package
from the Professor waiting there for
you. Eagerly, you set out to pick up the
package.

Referee's Note:The cuneiform num- graph as a trap.
bers on the letter are the coordinates
Such a PCshould begin the game at
for the Virgin Island with the pyramidhome, likely far from Miami.
18.41 north, 64.43 west. If you like, you
Arcane aholar, accidently sumcan make the clue somewhat easier by moned a Creature Rom Beyond: Inadding an N just afterthe second num- side the package was a large photober, and a W just after the last.
graph of an ancient parchment.Amazed
Arcane =holar, airplane crashed thatthe Professorwould send yousuch
on way to Mayan tomb: Inside the a thing, and curious as to what bearing
package was a collection of photo- it could have on the situation, you set
about translating it. As you spoke the
graphs of a vine-covered pyramidfinal syllables, you realized, with a sinkobviously (to yourtrained eye) Mayanand an airline ticket for Miami. Excited ing feeling, ihat you had made a horat the prospect of learning the reasons rible mistake.
behind the Professor's message, and
Suddenly, an extra-dimensionalhole
the significance of the photographs, appeared in the air before you, spewing
you went to the airpork, boarded the flames and noxious vapors into the
plane, and set out.
room. Acacophony of hideous laughter
Theflightmade itnearlyallthewayto rolled out from it, and before you could
Miami. But just outside the city, as the move, agreat warty hand and arm shot
plane looped out above the Atlantic forth and closed around your torso. As
while circling the airport, a mysterious it drew you inexorably intothe hole, you
patch of light appeared in the night- felt your ribs snapping underthe crushdarkened waters of the ocean on the inggrip. Thenoblivion took yoursenses.
horizon. Mesmerized, you watched the
Referee'sNote:Having killedthe Prolight come rapidly closer. It was only at fessor, the vampire found the PC's letthe last secondthatyou realizedit wasn't ter and sent the parchment's photothe lightthatwasapproachingthe plane, graph as a trap.
Like the PC above, such a PC will
but rather the plane that was plunging
toward the sea. The next thing you begin play at home, likely far from Miami.
knew was oblivion.
Explorer, run over by bus while
Referee's Notes:The light is a gigantic corpse light (see the Atlantean looking for a post office: But as fate
Merghoul sidebar) created by the would have it, you did not survive the
merghouls to lure aircraft into the sea. trip to the Post Office. You got as far as
Directed by their vampire master, they the street corner across from it, and
have drawn the PC's plane to its doom. stood waiting for the traffic to clear. The
Such a PCwill beginthegame on the crowds were thick, with people jostling
shore of Miami Beach, and will be lack- one another as they walk. Someone
ing 5 W L from the very beginning of was shouting incoherently a few feet
play (because the PC's body has been away, and like everyone around you,
consumed by a merghoul; see the youturned your head to seewhat allthe
Atlantean Merghoul sidebar).
commotion was about. Suddenly, you
Arcane Scholar, translated ancient felt a powerful shove from behind. Inparchment4sleprted l o Limbo: In- stinctively,you steppedforward to catch
side the package was a large photo- your balance, but a foot caught yours,
graph of an ancient parchmenl.Amazed tripping you. Arms windmilling, you
that the Professorwould send you such toppled forward into the street, right in
alhing, and curious as l o what bearing front of a speeding Greyhound bus.
it could have on the situation, you set The last thing you heard was the
about translating it. As you spoke the screaming of bystanders, merged with
final syllables, you realized, with asink- the screeching of air brakes-then,
ing feeling, that you had made a hor- oblivion.
rible mistake.
Referee's Note:Upon killing the ProSuddenly, avastfunnelcloud seemed fessor and searching his home, the
to open in the ceiling above your head vampire found the PC's letter, but the
(without harmingthe architecture!), and package with the airline tickets was
it sucked you in-or at least part of you. already on its way. The vampire sent a
Your naked consciousness watched, pair of human toadies to deal with .the
horrified, as your body collapsed life- PC. They trailed the character for quite
lessly below and the funnel closed some time before an opportunity prearoundyou--then you found yourself in sented itself for murder. Taking advanLimbo.
tage of the street-corner crowd, one
Referee'sNote:Waving killedthe Pro- toady drew everyone's attention while
fessor, the vampire found the PC's let- theother shoved the PC intothe path of
ter and sent the parchment's photo- the bus. They hung about only long
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the airport, take the character out into
the boonies, and do away with him or
her.
Such a PC should begin the adventure on a trail in the Everglades, near a
messy bloodstain with a few tatters of
rag and fragments of bone in it. This is
all that's left of the PC's body after
alligators found it.

Half the Fun

enough to learn for certain that the
assassination had been successful.
This PC should begin play on astreet
corner near home, likely farfrom Miami.
Explorer, left t o die by treacherous companions: Inside the package
was a collection of photographs of a
vine-covered pyramid--obviously (to
your trained eye) Mayan-and an airline ticket for Miami. Excited at the
prospect of learning the reasons behind the Professor's message, and the
significance of the photographs, you
went to the airport, boarded the plane,
and set out.
Upon arriving in Miami, you were met
by a pair of fellows with a placard bearing your name. "The Professor sent us
to meet you," one explained, "because
he's not at home. We're supposed to
take you to him."Gamely, you followed
them to their car, and let them drive you
outof town tothe meeting point.Thetrip
80
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took nearly an hour, from highway, to
side road, to a narrowtrack in the boondocks of the Florida Everglades.
Unexpectedly, the car stopped far
from any habitation. "Where are we?"
you asked. In reply, the driver stuck a
pistol in your face and ordered you out
of thecar; then, after you had complied,
he shot you in the knees, and drove off,
laughing. In agony, you dragged yourself along for what seemed an eternity,
seeking more traveled roads, hoping
desperately to find someone to help
you. Apparently, you eventually passed
out from shock and blood loss, and died
without finding aid, because you woke
up in Limbo.
Referee's Note: Upon killing the Professor and searching his home, the
vampire found the PC's letter, but the
package with the airline tickets was
already on its way. The vampire sent a
pair of human toadies to meet the PC at

The referee should keep in mind
that regardlessof howthe PCschoose
to pursue the adventure, a major part
of their effort will be involved in simply
getting around in the world of the living. Much of the fun of playing Lost
Souls is in that the PCs, as spirits,
cannot directly effect the physical
world, except by use of their supernatural powers, which are limited in
effect, duration, and number of uses
per day. Even a task as simple as
flipping a light switch or opening a
door requires the use of a power. On
the other hand, the physical world
very much affects ghosts in this game.
Daylight burns away their ectoplasm;
collisions with physical objects injure
them (though the objects, in turn, are
not affected by the ghosts); and walls
blocktheirpassage (unlessthey use a
power to pass through).
Also, although the rule book does not
specifically say so, for the purposes of
this adventure it is assumed that most
incorporeal and semi-material beings
cannot freelypass through moving water, except for a period of 30 minutes
near high tide and low tide, when the
line ofgravitation from Earth to Moon is
directly vertical to the being's location,
lending ectoplasm an abnormal cohesiveness. At all other times, immersion
in moving water dissipates the being's
ectoplasm, causing damage at thesame
rate as does sunlight.
However, there are spots in the
depths of large lakes and seas where
the water is relatively still, allowing ectoplasm to exist in them perpetually
without harm. And, there are a few
ghosts (some drowning victims, etc.)
that spend the majority of their time
hiding in the mud of a lake's or sea's
bed, coming out to haunt only at high
and/or low tide.
Remember, too, that while in life the
PCs could stop passersby to ask for
directions to a place or for other aid, as
ghoststhey arevery muchontheirown.
Generally, if they manifest themselves
to the living, the best reaction they can
hope for is terror. And travel is typically
aserious problem, with ghosts trying to
get on and off closed vehicles, or mov-

probation for poor grades, and Dr. Wilson made it to his barber's appointment; but d'yvonne called the Department at 1 PM, asking why Wilson had
not shown up for lunch. Finally, if the
PCs are particularly detailed in their
investigation (asjudged by the referee),
they may hearthat the Professor had a
couple of promising Graduate assistants who left with himto parts unknown
some months ago and haven't been
UmcMng
heard from since. According to friends
the A&enhare
Attheoutset of the adventure,there and family, the two were leaving on
are only a limited number of options some hush-hush mission for the Proforthe PCs to pursue in unraveling the fessor and refused to give details.
If the PCs go to d'yvonne's mansion,
why of what has happened to the
central PC. It is possible that they may they find it empty, save for two Doberwish to investigate the PC's death man Pincers roaming the grounds (who
itself (searching for the giant corpse will bristle at the PCs' presence), and a
light, attempting to follow the toadies' middle-aged Pinkerton guard inside
tire tracks from the swamp, trying to (who will run screaming from the buildidentify the origin of the parchment ing if the PCs haunt him at all--and will
that was translated, etc.), in which suffer afatal heart attack if they pursue
case the referee should play things him). The furniture inside is covered
"by ear,"based upon knowledge of the with dropcloths, and there are crates of
overall situation. Or the PCs may cor- precious items in every room. Most of
rectly guess that the cuneiform num- the crates are filled with normal, everybers in the Professor's original letter day furnishings for a mansion, though
are latitude and longitude lines, and of finest quality--gold clocks, silver
set out for that location, in which case candlesticks, crystal goblets, Persian
the referee can jump to the section rugs, etc. Inthe main hallway, however,
"Cruising Crews," below. But most are numerous crates of priceless anlikely, the option the PCs will take is to tiques, includingjewelled swords, pearlgo looking for the Professor, as de- inlaid dueling pistols, gold doubloons,
marble statuary, rare paintings, and illutailed in the following section.
minated manuscripts of all sorts (one of
which holds, pressed within its pages,
Mssing U.
When the PCs search forthe Profes- the scroll whose photographthecentral
sor in Miami (remember, it should have PC received, kf applicable-to be found
been a considerable undertaking for on a Poor Search or Concealroll). Inthe
them to get there), they discoverthat he basement is asecret room (discernable
is missing, and his home has been on a Good Search, Conceal, or Danger
ransacked, as has his office at the Uni- Sense roll; or automatically to such as
versity. A bit of research (listening in on the Cop's Contact power), with dozens
a neighbor's conversations, or those of of cratesfilled with heroin, cocaine, and
other History staff members at the Uni- other illicit drugs, as well as five coffins
versity, or reading recent news stories with earth in them, and a briefcase
in the archives of a local newspaper or containing writing paper and pens, two
library) will reveal that no one has seen paperback novels (horror, of course),
nor heard from him in over two weeks an array of men's colognes, a clean
(the last sighting having been at the shirt and underclothing, a fist-sized
University, the same day that the PC's Mayan idol, and the central PC's origioriginal letter from him was post- nal letterfrom the Professor (nowsomemarked). Furthermore, the stories re- what bloodstained). The fact is,
veal that the Chairman of the Depart- d'Yvonne has been packing upto move
ment, Mark Wilson, is missing as well. his base of operations elsewhere until
His secretary's calendar forthe last day the story of the Professor's and
he was seen reveals that the Chairman Chairman's disappearance has had a
had a 10:30 AM appointment in his decade or so to blow over. At the mooffice with a grad student, followed by ment, he's hiding out at the Mayan
an 11:OO appointment at the barber, temple in the Virgin Islands.
then lunch at the home of Carlo
d'yvonne, a local millionaire and patron
Cdstng
crews
of the University. Investigation will reSooner or later, the PCs will have to
veal that the result of the meeting with
the grad student was that he was put on head for the island among the Virgins,

ing ones, having to dodge the living to
avoid being crushed or trampled, and
always having to find a place to hide
from the sun during daylight hours.
With such things in mind, the referee
is encouraged to play a recalcitrant
world that yields to the PCs only when
they think creatively. Make "life" tough
on them; they'll love it.

to continue pursuingtheir investigation.
But getting there is definitely easier
said than done. It's a trip of roughly a
thousand miles-across water-sothe
PCs will be forced to hitch a ride on a
boat or plane. Ideally (for purposes of
theadventure),they should take aboat.
Most likely, they will take a series of
rides, firstto several progressivelymore
eastern spots in the Bahamas, then to
Puerto Rico, and finally progressively
acrossthe Virgin Islands. You may wish
to let them haunt a pleasure cruise part
way, ride a series of planes, hitch on
fishing boats, etc., and playing out the
results can be a lot of fun. Unfortunately, however, there is no regular
travel to the island with the pyramid. It
is too small for general habitation, and
instead contains (besides the hidden
pyramid) only the winter retreat of an
oil-richArab sheik. To get to this island,
then, the PCs will have to convince
someone totake them, likely a nativeof
the area with a small fishing boat, but
possibly a vacationer with a yacht, or
whatever other idea the players come
up with. Convincing the person means
communicating with the living in some
way so as to get cooperation. Again, a
large partof the funof theadventurewill
be in accomplishing that, especially
considering that the trip should be at
night, so that the PCs won't fry in the
sun.
When the PC's final transportation
approaches the island, the vampire becomes aware of its approach and, suspicious of its purpose, sends the
merghouls (at low tide) to destroy its
crew. Without warning, their pale forms
will suddenly rise through the waters
and clamber onto the ship's deck, then
lurch about (the merghouls are more
comfortable swimmingthan walking) to
killeveryone on board. (If thePCssomehow hitch a ride on an aircraft instead,
the merghouls will create their gigantic
Ghost Light, and the craft's living crew
will become mesmerized and crash into
the ocean. The only way the PCs can
avoid this is to disable the crew and
physicallytake control of the craft themselves.) Note that the merghouls can
see the PCs, but will ignore them unless they interfere with the slaughter.
Initially, there will be one more
merghoulatta~king
than there are PCs.
Each I D 6 turns thereafter, another
merghoul will show up, until the crew is
dead and carried overboard, the
merghouls have been beaten so badly
that they judgetheir cause hopeless, or
ten minutes of time has elapsed (leaving just enoughtimeforthe creaturesto
Continued on page 83.
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Continued from page 81.
get back to the ocean floor before the
tide changes). They will not stick around
just to fight the PCs, nor will individual
merghouls fight beyond the loss of half
their hit points.
Notethat if the central PC's body was
eaten by a merghoul (see "PCs' Introduction," above), there is a 2 in 10
chance for each merghoul present that
it was the one who ate the PC (see the
Atiantean Merghoul sidebar for the significance of this).

A Moornll@S Dip
When the merghouls flee, the PCs
might decide to continue on their trip,
operating the boat themselves, if necessary (or a life raft from the crashed
aircraft). If this is the case, skip forward
to "All's Well that Ends Well."
On the other hand, the PCs might
decide to pursue the rnerghouls to the
ocean floor. If they do so immediately,
they'll be safely within the low tide window. If they delay for more than five or
10 minutes, they'llonly make it part way
before being forced back to the surface
by damage from the moving water.
If the PCs make it to the ocean floor,
they'll find it sloped upward toward the
island of theirdestination, and the slope
iscoveredwith aUgraveyard"ofwrecked
ships and aircraft. The waters at this
depth are normally still enough to pose
no threat to ghosts and the like, but on
the occasions when the waters are
more vigorous, these craft serve as
shelters for the individual merghouls.
Each such "home" is furnished with an
odd assortment of items from across
the ages since Atlantis' sinking.
In the center of this merghoul "village" is the opening to an underwater
cave.
If pressed, the merghouls will flee
into it, and if the PCs pursue, they'llfind
themselves coming out in the central
well inside the Mayan temple, where
they'll have to fight both the rnerghouls
and the vampire (see "All's Well that
Ends Well," below).

AM'S w
e11
Qh& Emds Will
If the PCs travel over the water to
reach the island of their destination,
once they arrive there it will take some
doing to find the Mayan temple (the
research team was very careful to remain hidden from the inhabitants of the
Arab sheik's winter home). Have each
of the PC's make a Search roll, then
take the best result and multiply it by
two hours for each column it falls less
than Awesome.

Obviously, they'llfind the winter home
of thesheikvery easily asthey'researching the island (and depending upon
how much time has passed, they may
be forced to hide there from the rising
sun). What they do with that discovery
is entirely up to them, and your creativity as aGM. Once they find the temple,
however, they'll discover the vampire
inside, surrounded by more crates of illgotten loot. When he sees them, he'll
attack, first blowing upon an ornate
silver whistle (to summon the
merghouls). He'll fight viciously, because he's cornered in this, his last
refuge.
Each turn, 101012 merghouls will
arrive, until the point at which the
merghouls outnumber the PCs by at
least one.
if, insteadof traveling overthe water,
the PCs pursuedthe merghoulsintothe
cave on the ocean's floor, they'll find
themselves coming up through a well
into the center of the pyramid. In this
case, the vampire will be ready and
waiting for them, with his enslaved
merghouls (one more than the number
of PCs).
In any case, if the PCs manage to
bring the vampire's W L to a mere five
points, d'Yvonne will lose his mental
hold on the merghouls, and they'll join
in the attack on him (remember, they
hate him). He, in turn,
will use his silver whistle
on them (see its description in the Afterword, below). If d'yvonne is destroyed, they'll begin
hauling the vampire's
treasure back down the
well to their "homes,"
fighting the PCs if necessary to do so. But each
merghoul will flee when
ithas less than 7 WTL
left.

ences for the past two hundred years
and explaining what he has pieced together concerning who the merghouls
are and what the significance of the
pyramids is (you can read the "History,"
above to the players). Of course, the
merghouls will try to carry away the
whistle, and the journal as well, if they
learn of its existence.
PC karma awards should be based
upon individual PC's deeds, but a minimum award of two points per person is
suggested. If the PCs try to profit off the
stash of drugs, penalizethem five points
apiece.
If the PCs manage to capture the
vampire's silver whistle (like the
merghouls, it is magically semi-material), they will be able to summon the
merghouls wheneverthey like, as long
as they are within the bounds of the
Bermuda Triangle. (Of course, the
merghouls are under no obligation to
cooperate with the PCs when they
arrive.) Better yet, the silver whistle
will do Passable vs. Willx2 damage to
Evil Entities, as a Passable Occult roll
will reveal from the markings inscribed
upon it.
Finally, the PCs may capture some
Blinding devices from the merghoul's
(although they'll have a difficult time
carrying them, as they are material
items). C2
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Ahword
If the PCs are able to
prevent the merghouls
from carrying away all
the vampire's treasure,
they may wish to award it
to living friends and/or
relatives. The only thing
the merghoulswill nottry
to take with them is the
various cases of drugs
stashed here. On the
body of the vampire, the
PCs will find the silver
whistle that calls the
merghouls, and a journal detailina his ex~eri-
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there are so many locationsto fight over
that covering all the angles becomes
impossible, spreading a force too thin
and leaving it vulnerable.

Steve Jackson Games, Inc. $20.
Written b y Steve Jackson. Illustrated b y Ben Sargent.
Two-player boxed wargams. 112
counters, six-sided die, two ziplock
bags for counters, mapsheet, eightpage rulebook.
Published in 1992.
Review by Craig Sheeley.
Coup: Down with the Leader! is a
simple little wargame set in no particular
country. ("The map represents the area
around the capitol of a small country...
European, South American, African...take your pick.") As the title
suggests, the scenario concerns the
revolutionagainst the tyrannical ruler of
the small country, a rulerwiththe appropriate title of Maximum Leader. The
rebels command a fairly vast force of
irregulars, turncoat police and angry,
torch-wielding mobs. The Maximum
Leader has a slightly outnumbered but
more powerful army of police, troops,
tanks and helicopters.
The object of the game is to capture
various parts of the capitol city (nine
locations in all) and hold onto them.
These locations include such places as
the Factory, the Power Plant, the Armory, the University and the Radio
Station. Each location is worth 1victory
point per turn-in addition, killing the
Maximum Leader is worth 5 points, and
each of the three rebel leaders is worth
1 point. When one side has 15 or more
victory points' lead on theother side, the
game is over.
The Radio Station is crucial in the
struggle. The side holding the radio
station can exhort the populace to rise
up in support, generatingcheap military
units. The rebels are better at this than
the Maximum Leader's forces, but it's
still worth it to try-some new forces are
better than none at all. And the mobs
make a nice addition to the reinforcements scheduled for each turn.
The Maximum Leader must try to win
within seven turns, because both sides'
reinforcements stop at that time, except
forthe mobs raisedby possession of the
radio station. It's a tricky tactical problem, becausetherebels are everywhere,
and they usually seize the radio station
first. Both sides have a tem~tationto
spread their units, because the combat
resolutiontable is bloodthirsty-asimple
1-to-1 combat has a 50% chance of
harmingthe defender and only a 16.67%
chance of harming the attacker. And
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Medics)and theirvehicles(land raiders,
dreadnoughts, the new Thunderhawk
gunship, orbital drop pods, land speeders, battle tanks, missile carriers and so
on).
EVALUmON
The center section consists of paintThe game system works well, and the ing schemesfor lmperialGuardvehicles,
rules are clear and easy to understand, and Space Marine and consolidated
making for afast, furious and fun game. model data sheets for all lmperialforces
Thecartoon art by BenSargent is amus- presented in the supplement.
ing and right on target. There is a basic
The last third of the book covers the
game and an advanced game, mostly huge armies of the lmperial Guard. It
forthose peoplewhohavetroublelearn- introduces special rules for the guard's
ing rules. The advanced game adds chain of command-the lmperialGuard
four more simple rules and is a lot more is supposed to be less flexible than the
fun. The map is colorful and made for marines and the alien Eldar-and the
easy game play-the CRTis printed on fearsome (and very useful) Commisthe map, with one for each player!
sars. Like for the Space Marines,
Unfortunately,the price is high-very
individualdescriptionsfor ImperialGuard
high for such asimple game. This is due units follow the special rules.
to the necessity of putting the game in a
The 21 sheets of unit cards provide
box. In my opinion, the game's price unit construction data for the units precould have been lower if it had been zip- sented in the book, as well as a pair of
lock-bagged-but distributors won't templates for the HellHound flameaccept such packaging!The small, low- thrower vehicle.
priced fun games of a decade ago are
gone, driven to massive prices by disEVALUATION
tributor prejudice.
The supplement is fairly well made.
Coup: Down with the Leader! is en- The rules are clear and easy to follow (a
tertaining, swift and challenging. But it's rarity in most British-written games,
though Space Marine has long been
not worth the $20 price tag.
exempt from the typical sloppiness of
British rules)The cards are easy to lose,
though; photocopiesshouid be madeof
them immediately in case some are
lost.
Other armies, beware. With the rules
Games Workshop. $29.95.
in this supplement, the lmperial Guard
Writien by JervisJohnson and Rick is an extremely potent force, equipped
Priestley.
with heavy firepower and artillery supBoxed supplement to Space Ma- port. In a point-to-point conflict, the
rine 2nd edition. 64tpage rulebook, lmperial Guard is heavily favored be21 sheets of unit cards.
causeof its artillery support (surprisingly,
Published in 1992.
it istheonly army which appearsto have
Review by Craig Sheeley.
heavy indirect-fire artillery included in
This is the first in a series of supple- its force mix). I can see a great many
ments for Games Workshop's game of Space Marine forces bringing along
epic SFcombat, Space Marine2nd edi- some "wimpy guard" for the extra firetion. Eachsupplement intheseriesgives power.
in-depthcoverage of two different army
Iquestion some of the construction of
forces in the game, with complete rules this supplement. Many of the cards are
and unit cards for each army.
duplicated. Why is this? If a player were
Armies ofthe lmperiumdealswith the only limitedtothecards he had on hand,
lmperial Space Marines and the vast I could see duplicationfor certain popuarmies of the lmperial Guard. The first lar unit types. But on page 5, the
half of the book outlines the marines. statement,"Ambitiousplayerswith huge
Four marinechapters,the Ultramarines, armies may wish to photocopy existing
Dark Angels, Blood Angels and Space cards to make new sets," indicates that
Wolves, are presented as examples of there is no limitation on the size of army
the various strategies of composing by available cards. The cards were the
Space Marine units. The rest of the only logicalreasonforthe boxed format.
marine section is made up of descrip- Isubmit that Games Workshop stuck in
tions of specific marine units, from the duplicate cards to make the suppleregular troops and scouts to Termina- ment feel heavier, to give it a better
tors, Inquisitors, special command units "shake factor," so it could bump the
(Chaplains, Techmarines, Librarians, price an extra $5. Codex Titanious, the

supplement to the 1st edition game,
only cost $22.95 and contained much
more information and cardstock(thicker
cardstock, too) than this supplement.
You don't need this supplement, or
any of the others, to play Space Marine
2nd edition. It is very nice, and the units
presented in this supplement are better
than those in the original game--they
allow use of all the special figures and
models Games Workshop sells, at inflated prices. But it's not essential.

Phage Press. $22.95.
Written by Erick Wujcik.
256-pagedicelessroleplayingsystem.
Published in November 1991.
Review by Dirk DeJong.
A well designed, perfect-bound book,
with stunning cover art, Amber caught my
eye the minute I walked in the store.Thefact
that I have been a fan of Roger Zelazny's
Amber books for years now induced me to
buy, breaking one of my cardinal rules (i.e.,
never buy until, at least, you read the back
cover in full). On the way home, Iglanced at
the back cover and saw the ominous word
"diceless" staring out at me. "What's the big
deal, I thought. So someone did another
"scissors/paper/stone"system. I can always
convert it." That was my second mistake.
Amber does an excellent job of being a
sourcebook for the family Amber, and it
provides one of the better systems that I've
run across for handling special artifacts. In
fact, the background aspects of this baok
are so well done that it almost stands on its
own as a super-sized sourcebook for running an Amber campaign. Every royal
person, dead or alive, that you meet in the
original series (not the second seriesthere's a book on its way covering that) is
covered, complete with optional versions,
so the players can't predict what an NPC's
capabilities are just by buying a copy for
themselves. In fact, you can completely
customize the royal family of Amber to suit
yourself, with Ericasking,and Cotwindead,
or any other way you want. Each character
comes with a picture, a description of possible attitudes and agendas, and a list of
powers and artifacts for each version. In
fact, my only complaint with this section is
that some of the designer's character interpretations didn't quite jive with mine, but
that's part of why the options for customization are there, so that you can buildAmber
to your own interpretation.

and its downfall, is the nature of the conflict
systems. First, they are diceless, really
diceless, and don't involve any sort of random factors at all, aside from those that you
can introduce by roleplayingthem out.Thus,
if you get involved with a character who's
better than you at sword-fighting, even if
only by one point out of 100, you're pretty
much dead meat, unless you can act your
way out.
Admittedly, this does force more cautious play, as most fights are simply to test
your opponent's prowess, rather than for
blood. As your stats are secret from all the
other players and, as your character advances, evenfrom yourself, a certainamount
of politeness is engendered.
Second, the conflict systems are overly
dependent on player and GM interpretation
of events, with the author saying that if you
don'tlikearuleorresult,junkit. Ithought the
entire idea of using rules and random results was to prevent the type of arguments
that Ican see arising from this setup. Properly done rules prevent arguments without
crushingcreativity, contrary to what anyone
might want to believe.
Third, some of the descriptionsof what a
high statistic can allow are, frankly, ridiculous. One example is of a character who,
being invisible, sneaks up behind another
character to stab him. When the intended
victim turns and parries the knife, he is so
good that he just goes around imagining
where an invisible character would want to
stand and stab him. Get real!
Also, there's something called, for lackof
a better term, "Stuff," which, depending on
whether it's positive, zero or negative, can
influence how things turn out. So having
"Good Stuff"can be almost as importantas
being good at something-your character
will always get the lucky breaks. And a
character with "Bad Stuff" will get the bad
breaks.

m1PlISE
In Amber's favor, I have to say that the
gamemaster help sections, the sections for
playerson how to be a better roleplayer, and
the amount of time spent on how to really
create a fleshed-out character were excellent. If more RPGs had this quality of work
and obvious love of roleplaying put into
them, the entire industry would benefit. Examples of good and bad roleplaying,
transcripts of actual encounters and more
help to give you a better understandingof
what roleplaying is all about and how it
should be done.
I would also like to praise the artifact,
powerandcharactercreationsystems,which
are rather closely intertwined. They are
simple in that there are no tables to check
out and cross reference, and there are no
real limitations on anything except point
costs and your imagination. If you can describe it, you can pretty much build it. And
the powers system, while not quite as well
done as the other two, in light of the knowledge that IgainedreadingthesecondAmber
series, is still a work of art,selfconsistent,
easily handledand understood, and of great
flexibility.

EVAIlUW?IIION
As to whether or not you should buy
"Amber," I have to profess that it really is up
to you. If you love Zelazny and the Amber
series, jump on it, as this is the premier
sourcebookforrunninganAmbercampaign.
Just don't expect miracles from the game
system itself. Personally, I just can't get
turned on by a system that expects me to
either b content with a simple subtraction
of numbers to find out who won, or to describe an entire combat blow by blow, just so
that I can attempt some trick to win. In my
final estimation, the good and the bad pretty
much balance out, leaving me with "Zero
stuff." n

PROBLENlS
The biggest problem with this endeavor,
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Gaming-relatedclassifiedadsarefm and
run for at least one issue, longer as space
permits. Challengereservesthe right to edit
or refuse any ad. Challenge will not be hefd
liable for errors occurringinadvertisements.
Sendads to Challenp Classifieds, Managing Editor, PO Box 1646, Bloomington, IL
61702-1646 USA. For display ads, write for
our free rate card.

LOOKING FOR gamers in the southeast
comerof Nebraska,northeastcornerof Kansas or northwestcomerof Missouri. Iusually
gamemaster but will be more than willing to
play for a change. Please contact Elenjamin
J. Rogers, 902 Fulton Ave., Hannibal, MO
63401. (64 only)

andmore, plus magazinesandcomics.Send
SASE for list. David Farneli, 2327 Deadwood, Austin, TX 78744-2804. (62)

LOOKING TO JOIN players of board wargames and Twilight: 2000 or 2300 AD RPG
in the SuffolWNassau Cty areas of Long
Island. J. Broder, 41 Hunting Hills Drive, Dix
Hills, NY 11746. (64)

NEED PLAYERSin MichiganintheMacomb
County, Rome or Washington area. For
Shadowrun, Cyberpunk, Rifts, AD&D, Star
Wars, Cthulhu, Floating Vagabond, Car
Wars, Vampire, and many others. Contact
Steve Matovski, 39504 Della Rosa, Sterling
Heights, MI 48313. (65)

SHADOWRUN players wanted in Houston
area. Please contact Austin Govella, 10015
Cane Creek, Houston, TX 77070. (63)

VINTAGETRAVELLER ITEMS,wide magazine selection: Space Gamer, S&T, F&M.
Diverse mint game collection must go: civil
war, roleplaying, science fiction, ADdD,
W I I - I l l . Priced to sell. For list, write to
Andrew Pierce, 7825 SW 57th Ave., Apt. C,
Miami, FL 33143. (61)

ATTENTION GMsin NEOhiohestern Pennsylvania area. New gaming society is looking for experienced GMs for Callof Cthulhu,
Chill, MqaTravellw, AD&D, RuneQuest
and others. Write to Bruce Jones, 1236
Robbins Ave., iJ.2, Niles, OH 44446. (65)
GAMERS WANTED in Maryland. Players of
Cyberpunk 2.0.2.0., Shadowrun, Star Fleet
Battlesand other games please contact MD
Garners, 9984 Guilford Road, Suite 102,
Columbia, MD 20794-3931. Ask about our
upcoming BBS! (65)
PLAYERS WANTED! The Borderlands if
Khataj is an open-ended, high-complexity,
GMdone FRP PBM game.Character races
include half-dwarves, half-ogres, deep
gnomes and more than 20 others. Extended
turns kr US players. Contact Mailed Gauntlets, 189 FirstAve.,Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M4M 1X3. (65)
THE CITY OF BRADFORD Roleplayers
Guild is a club for all ages. If you have never
roleplayed before, have &come bored with
boardgames, or would like to contact other
rolepiayers, then get in touch. Contact The
City of Bradford Roleplayers Guild, c/o The
GuildmasterofAdministration,54 Blackshaw
Drive, Buttershaw, Bradford,West Yorkshire,
England BD6 2AY. (65)
LOOKING FOR players1GMs for Twilight:
2000or Darkconspiracy in Pinellas County,
FL or Baltimorearea (moving this fall). Contact Steve Enzor, 506 13th Ave. NW, Largo,
FL 34640. (64)
ARMORCLADS is an exciting sci-fi arena
combat PBM game. You control your stable
of warriors as they battle other warriors in
huge, humanoid-shaped tanks. Once you
step into the arena, there isonly one law-do
or die! For free information, write to DVS
Productions, 45 Mountain Ave., Fairfield,
ME 04937. (64)
PEN PALS wanted for lonely inmatelgamer.
I need some interesting reading. All welcome. All answered. Send stamp. Eddie
Stahl, #21101, PO Box 19100, Jean, W
89026. (64)

NEED PLAYERS of Dark Conspiracy, Cyberpunk or any Palladium game (Rifts is
okay but hard to run). Have experienced
GM. Write to Nick Christenson. 2191 Spinning Sheel, Cincinnati, OH 45244. (61)
CAR-PGa Inc., a nonprofit organization, is
looking for dedicated gamers who want to
advance the hobby through positive public
awareness and &fen% from censorship.
To join or to receive free informative literature, writeto CAR-PGa, 1llE. 5th., Bonham,
TX 75418. Please enclose52Gpostage.(61)
PLAYERS WANTED fora Living Steelplayby-mailgame. ~ w o r d s a n d ~ l ~ h a t ememam
bers are needed to secure a base of power
on the planet Rhand. For information,please
send a SASE to David Peters, 5422 Pine
Glen Road, La Crescenta, CA 91214. (60)
GAMING VIA ELECTRONIC BBSunderway
and seeking players-SF game and fantasy
game. Will start more games if GMs volunteer. Call SKYLAND BBS in Asheville, NC at
(704) 254-7800 2400-8-N-1 anytime. Logon
as yourself (no handles), explore the BBS,
check out the games running. Free. (59)
IAMSTARTlNGa TalislantaPBM. If you are
interested in a unique fantasy PBM set after
a cataclysmic war of magic, contact Mait
Johnson, 625 W. Malvern, Fullerton, CA
92632. (59)
BATTLETECH player looking for worthy
opponents in the San Francisco Peninsula
area. Interestedparties please write to J. M.
Hiatt, 832 N. Humbolt St. #1, San Mateo, CA
94401-1439. (58)

USED RPGs for sale or trade. Contact Eric
Nelson, 2401 W. Broadway tl107, Columbia, MO 65203. (62)

MARTIAN METALS 15mm miniatures for
Traveller, all in original blister packets.
K'kree, Zhodani, Sword Worlds, Darrian,
Citizens, Patrons, Striker Force, AirIRaft,
etc. For list, send SASE to Paul Sanders,
612 S. Patton Ct., Denver, CO 80219. (61)
LARGE COLLECTION of used games in
good condition: SF, Dungeons & Dragons,
Cyberpunk and GURPS games, and some
out-of-print TSR products. Contact Matt
Johnson, 625 W. Malvern, Fullerton, CA
92632. (59)

TRAVELLER information exchange. I wish
to trade photocopies of out-of-print Traveller books, supplements, adventures,
fanzines, articles, etc. Please send a list to
Larry Davis, H-8 Casa Grande Dr.. Liverpool,
NY 13090. (61)
GDW's Rebellion Sourcebook (MegaTraveller) or ICE'S Spacemaster modules or
sourcebooks. Iwill trade for Twilight: 2000
material (first and second editions) or TSR's
Top Secret game material. Contact Kurt
Searfoss, 708c NE Ball Drive, Lees Summit,
MO 64063. (57)

GAME SCIENCE rules of ThePetal Throne,
any rules supplements and miniatures.
Please send list with price and condition to
David Peters, 5422 PineGlen Road, La
Crescenta, CA 91214. (65)
BETANHS copy of 1979 Star Wars Christmas Special. Contact Gotham Highlanders,
120 Gorrion Ave., Ventura, CA 93004. (65)

ITEMS FOR BattleTech ( Compendium,
Technical Readout 3025, Mechwarrior 1st
ed.) and Dark Conspiracy (rulebook, PC
Booster Kit). Also Middle-Earthboxed set.
Contact Steve Matovski, 39504 Della Rosa,
Sterling Heights, MI 48313. (65)

CHALLENGE 36, 37, 40,45, 46,48,57. 1
would prefer originals, but photocopies will
do.Also, any Striker l5mm miniatures.Any
reasonableprice. Senddetails to Joe Boeke,
2520 Camino del Sol, Fullerton, CA 926334825. (65)

MOVING-Need to get rid of the games I no
longer play. Shadowrun, Space: 1889,
GURPS (hard cover), Paranoia, Boot Hill
(old), Runequest (old), Sky Galleons, Car
Wars (deluxe), Car Wars Tanks, Autoduel
Champions, 2300 AD, lots of supplements

25MMTRWWELLER miniaturesfrom Grenadier. Prefer unpainted, but will consider
paintedif in good condition. Will trade duplicates of other Traveller miniatures or old
Traveller material, or will pay cash. I am
expecially interested in the following num-

bers (found on the bases): T-2, T-6, T-7, T10, T-12, T-15, T-27, T-29 through 1-35, T40, T-41 and (if they exist) T-47+. Also, the
boxed set of about 12 figures. Contact David
Pildner, 3984 Massillon Road, Apt. D,
Uniontown, OH 44685. (65)
CALL OF CTHULHU magazine articles for
bibliography I am writing. Have all Challenge, Different Worlds, White Dwarf and
White Wolf articles. Mainly need fanzine,
nongaming and foreign magazine appearances. Informationneeded: magazinename,
issue, article name, author(s), type of article
(scenario, rules, spells/books, essay on
Lovecraft...), plus any pertinent notes. Willing to trade copies of articles. Anyone helpingwill be listed on credits if article published
and sent copy of bibliography. Brent
Heustess, 4305 Duval St #107, Austin, TX
78751. (64)
LOOKING TO PURCHASE Twilight: 2000
modules Armies of the Night and RDF
Sourcebook. Will pay reasonable amount
over cover price and shipping. J. Broder, 41
Hunting Hills Drive, Dix Hills, NY 11746. (64)
HELP! I'm a struggling RPG gamer and
novice GM who is incarcerated in the Arizona prison system with no funds. Would
any fellow RPG garners be willing to help by
donating AD&D (2nd edition), 2300 AD,
MegaTraveller, Space: 1889, BatrleTech,
Shadowrun, Marvel Super-Heroes gamebooks, novels or magazines, or any Dragon,
Challenge, Dungeon, White Dwarfor Polyhedron magazines? Photocopies would be
greatly appreciated. Please send whatever
you can to Richard Steinberg, #69458, Arizona State Prison, Florence/smu, PO Box
4000, Florence, AZ 85232. (64)
MORROWPROJECTandAfterMath materiallideas. Contact A. W., PO Box 69, New
Almaden, CA 95042-0069. (64)
DRAGONTOOTH, Archive, Heritage miniatures. Will pay reasonable pricesfor fantasy,
sci-filhistoricalminiatures. Also interestedin
old Martian Metals 15mm Traveller figures.
Mitchell White, 1418 Basilan Lane, Nassau
Bay, TX 77058. (64)

to send ideas on new cyberwear, weapons,
spells, vehicles and other gear. Particularly
wanted are programs and gear specifically
for the decker or netrunner character class,
plus scenario ideas for the Houston and
Texas locales. Will trade ideas. Send ideas
to Austin Govella, 10015 Cane Creek, Houston, TX 77070. (63)
SUPERIOR STARSHIP MODELS, Any
types, paintedor unpainted. Also looking for
Superior catalogwith photosldrawingsofthe
starships they produced. Jed Doderty, 400
Grant Ave., Highland Park, NJ 08904. (62)
A COPY OF FGU's Bunnies and Burrows
andfor a boardgame titled Christians and
Lions. Willing to buy or trade for this material.
Eric Nelson, 2401 W. Broadway #1107, Columbia, MO 65203. (62)
STILL SEEKING Security Leak and Third
lmperiumfanzines. Originalsor photocopies.
Willing to pay all copt and postage costs, or
trade for other materials. Contact Richard
Artis, I 5 1G. Meadow Place, Hope, IN472469441. (61)
RAIDERSOF THE LOSTARK RPGand all
adventures. Willing to pay reasonable price.
Contact Patrick Morgan, 3905 Northern
tights Drive, Pocatello, ID 83201-5934. (61)
ANY PROFESSIONAL or personal work,
article, background, etc. dealing with Star
TfeKs Vulcans or any similar pacifist/logical/
scientifically advanced race in any sciencefiction RPG(Transhumans,etc.) Pleasewrite
to Jean-Fran~oisVirey, 17 rue St. And&
59800 tille, France. (61)
ANY AND ALL FGU Space Opera supplements/modules, including the following star
sectoratlas/sourcebooks:The Galactic Peoples Republic, The Hiss, The Sikozant Belt.
I will buy or pay for photocopies. Contact M.
Yount, PO Box 1744, Corbin, KY 40701. (61)
LASERBURN rules, scenarios, miniatures.
Send any information to Paul Sanders, 612
S. Patton Ct., Denver, CO 80219. (61)
BRITISH BATTLETECHfanswho havecopies of MekTek issues 4 and up. Willing to
swap for purchase. Please contact Michael
Bolda, 1183 Violet St., Atlantic Beach, FL
32233. (59)

HELP! While I was away, all my original
Traveller was stolen. I desperately need
photocopies of everything by GDW and Digest Group but Book 4, 76 Patrons, Grand
Survey and Grand Census. Anything readable okay. Will pay expenses, if necessary,
but outright altruism also appreciated. Also
would like copies of all Traveller News Service bits except thouse in Journal 26-28
andChallenge54+. Send to John R. Barton,
C/OKatrina Reef, 900 S. Baker St., Unit
2220, Linfield College, McMinnville, OR
97128. (63)

CLASSIC TRAVELLER material. Vanguard
Reaches, The BeyondandSORAGby Paranoia Press, and Glimmerdrift Reaches and
Ley Sectorby Judges Guild. Would also like
any issues of the Journal of the Travellers'
Aid Society. Prefer originals but good photocopies okay. Please send list, prices and
condition of items to David Feltrneyer, 7535
Dale Ave., St. Louis, MO 63117. (58)

LOOKING FOR the BattleTech novels
Mercenary's Star and The Sword and the
Stars, published by FASA. Will pay any
reasonable price for a complete copy of
either. Michael Gray, 1909 Winterset Parkway, Marietta, GA 30067. (63)

AMBERZINE is published by Phage Press,
PO Box 519. Detroit. MI 48231-0519. 164)
, ,

SHADOWRUNNERSorcyberpunkswanted HORROR GAMING APAZINE seeks par-

ticipants. Focuswillbeon DarkConspiracy,
Call of Cthulhu, Vampire and Chill. Fiction
and other games accepted. For more information, please write to Dan Snuffin, TESC
BuildingD, Room 114D, Olympia, WA98505.
(63)
THEJOURNAL OFTHEBRITANNIC TECHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY, a newsletter dedicated to the Space: 1889 RPG, is seeking
art and article submissions relating to Victorian SF adventure. For submission guidelines, please send SASE to The Journal of
the Britannic Technological Society, d o
Dragonshead Gaming Concepts Ltd.,
21W127TeeLane#3, Itasca, lL60143.(63)
MELBOURNE TIMES: Newsletter of the
Earth Colonies Development League provides background material for completely
new, non-lmperium campaign setting. Features include news service, world briefs,
character sketches, sophont descriptions,
corporate portfolios, political analysis, cultural events and more. Subscribersand contributors send SASE to Melbourne Times, c/
o David Johnson, 2800 NASA Road One
#514, Seabrook, TX 77586. Overseas include three IRCs. (62)
MOTIVE:An Amateur Press Alliance (APA)
which covers all aspects of the RPG hobby,
is looking for new members. Members contribute to and receive a (+/-) 200 -page,
bimonthly APA. RPGs most often covered
are MEW, HEROSystem, Twilight: 2000,
CoC, Shadowrun and BanleTech. Please
write to Wayne Peacock, 190 Reed St.,
Athens, GA 30605. (60)
THE SWORD & BLASTER:A new publication detailing games and groups in the Atlanta, GA area, is now available. Covers all
aspects of roleplayingand boardgames, including reviews, poetry, game schedules,
group contacts and more. For information,
contact Jeff Leggett, 2102-8 Wexford Dr.,
Norcross, GA 30071. (60)
ETHER ILLUSTRATED NEWS A Space:
1889 newsletter. For additional information,
please contact Tom Gray, 101 Hackberry,
Apt. 1503, Clute, TX 77531. (59)
INQUISITOR: Warhammer 40Knewsletterl
forum for experienced playes. Eq./vehicle
design, open forum, scenarios, Q&A, army
calc. worksheets, unit stat cards and more!
Inquisitor, PO Box 14485, Santa Rosa, CA
95402-6485. (58)
GALACTlC ANARCHY: A PBM game of
exploration and conquest set after a protracted civil war. Two to 30 players vie for
control of the universe, with up to 70 artifacts, 700 systems and 1000 fleets in one
game. Write to Anarchy By Mail, PO Box
873, Allen, TX 75002. (57)

with aprimaryeinphasisonthegamespace:
1889. Send a SASE to TRMGS, d o Mark
Clark, 598 Thompson Station Road, Newark, DE 19711-7520. (56153)
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wngerous Journeys. Mythus and The Epic of E r t h are trademarks of Omega Helios Limited.

